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iAbstract
A new trend Web service ecosystems for Service-Oriented Architectures
(SOAs) and Web services is emerging. Services can be offered and traded
like products in these ecosystems. The explicit formalization of services’
non-functional parameters, e.g. price plans and legal aspects, as Service De-
scriptions (SD) is one of the main challenges to establish such Web service
ecosystems. The manual modeling of Service Descriptions (SDs) is a tedious
and cumbersome task.
In this thesis, we introduce the innovative approach Visual Semantic Anal-
ysis (VSA) to support semi-automatic modeling of service descriptions in
Web service ecosystems. This approach combines the semantic analysis and
interactive visualization techniques to support the analysis, modeling, and
reanalysis of services in an iterative loop. For example, service providers
can analyze first the price plans of the already existing services and extract
semantic information from them (e.g. cheapest offers and functionalities).
Then they can reuse the extracted semantics to model the price plans of their
new services. Afterwards, they can reanalyze the new modeled price plans
with the already existing services to check their market competitiveness in
Web service ecosystems.
The experts from different domains, e.g. service engineers, SD modeling
experts, and price plan experts, were interviewed in a study to identify
the requirements for the VSA approach. These requirements cover aspects
related to the analysis of already exiting services and reuse of the analysis
results to model new services.
Based on the user requirements, we establish a generic process model for the
Visual Semantic Analysis. It defines sub processes and transitions between
them. Additionally, the technologies used and the data processed in these
sub processes are also described. We present also the formal specification of
this generic process model that serves as a basis for the conceptual framework
of the VSA.
A conceptual framework of the VSA elucidates structure and behavior of
the Visual Semantic Analysis System. It specifies also system components
of the VSA system and interaction between them. Additionally, we present
the external interface of the VSA system for the communication with Web
service ecosystems.
Finally, we present the results of a user study conducted by means of the
VSA system that is developed on the base of the VSA conceptual framework.
The results of this user study show that the VSA system leads to strongly
significant improvement of the time efficiency and offers better support for
the analysis, modeling and reanalysis of service descriptions.
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Zusammenfassung
Es entsteht ein neuer Trend Web-Service-O¨kosysteme auf denen Web-Services
(Dienste) wie Gu¨ter angeboten, gehandelt und zu Mehrwertdiensten kom-
biniert werden ko¨nnen. Um dies zu verwirklichen mu¨ssen die formalen
Beschreibungen der nicht-funktionalen Parameter von Diensten, z. B.
Preispla¨ne und juristische Aspekte als Dienstbeschreibungen definiert wer-
den. Die manuelle Modellierung von Dienstbeschreibungen ist eine mu¨hsame
und langwierige Aufgabe.
In dieser Arbeit stellen wir den innovativen Ansatz Visual Semantic Analysis
(VSA) vor, um semi-automatische Modellierung der Dienstbeschreibungen
in Web-Service-O¨kosystemen zu unterstu¨tzen. Dieser Ansatz kombiniert
die semantische Analyse- und interaktive Visualisierungstechniken fu¨r die
Analyse, Modellierung und Reanalyse der Dienstbeschreibungen. Zum
Beispiel, Dienstanbieter ko¨nnen die Preispla¨ne der schon existierenden Dien-
ste analysieren und die semantischen Informationen (z. B. gu¨nsitigste Ange-
bote und Funktionalita¨ten) daraus extrahieren. Danach ko¨nnen sie diese
extrahierten semantischen Informationen wiederverwenden und damit die
Preispla¨ne eigener Dienste modellieren. Abschließend ko¨nnen sie neue mod-
ellierte Preispla¨ne mit den existierenden Diensten zusammen analysieren,
um ihre Konkurenzfa¨higkeit in Web-Service-O¨kosystemen zu u¨berpru¨fen.
Die Experten aus verschiedenen Domainen, z. B. Service-Engineers, Dienst-
Modellierungs-Experten sowie Preisplan-Experten wurden in einer Studie
interviewt, um die Anforderungen fu¨r die VSA herauszufinden. Diese
Anforderungen umfassen Aspekte der Analyse existierender Dienste und
Wiederverwendung der Analyseergebnisse fu¨r die Modellierung der neuen
Dienstbeschreibungen.
Wir stellen ein generisches Prozessmodell fu¨r die Visual Semantic Analy-
sis auf der Basis von Anforderungen, die aus der Studie gewonnen wurden,
vor. Dabei werden Teilprozesse und ihre Abla¨ufe festgelegt. Zusa¨zliche wer-
den die verwendeten Technologien und verarbeiteten Daten in diesen Teil-
prozessen zusammengefasst. Wir pra¨sentieren auch formale Spezifikationen
dieses generischen Prozessmodells, das als Grundlage fu¨r den konzeptionellen
Framework der VSA dient.
Weiterhin wird ein konzeptionelles Framework fu¨r die VSA vorgeschlagen,
dieses stellt den strukturellen Aufbau und das Verhalten von VSA-System
dar. Zusa¨tzlich werden die Systemkomponenten des VSA-Systems und
deren Interaktionen spezifiziert. Daru¨berhinaus pra¨sentieren wir die externe
Schnittstelle des VSA-Sytems fu¨r die Kommunikation mit den Web-Service-
O¨kosystemen.
Abschliessend pra¨sentieren wir die Ergebnisse einer Benutzerstudie, die mit-
tels VSA-System durchgefu¨hrt wurde. Das VSA-System wurde auf der Basis
iv
von dem oben beschriebenen konzeptionellen Framework der VSA entwick-
elt. Die Ergebisse der Benutzerstudie zeigen, dass das VSA-System zur
signifikanten Verbesserung der Effizienz fu¨hrt und bessere Unterstu¨tzung
fu¨r die Analyse, Modellierung und Reanalyse von Diensten bietet.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Many people are familiar with web-based marketplaces like eBay and Ama-
zon, on which they can buy or sell goods. However, web-based marketplaces
for business software are not very well known to the general public. Be-
nioff [Eba10] has described web-based marketplaces for business software as
eBay for business software. Software makers and customers can swap and
sell their applications there. The first marketplaces for business software
were Salesforce.com, StrikeIron.com, GrandCentral.com. These companies
exploit XML and Web service technologies to offer business software as ser-
vices. Their early successes have paved the way to Web services marketplaces
(like Amazon and eBay).
Distinct type of marketplace and their characteristics are summarized in
Table 1.1. The Software-as-a-Service marketplaces use WSDL, structured
and unstructured text to describe technical interfaces, pricing and provider
information, and benefits of services. Pay per use and hosting are their
business models. One-stop citizen and constituency services are offered by
the public sector and their emphasis is less on generating revenue. These
are typically portals with links to information and services of governmental
agencies. Best deals for consumers, commission fees, referral fee or sales of
related hardware are the business models of Business Service Marketplaces.
The Service Descriptions (SDs) in these marketplaces are provided as free-
text (description of services) and structured text (pricing, provider details,
reputation and categorization) [CBMK10].
2 Introduction
particular and prominent form of intermediary, namely
an electronic marketplace, is demonstrated through two
applications.
2. Service Marketplaces
The first intermediaries have been public software
registries, providing single-stop brokerage of Web
services from diverse sources. Even though they were
supported by strong organizations, most of them
exhibited a decline after only a few years, e.g., the UDDI
Business Registry was operated by Microsoft, IBM and
SAP  from  2000  to  2006.  This  can  be  traced  to  the  fact
that the service metadata specified in essentially
technical standards is insufficient to facilitate
independent discovery of services by consumers:
consumers need prior, “offline” knowledge about services
that are diversely supplied and not specific to a particular
domain. In other words, service semantics was
inadequate. Moreover, critical aspects related to service
delivery (non-functional ones) were absent. Yet,
consumers are reluctant to engage in business
transactions without knowing about timeliness,
reliability, privacy and settlement.
Service marketplaces have emerged as a later
development following the successes of Internet
marketplaces (like Amazon and eBay). Table 1
summarizes distinct types of marketplaces and their
characteristics.
Software-as-a-Service marketplaces like
Salesforce.com and Workday are similar to public
software registries, with key differences: they are
governed by a commercial player, they pertain to a
specific domain (e.g. CRM in the case of Salesforce and
HR in the case of Workday) and they strive for a business
model that features pay-per-use pricing and hosting.
While they use WSDL to provide technical interfaces,
most of the remaining description is presented as
structured and unstructured text. Structured text includes
a categorization of the service, pricing or provider
information. Unstructured text is used to point out the
benefits, usage scenarios and policies of the service offer.
Overall, these marketplaces focus on a manual search,
selection and integration into distributed applications.
Another significant development is one-stop citizen-
and constituency services through the public sector.
Although they are not marketplaces in the strict
commercial sense, they have similar features such as
bringing consumers (e.g. citizens) and providers
(government agencies) a “one-stop” exposure of business
services (e.g. land parcel checks and life events) through
centralized channels, e.g. DirectGov.uk or usa.gov. These
are typically portals that provide links to information and
services of governmental agencies. Service descriptions
are  general  and are  geared  to  an  audience  that  has  high
confidence in accessing exposed services and wishes to
avoid inefficient government silos. Being public sector,
the emphasis is less on generating revenue, although
these platforms do facilitate certain service delivery
functions like single-point payment and service tracking.
For agency access, gateways underpinning the platforms
are useful for technical integration, e.g. usa.gov exposes
services like taxation details and street validation which
are used by Software-as-a-Service initiatives like
Salesforce.
A recent development are Business Service
Marketplaces, e.g. American Express Intelligent Online
Marketplace (AXIOM), Intel Business Exchange or IBM
SmartMarket. Business service marketplaces are
centrally governed by a dominant commercial player
focused on differentiation while deriving adjacent or
outsourced services from wide and global partnerships.
The dominant player benefits from increased revenue by
exposing wide choice and best deals for consumers.
Partners also enjoy a greater market visibility for their
services. As the range of services on these marketplaces
is quite diverse, descriptions are mostly free-text in
addition to basic attributes like price, provider details,
reputation and categorization.
From our discussion we can summarize that service
descriptions in various domains are based on textual
descriptions that are presented to consumers to be
Marketplace URL Service Description Business Model
Software-as-a-
Service
marketplaces
www.salesforce.com,
www.workday.com,
www.webservicex.net
WSDL and structured
description and free
text
Pay per use, commission fees and rewards
One-stop citizen
and constituency
services
DirectGov.uk,
usa.gov
Link directory and
government agency
documents.
Cost savings and political incentive for improved
efficiency, transparency and community building for
government services
Business service
marketplaces
AXIOM,
Intel Business Exchange,
IBM SmartMarket
Structured text and
free-text
Best deals, commission fees for referrals
Commission fees, referral fee, or via related
hardware sales.
Table 1. Classification of marketplaces and their characteristics
Figure 1.1: Classification of marketplaces and their characteristics
[CBMK10]
1.1 Motivation and Challenges
As Service-Oriented Architectures (SOAs) and Web services ature and
move to main stream, a new trend Web service ecosystems is emerging.
Service providers can offer and trade their services in these ecosystems. Ser-
vice brokers offer services of different service providers to service consumers.
They can also combine services form different service providers to create new
value added services and offer them to services consumers. The combination
of services from different service providers may need mapping between dif-
ferent input and output formats of services. Service mediators offer mapping
between different input and output formats of services. Service providers,
service brokers, and service mediators have to work together in order to of-
fer services to service consumers in Web service ecosystems[BD06, BDB05].
Today, The Internet of Services (IoS) is considered as an infrastructure for
the Web service ecosystem, where services are, published, discovered and
consumed via different business channels [CBMK10, OBB+09, CWV09].
The flexible service discovery to find and combine services is one of the main
challenges for Web service ecosystems (e.g. IoS) [BD06, CBMK10, CWV09,
OBB+09]. To offer flexible service discovery, service providers must de-
scribe non-functional parameters of services, e.g. price plans, legal aspects,
Service Level Agreements (SLAs), penalties, and delivery modes. The ser-
vice descriptions can be very complex, e.g. the price plans of SDs may con-
tain information like pay per use, monthly fee, flat rate, discounts, and spe-
cial offers. The dependencies between non-functional parameters, e.g. price
plans, functionality of service, and Quality of Service (QoS) parameters,
make the service description even more complex. Therefore, the explicit
and formalized description of services’ non-functional parameters is the
bottleneck for Web service ecosystems [CBMK10, OBB+09, CWV09]. The
manual modeling of Service Descriptions (SDs) is a tedious and cumbersome
task. The automation of SD modeling task is desirable as it is mentioned in
the different research work [WWWC08, SP07, Sab06, SWGS05, WGG+04].
Although the product descriptions of the tradable products on market-
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places like eBay and Amazon are not so complicated, modeling tools such
as ChannelAdvisor are available to support the semi-automatic model-
ing of product descriptions. In the same way, the modeling tools are
required to support semi-automatic modeling of services in ecosystems
[WWWC08, SP07, Sab06, SWGS05]. These tools should support service
providers to deal with the complexity of SDs and accelerate the SD model-
ing process.
The modeling of service description required not only the cost intensive man-
ual effort, but also market analysis techniques to offer competitive services
in Web service ecosystems. A number of market research tools (e.g. tera-
peak) for the marketplaces eBay and Amazon are available today. Sellers
use these tools to analyze the market and develop new business ideas. In the
same way, the market analysis techniques are required for the Web service
ecosystems. These techniques should support analysis of non-functional pa-
rameters of SDs, e.g. price plans, SLAs and legal aspects. The results of
market analysis should facilitate modeling of market competitive services in
Web service ecosystems.
Visual techniques take into account human perceptual capabilities to detect
patterns and outliers in visual information. The application of visualization
techniques facilitate understanding about extracted complex data, struc-
tures, hierarchy and relations in market analysis. Sabou [SP07, Sab05] has
purposed application of visual techniques for the semi-automatic modeling
of service descriptions.
The semi-automatic modeling of SDs is already introduced in different re-
search work [WWWC08, SP07, HJK04, POSV04]. The semantic analysis
techniques are applied in these approaches to extract semantics from the
functional parameters and textual descriptions of services in order to anno-
tate Web Services. The non-functional aspects, like price plans and SLAs,
are not handled in these approaches. The simultaneous application of se-
mantic analysis and interactive visualization techniques for the analysis and
modeling is also not the focus of these approaches.
The semantic analysis techniques [PF09a, JNT09, BTN08, CHS05, Mae02]
offer machine learning methods to analyze service description, but they don’t
address the context of service description modeling. The application of in-
teractive visualization techniques for semantic analysis is also not discussed
in these techniques. The Visual Analytics (VA) [KAF+08, MKJ08] offers
a combination of data analysis and visualization techniques to analyze Se-
mantic Descriptions, but they don’t deal also with the modeling of service
descriptions.
4 Introduction
1.2 Aim of this thesis and Contribution
This thesis investigates new methods and techniques to support the semi-
modeling of Service Descriptions in Web service ecosystems. Main focus is
given to the good understanding of semantic analysis and service modeling
processes. In particular, the combination of semantic analysis and visual-
ization techniques are investigated to support semi-automatic modeling of
Service Descriptions.
A significant effort is devoted for the development of new techniques, meth-
ods and tools to support service providers and service brokers in the SD mod-
eling process. Attention has been devoted to the establishment of an inno-
vative approach Visual Semantic Analysis (VSA) to support semi-automatic
modeling of services in Web service ecosystems. It combines semantic anal-
ysis and interactive visualization techniques to support analysis, modeling,
and reanalysis in an iterative loop. Additionally, it offers intuitive User In-
terfaces to deal with the complexity of Service Descriptions. The theses of
this thesis are as follows:
The main theses of the work are that the VSA approach:
1. Improves time efficiency regarding time duration required to analyze,
model and reanalyze services.
2. facilitates service analysis and semantic extraction.
3. supports semi-automatic modeling of new service description by reusing
and adapting the extracted semantics.
4. enables reanalysis of new modeled services to check their market com-
petitiveness.
5. facilitates users to deal with the complexity of SD modeling.
These theses lead to the following research questions:
1. What are the user requirements for the VSA?
2. How to support users to deal with the complexity of SD modeling?
3. What is the process model for the VSA?
4. What is the conceptual framework for the VSA?
This thesis introduces the Visual Semantic Analysis (VSA) approach that
combines semantic analysis and visualization techniques in order to support
semi-automatic modeling of SDs. My contributions are:
1.2 Aim of this thesis and Contribution 5
A study was conducted to identify the requirements for the VSA.
The knowledge experts from different domains such as service engineers, SD
modeling experts, price plan experts, SLA experts, and legal experts were
interviewed in this study. The requirements were considered from the per-
spectives of users, semantic analysis and SD modeling. The requirement
from the perspective of semantic analysis covers the aspects related to anal-
ysis of the available service and usage of visualization techniques for this
analysis. The modeling of new services and usage of visualization for the
service modeling are addressed by the requirement from the SD modeling
perspective. The focus of the users perspective is the interplay between se-
mantic analysis and SD modeling and usage of visualization techniques in
order to support the analysis of available services, modeling of new services
and reanalysis of new modeled services with the available services in an iter-
ative loop. These requirements serve as basis for the definition of a generic
process model for the VSA.
A generic process model for the VSA is introduced.
This generic process model describes (i) sub processes and tasks, (ii) tran-
sitions between sub processes, (iii) technologies used in sub processes, and
(iv) data processed and generated in the sub processes. The iterative loop
illustrates the analysis, modeling, and reanalysis of services in an itera-
tive manner. The manual validation and refinement of automatically ex-
tracted semantics and semi-automatic modeling of new services by reusing
and adapting extracted semantics require synchronization of these manual
changes in the VSA process. The merging of manually generated semantic
information and automatically extracted semantics are also described in this
generic process model of the Visual Semantic Analysis. Furthermore, the
perspectives in the VSA approach allow users to deal with the complexity
of SDs by considering different aspects of SDs, e.g. price plans and Ser-
vice Level Agreements (SLAs), individually or simultaneously. This generic
process model serves as prerequisite for the formal specification of the VSA
process and conceptual framework of the VSA.
A formal specification of the VSA process is presented
For the specification of the VSA process model, a definition of a process
is presented first, and then a specification of the VSA process on the base of
the definition of the process is illustrated. The elements (i) sub processes,
(ii) transitions between sub processes (iii) conditions for the transitions be-
tween sub processes (iv) techniques applied in sub processes (v) data pro-
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cessed and generated in sub processes, and (vi) inputs and out puts of sub
process are presented in the VSA specification. Furthermore, the context
and semantics processed and generated in this sub process are also part of
this formal specification. The formal specification serves as guidelines for
the conceptual framework of the VSA.
A Conceptual Framework for the VSA approach is described.
A conceptual framework of the VSA describes system components of the
Visual Semantic Analysis System. These components manage sub processes
and their execution order according to the generic process model of the VSA.
The consideration of sub set of services and individual aspect of SDs in differ-
ent perspectives is particularly considered within this conceptual framework.
Additionally, different communication components are introduced that de-
fine external interfaces and communication with Web service ecosystems.
The import of the available services and publishing of new modeled services
on Web service ecosystems is also discussed. Furthermore, the management
of context and semantics processed and generated in the sub processes or
different sessions of the VSA process is also part of the conceptual frame-
work.
A user study was conducted to verify the theses of this thesis.
A prototype of the Visual Semantic Analysis System Sophie is developed
on the VSA conceptual framework. Different application benefits referring
to theses of this thesis efficiency, service analysis, service modeling, reanaly-
sis of modeled services, complexity of SDs and user satisfaction as described
above are expected from this prototype. A user study was conducted to
verify these aspects. The VSA prototype Sophie was compared with a ser-
vice modeling tool USDL-Editor. The evaluation of the results of this user
study demonstrates that the time efficiency and the support for the analysis,
modeling and reanalysis of services are improved significantly. Furthermore,
it shows that the perspectives for the VSA facilitate users to deal with the
complexity of SDs. These improvements lead to increase the general user
satisfaction.
1.3 Application Benefits
The evaluation of the results of the conducted user study verifies the the-
ses of this work. The application benefits of the VSA approach are as follows:
The VSA approach improves time efficiency regarding time du-
ration required to analyze, model and reanalyze services.
1.3 Application Benefits 7
The VSA prototype allows users to extract semantic information from avail-
able service and model new services by reusing and adapting extracted se-
mantics instead of modeling new services from scratch. The reanalysis of
new-modeled services together with existing services facilitates the compar-
ison of newly modeled services with existing ones. In this way, it improves
the time efficiency to model new services.
We show that the VSA approach facilitates service analysis and
semantic extraction.
The VSA approach offers analysis of available services by using semantic
analysis techniques. The usage of either one semantic analysis technique or
a combination of them facilitates the extraction of semantics from available
services. The visualization of semantic analysis results allows certain pat-
terns like clustering of similar services regarding to their prices plans, QoS
parameters, or functionalities to be detected. It means that the analysis
of services and visualization of analysis results improve the support for the
service analysis.
The reuse and adaption of extracted semantics supports semi-
automatic modeling of new service descriptiosn significantly with
the VSA approach.
The interactive visualization of extracted semantics provides a better overview
of extracted semantics, where the services with specific patterns, e.g. price
plans, SLAs, and functionality, can easily be identified. The interactive vi-
sualization doesn’t only allow similar or competitor services to be identified,
but also supports the reuse or adaption of extracted semantics to model new
services. In this way, the semantic service descriptions of similar or com-
petitor services are available during the service modeling process that helps
users to understand and compare the complex SDs of similar services. Addi-
tionally, It supports users to reuse or adapt extracted semantic to model new
services under the consideration of the competitiveness of their new mod-
eled services, therefore, this approach improves support for semi-automatic
modeling of services.
The VSA approach enables reanalysis of new modeled services
to check their market competitiveness.
The reanalysis of new modeled services with available services and visu-
alization of reanalysis results allow users to compare new modeled services
with available services easily. In this way, they enter into a loop, where
semantic analysis and interactive visualization techniques allows them to
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analyze, model and reanalyze services in an interactive manner until they
are satisfied with the competitiveness of their new modeled services. We
show that support for the reanalysis of services is improved by applying this
approach.
The perspectives in the VSA approach facilitate users to deal with
the complexity of SD modeling.
The VSA offers multiple perspectives in order to deal with the complex-
ity of SDs. It allows users to select a sub set of individual aspects of SDs
to define different perspectives, before they apply visual semantic analysis
approach in these perspectives. The results of the user study prove that
perspectives in the VSA facilitate users to deal with complexity of service
descriptions.
1.4 Outline of This thesis
The theoretical fundamentals related to services and Service Description
(SD) is introduced in Chapter 2. A general service life cycle gives an
overview on different phases of the service development and the different
roles involved in it. The examples of statistics based, rule-based, hybrid,
and formal semantic extraction techniques provide an overview of differ-
ent semantic analysis techniques. The examples of these semantic analysis
techniques demonstrate how semantics can be extracted from structured
and unstructured data. The use of visualization and Visual Analytics (VA)
techniques for a semantic analysis are also discussed.
Different manual Service Description (SD) modeling, semi-automatic SD
modeling and semantic analysis approaches are discussed in Chapter 3 that
serve as related work to this thesis and play a key role to identify the re-
quirements for the VSA approach. First, an overview of different manual SD
modeling approaches is presented. Then, semantic extraction techniques to
support semi-automatic SD modeling are illustrated. Afterward, semantic
analysis approaches introduce semantic extraction from structured and un-
structured data. Finally, the Visual Analytics based semantic analysis tech-
niques show how semantic analysis and visualization techniques can support
the semantic analysis process.
A generic process model of the Visual Semantic Analysis (VSA) is introduced
in Chapter 4. First, the terms used in this generic process model are defined
and the requirements analysis for the VSA is discussed in detail. Then, the
comparison of VSA approach with the existing related research efforts gives
a brief overview of its features. The next section presents a generic process
model of the VSA that describes the sub processes and their execution order.
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Finally, a formal specification of the basic elements of this generic process
model of the VSA is presented.
A conceptual framework for the visual semantic analysis is presented in
Chapter 5. It describes the system behavior and system components of
the VSA system. It manages tasks and sub processes, execution order of
sub processes, application of semantic and visualization techniques in the
sub processes and data generated and processed in the sub processes. The
perspectives based semantic analysis is also introduced to deal with a large
number of services and complexity of SDs, Furthermore, the interaction be-
tween VSA system and service platforms by using different platform services
is described in detail that allows the VSA approach to be used for different
service platforms.
A prototype of the VSA system based on the VSA conceptual framework is
presented in Chapter 6. This prototype supports the aspects like analysis of
available services, modeling of new services and reanalysis of new modeled
services with the available services. Four application scenarios for the VSA
approach “service matchmaking and annotation”, “price plan analysis”, “le-
gal aspects analysis” and “Service Level Agreements (SLAs) analysis” is also
presented briefly that serves as proof of concept for the VSA approach.
The evaluation of the Visual Semantic Analysis approach is described in
Chapter 7. A user study was conducted to verify the application benefits
referring to aspects efficiency, service analysis, service modeling, reanalysis
of modeled services, scalability and user satisfaction. The prototype of the
VSA system Sophie was compared with a service modeling tool USDL-Editor
for the evaluation. After the introduction of the applied evaluation method
and study design, the evaluation results are presented. A conclusion wraps
up the discussions done within this chapter.
Finally, the outcome of this thesis is summarized and discussed with respect
to the achieved contribution in Chapter 8. This chapter concludes with an
out view on future work for further research in the field of Visual Semantic
Analysis.
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Chapter 2
Services and Semantic Analysis
The Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) has become one of the most pop-
ular approaches for distributed business applications. A new trend service
ecosystem is emerging, where service providers can augment their core ser-
vices by using business service delivery related available functionalities, like
distribution and delivery. The service providers may re-combine and medi-
ate services of other providers in such way that have not been anticipated
by their original providers [BD06]. The formalization of functional and non-
functional parameters of services as service description will be needed to
accomplish the vision of the service ecosystem as discussed in the chpater 1.
The manual modeling of service description is still tedious and cumbersome
task. The semantic analysis aims at facilitating the semantic extraction by
combining interaction between human modeler and machine learning meth-
ods. The knowledge experts should be able to analyze unstructured, semi-
structured and structured data to extract semantic information by using
semantic analysis techniques, which should lead to semi-automatic model-
ing of service descriptions. [Mae02].
This chapter introduces the definitions of the terms that are later used in
this thesis. The terms related to services, service descriptions, and service
lifecycles are first presented in this chapter. They are followed by a descrip-
tion of the semantic analysis methods and interactive visual techniques to
support semantic analysis.
2.1 Services
The terms “service” and “Web service” are often used synonymously in
computer science. The difference between these terms is often discussed and
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still there are different definitions of both terms in the research community.
The definitions of “service” and “Web services” according to Fensel et al.
[FLP+07, p. 39] are:
Service: A service is defined as the provision of a concrete prod-
uct or abstract value in some domain.
Web service: Web services are defined as computational entities
accessible over the Internet (using Web service standards and
protocols) via platform- and programming-language-independent
interfaces.
The following example describes both terms “service” and “Web service”:
Let us consider a person who wants to book a flight from Frankfurt to
Madrid. The provision of service and contractual issues related to it are
independent of how the supplier and the provider interact. It is not relevant
if the person goes to the airline ticket office or uses the airline’s website
to book the ticket. There, provision of value is considered as service. An
airline can offer a software component accessible via Web service standards
to request a Web service to request the booking of a flight. Thus, Web
service means to consume an actual service or place a contract for actual
service via internet. The Service Description (SD) of both services and
Web services will be considered in this work from different perspectives, e.g.
technical and business perspectives. For the simplicity, the term “service”
is used for the both terms “service” and “Web service” in this thesis.
2.1.1 Service Oriented Architecture (SOA)
Services offer access to functionalities via internet by using standardized in-
terfaces and open standards. The use of open standards makes distributed
applications independent of the operating system platform and programming
languages. SOAs facilitate the development of service based distributed ap-
plications. Figure 2.1 shows the basic building blocks of a service-oriented
architecture. Service providers have to publish a service, before a service
can be discovered by a service consumer. Then service consumers can is-
sue queries to find a desired service. The discovery process is regulated by
different standards, e.g. UDDI (Universal Description, Discovery, and In-
tegration). The description of a service interface is needed to invocate a
service. The description of the interface is provided by a service description
language e.g. WSDL (Web Service Description Language.) The message
and data exchange between services is achieved by the SOAP (Simple Ob-
ject Access Protocol) standard. These core standards (like UDDI, WSDL
and SOAP) facilitate basic functionalities of service-oriented architecture.
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Figure 2.1: Basic building blocks of Service Oriented Architecture (SOA)
Only syntactical aspects are addressed so far in this section. These tech-
nologies offer a set of rigid services that can not be adapted to changing
environment without keeping human programmers in the loop. Neverthe-
less, the service technologies and SOA represent a milestone in making cross
enterprise or organization distributed applications possible on large scale.
They provide first time a widely spread standard to manage communication
between distributed applications and allow combination of them to develop
more complex entities. It is the major advantage of services as compared to
previous or existing middleware standards, which did not reach such level of
consensus and acceptance. The lack of agreement between global industrial
players and the lack of simple widespread application- and programming-
language-independent protocols and standard data exchange formats were
main reasons for the failure of previous and existing middleware standards
[FLP+07].
The definition of service-oriented architectures is still heavily discussed.
Fensel et al. [FLP+07] outline basic principles as listed abelow:
1. Loose coupling: Every service should be atomic, self-describing, acces-
sible, declarative, stateless and composite in SOA.
2. Contracted: The inputs, outputs, access policies, quality-of-service
requirements, and error-handling procedures are described as contract,
which represent services in SOA.
3. Discoverable: At the time of execution, services should be able to be
discoverable.
4. Addressable: Services should have unique identity in a network for
their identification.
5. Distributed: Service should be good netizen application because they
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are separated by geographical and machine boundaries i.e. they must
be able to recover from loss of communication.
6. Point-to-Point: A service consumer uses one and only one procedure
at any point in time
2.1.2 Service Standards
In recent years services have become a widely accepted common standard
for the development of distributed applications. They introduced a new ab-
straction layer and a radically new architecture for software. They allow to
reuse and combine software components via standardized interfaces. They
facilitate the development of distributed business applications and integra-
tion of existing software within or across enterprise boundaries. The two
application areas for services are Enterprise Application Integration (EAI)
and E-Commerce. The demand for flexible EAI solutions instead of expen-
sive reimplementation is increasing rapidly. The online stores and electronic
marketplaces can profit by integrating their current service into more value
added services by using SOAs [FLP+07, SP07, Sab06].
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that allows access to its functionality via a Web interface. WSs communicate by employ-
ing established protocols for message transport and encoding. Indeed, the W3C Web
Services Architecture Working Group defines a Web service as:
“a software application identified by an URI, whose interfaces and bindings are capa-
ble of being defined, described and discovered as XML artifacts. A Web service supports
direct interactions with other oftware agents using XML-based messages exchanged via
Internet-based protocols.” (W3C, 2002)
X
M
L
Message Exchange: SOAP
Transport Layer: HTTP, FTP, SMTP …
Service Description: WSDL
Web Service Tasks:
Publication & Discovery: UDDI
Composition: BPEL4WS
Figure 2.4: Overview of Web Service Standards.
Web service technology has introduced a new abstraction layer over and a radically
new architecture for software. Indeed, the innovative vision is that by employing a set
of XML standards to define and describe Web service functionalities, several tasks such
as discovery and composition of these services can be facilitated (or even automated)
to some extent. Web service technology also aims to facilitate the interaction between
different Web services (i.e., software programs) by enforcing the use of XML standards
for data exchange. Note, that any kind of data can be exchanged between Web services
(e.g., semi-structured, textual, structured) as long as it is embedded in an XML based
messaging protocol.
Figure 2.4 (adapted from (de Aalst, 2003)) shows the main Web service technology
standards, all based on XML. A Web service interface is described using the Web Ser-
vice Description Language11 (WSDL). Web services exchange messages encoded in the
SOAP12 (Simple Object Access Protocol) messaging framework and transported over
HTTP or other Internet protocols. Several tasks can be performed with Web services. A
typical Web service life-cycle envisions the following scenario. A service provider pub-
lishes the WSDL description of his service in UDDI13, a registry that permits Universal
Description Discovery and Integration of Web services. Subsequently, service requesters
can inspect UDDI and locate/discover Web services that are of interest. Using the in-
formation provided by the WSDL description they can directly invoke the corresponding
Web service. Further, several Web services can be composed to achieve a more complex
functionality. Such compositions of services can be specified using BPEL4WS14 (Busi-
11http://www.w3.org/TR/wsdl
12http://www.w3.org/TR/soap/
13http://www.uddi.org/
14ftp://www6.software.ibm.com/software/developer/library/ws-bpel.pdf
Figure 2.2: Overview of service standards
The main service standards that are based on XML are shown in Figure
2.2 [SP07]. Th interface of a service is de cribed by using th Web Service
Description Language (WSDL). The messages exchange between services is
encoded with Si ple Obj ct Access Protocol (SOAP) and transported over
HTTP or other internet protocols. The service providers can publish their
services with Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration (UDDI). The
services can be co posed to achieve complex services. The composition can
be specified by BPEL4WS (Business Process Execution Language for Web
Services). Further details on theses Web service technologies are described
in the following sections.
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The first three box in the figure ??? represent generic elements of WSDL 1.1/ WSDL 2.0. The 
purpose of the types/types in WSDL 1.1/WSDL 2.0 is to describe the data by using XML 
Schema. The message/N.A. includes definition of input and output that refers to types defined 
in generic part element of WSDL 1.1. The message element was removed in WSDL 2.0, 
where the definition bodies of inputs, outputs and faults can directly be refered to XML 
schema types. The portType element of WSDL 1.1 or interface element of WSDL 2.0 defined 
operation and messages that are needed to perform an operation of a service. The operations 
are comparable to methods or functions in programming languages. 
 
The bottom two boxes in the figure ??? show binding of the interface of a service. The 
port/endpoint defines address or connection to specific endpoint of a service. The element 
service/service is a container for system functions. The endpoint defines the physical address 
where message can be sent. The binding specifies the interface by defining SOAP binding 
style (RPC/Document) ant transport (SOAP protocol). 
 
An example of WSDL file is shown in the listing ???. The definition of inputs and outputs and 
their linkage to operation are presented in the WSDL file. The type section contains element 
definition of getWeather and it child elements CityName and CountryName with type 
“String”. A PortType definitionwith GetWeather can be seen at the bottom of WSDL file. The 
input and outputs are linked to previously defined message in type element. Listing ??? shows 
binding element of WSDL. The GlobalWaetherSoap binding defines a binding by using 
SOAP and HTTP protocol. The actual endpoint (soap:address) is declared in service element  
 
UDDI 
 
The Universal Description, Discovery and Integration (UDDI) allow business partners to 
publish brows and query existing services. UDDI provide a data model for Web services and 
business entities. The data model contains application information like, categories, contacts, 
URLs or other necessary information. The description of group of services, which are used to 
compose a Web service, is described as service information. 
 
The technical details like URLs, method names, arguments type and so on are available as 
binding information in the data model. The binding information contains all information, 
which is necessary to invoke a service. The metadata as Web service specific details specify 
various implementation of Web services. These information are called tModels in UDDI 
specification.  
Figure 2.3: The elements of WSDL 1.1 and WSDL 2.0
SOAP
The Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) is m ssag exchange format
that can be bound to diff rent unde lying transp rt protocols. SOAP aims
to achieve maximum accepta ce and flexibility by provisioning a framework
in which application specific information can be exchanged in extensible
manner, without any commitment to the semantics of application specific
data. It provides all required actions, wh h are needed to pro ss a SOAP
m s age. For example, the SOAP tandard specifies that if an element
cannot be understood, it must not b process d nd a fault message must be
issued. The additional outing or fault-handling information is also available
in the SOAP message. SOAP 1.2 is a W3C Recommendation since 27 April
2007 and has been adapted in most Web service based applications [Sab06].
WSDL
The Web Service Description Language (WSDL) describes i erfaces, e.g.
operations and their input and output message of Web services. WSDL 1.1
is a W3C standard since March 2001 and WSDL 2.0 is a r comm ndation
of W3C since June 2007. Figure 2.3 shows various elements of WSDL 1.1
and WSDL 2.0.
The first three boxes in Figure 2.3 represent generic elements of WSDL 1.1/
WSDL 2.0. The purpose of the types/types in WSDL 1.1/WSDL 2.0 is to
describe the data by using XML Schema. The message/N.A. includes defi-
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nition of input and output that refers to types defined in generic elements
of WSDL 1.1. The message element has been removed in WSDL 2.0, where
the definition bodies of inputs, outputs, and faults can directly be referred
to XML schema types. The portType element of WSDL 1.1 or interface
element of WSDL 2.0 defines operations and messages that are needed to
perform an operation of a service. The operations are comparable to meth-
ods or functions in programming languages. The two boxes at the bottom in
Figure 2.3 show binding of the interface of a service. The port/endpoint de-
fines address or connection to a specific endpoint of a service. The element
service/service is a container for system functions. The endpoint defines
the physical address where messages can be sent. The binding specifies the
interface by defining SOAP binding style (RPC/Document) and transport
(SOAP protocol).
UDDI
The Universal Description, Discovery and Integration (UDDI) allows busi-
ness partners to publish, browse and query existing services. UDDI pro-
vides a data model for Web services and business entities. The data model
contains application information like categories, contacts, URLs or other
necessary information. The description of group of services, which are used
to compose a Web service, is described as service information. Technical
details, like URLs, method names, argument types and so on, are avail-
able as binding information in the data model. The binding information
contains all information which is necessary to invoke a service. The meta-
data as Web service specific details specify various implementation of Web
services[Ber07]. UDDI provides three categories of information: white, yel-
low and green pages as described below:
• White pages: The name, description and all contact information of the
provider, who has published services.
• Yellow pages: Categorization of service providers and their offered
services.
• Green pages: The description of technical documentation of published
service. For example, WSDL as an interface of a Web service.
BPEL4WS
The composition of complex services by using a set of services can be speci-
fied by Business Process Execution Language for Web Services (BPEL4WS).
The BPEL4WS is an XML based standard to describe formal notation of
workflows. The composition of different services to model a workflow can
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be specified by BPEL4WS. Such workflows can be executed by workflow en-
gines, which support BPEL4WS. The workflow engines offer such specified
workflows as a service. In this way, the specified workflows can also be used
further in different workflows [Ber07, Sab06].
Workflows can be categorized as executable or abstract processes. The ex-
ecutable process models the behavior of business transactions of involved
partners. The abstract processes specify just message exchange and mes-
sage format without specifying internal behavior of business transactions.
The abstract processes allows business partners to specify cross enterprise
workflows without publishing their internal workflows [Ber07].
Limitations of Service Standards
The service standards SOAP, WSDL, UDDI, and BPEL4WS as discussed
above to realize services and SOA based applications. However, they fail to
achieve automation and interoperability, because they require a human in
the loop. The service description with WSDL can be parsed automatically
and invoked by machines, but the interpretation of their meaning is left for
a human [Sab06].
To support automation and interoperability in service ecosystems, Service
Descriptions (SDs) are needed, which contains the formalization of func-
tional and non-functional parameters of services [Sab06]. The non-functional
parameters allow service providers to define business related aspects also in
SDs. These parameters allow service providers to re-combine and mediate
services of other providers to compose new services [BD06]. The service
description and service description language are described in the following
sections.
2.1.3 Service Description
The service discovery, selection, and negotiation requires the description of
functional and non-functional parameters, e.g. price models, general terms,
and availability. The functional description is not sufficient for the ser-
vice discovery and selection in today´s applications. Particularly price and
Quality of Service parameters (QoS), e.g. availability, are most important.
Typically, users will not decide for a service - even if it fulfils their func-
tional requirements - if it can not meet their requirements about price or
QoS parameters. They may compromise on their functional requirement
rather than on nonfunctional requirements [HKRK07].
A separate consideration of functional and non-functional requirements is
not the best way to approach the problems of service discovery, selection
and negotiation. The distinction between functional and nonfunctional at-
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tributes of a service is artificial and often arbitrary: Should the prices be
regarded as a functional or a non-functional parameter? Consider for exam-
ple two offers, both offering map downloads for cities. Offer A offers map
downloads in resolution of 1:10,000 over a slow network connection for a
price of 0,50 Euro per map. Offer B offers map downloads in resolution of
1: 15,000 over a fast connection for a price of 0,60 Euro per map. In this
case, the decision for functional and non-functional parameters is not clear.
The ´´name of the city” is undoubtedly a functional parameter. The both
other parameters ´´resolution” and ´´price” can be considered either as a
functional or a non-functional parameter. This example shows also that just
functional parameters are not sufficient for service consumers to decide for
a service.
According to [HKRK07], there are three different categories of functional
and nonfunctional attributes.
• Static attributes
• Dynamic attributes within the influence of the service provider
• Dynamic attributes beyond the influence of the service provider
The value of static attributes does not change over time and they can be a
static part of the service description. Static attributes can be functional, e.g.
types of notebooks sold by an online trader, or non-functional, e.g. price
per picture offered by a photo printing service, the resolution offered by a
printer, and the delivery time offered by a shipment company.
The value of dynamic attributes can change over time. The dynamic at-
tributes are either within the influence or beyond the influence of service
providers. The dynamic attributes within the influence of service providers
allow the offering configurable services. The price attribute of an airline
reservation service is an example of a dynamic attribute within the influ-
ence of the service providers. The price of airline reservation may change
over time depending on holiday season or current booking status of flights.
These attributes can again be functional or non-functional.
Dynamic attributes beyond the influence of service provider are most chal-
lenging. The value of these dynamic attributes change over time. Examples
of such attributes are the available bandwidth, the response time or the
reputation of the service provider. These are typically characterized as QoS
parameters. They can be defined by service providers as estimated values,
but the real values of these parameters can be provided by a monitoring ser-
vice of the service providers. Typically, functional attributes do not belong
to this category.
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Service Description Languages
The service description captures static and dynamic attributes of services.
The most commonly used languages for the service description are XML, On-
tologies (OWL, RDF(S), etc.), and UML. These SD languages are described
in this section, because the VSA approach has to support the different for-
mats of service descriptions.
XML: The eXtensible Markup Language (XML) was developed to process
Web content automatically. XML is a set of rules to decode documents
with restrictions, e.g. tag names disallow certain symbols, all tags have to
be closed, and names are case sensitive. These restrictions were chosen to
achieve a widely accepted interchange format for various (semi-)structured
data. Over the last few years, XML has been established as standard ex-
change format in the Web [FLP+07]. The examples for the XML-based
service description approaches are Semantic Modeling Language [PPS10]
and Universal Service Description Languages (USDL) [CWV09] etc.
Listing 2.1 shows the notion of a physical address of a person in USDL
[IoS10]. The physical address is defined in the form of traditional postal
address and represents a specific point-location in the physical world.
<naturalPerson>
...
<contactProfiles>
<physicalAddress>
<floorNumber> 26 </floorNumber>
<buildingNumber> A4 </buildingNumber>
<street> W Common Blvd. </street>
<streetNumber> 33 </streetNumber>
<city> Philadelphia </city>
<postcode> 19132 </postcode>
<state> Pennsylvania </state>
<country> USA </country>
<description>
<name> Office Address </name>
</description>
</physicalAddress>
</contactProfiles>
...
</naturalPerson>
Listing 2.1: An example of XML based service description
Ontology: The term Ontology originates from Philosophy and it is used as
the name of subfield studying the nature of existence. However, in recent
years, the term ontology is used by computer science and given a specific
technical meaning that is different from the original meaning. According
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    <rdfs:subClassOf> 
      <owl:Class rdf:ID="Composition"/> 
    </rdfs:subClassOf> 
  </owl:Class> 
 
Another key SOA concept is the notion of process. A process is a composition whose elements 
are composed into a sequence or flow of activities and interactions with the objective of carrying 
out certain work.27 The concept of process is captured by the Process class, which is illustrated 
in the figure below. 
 
 
 
Elements in process compositions can be things like Actors, Tasks, Services, other processes etc. 
A process always adds logic via the composition pattern, the result is more than the parts. 
According to their collaboration pattern, processes can be: 
• Orchestrated: When a process is orchestrated in a Business Process Management System 
then the resulting IT artifact is in fact an orchestration, i.e. has an orchestration collaboration 
pattern. This type of process is often called a “Process Orchestration”. 
• Choreographed: E.g. a process model representing a defined pattern of behavior. This type 
of process is often called a “Process Choreography”. 
• Collaborative: No (pre)defined pattern of behavior (model), the process represents observed 
(executed) behavior 
5.5 Service Composition and Process examples 
Include Service Composition, Process, Process/Service composition etc. as examples + Carwash 
example 
                                                 
27 This definition is consistent with for instance the BPMN 2.0 definition of what a process is. 
Figure 2.4: One example of UML based service description
to Noy and Rector [NR04], an ontology is a formal explicit description of
concepts, or classes in a domain of discourse. Properties -or slots- of each
class describe various features and attributes of the class, and restrictions
on lots (called facets or role descriptions) state conditions that must always
hold to guarantee the semantic integrity of the ontology. Each slot has a
type and could have a restricted number of allowed values. Allowed classes
for slots of type instance are often called a range of slot. The Service Ontol-
ogy [OLG+06] and SOA Ontology [Har10] are examples of Ontology based
service description approaches.
There are different languages for defining ontologies, e.g. RDF(S), OWL,
and F-Logic [Mae02]. One example of OWL based service description (taken
from SOA Ontology [Har10]) is depicted in Listing 2.2. This example shows
the notion of a key SOA concept “process”. A process is a composition
whose elements are composed into a sequence of flow of activities.
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Process">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Composition"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
Listing 2.2: An example of XML-based service description
UML: The Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a language to specify
the artifacts of software systems, business modeling and other non-software
systems. It has become a de facto standard for the object-oriented modeling.
The UML along with Meta Object Facility (MOF) offers a foundation for
the Model-driven Architecture, which supports the whole service engineering
process from modeling till deployment [Lar02, UML10].
The OWL example in the Listing 2.2 can be also modeled with UML as it
is depicted in Figure 2.4. Figure shows the UML notion for the modeling of
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SOA concept process [Har10].
2.1.4 Service Life Cycle
Different aspects of service life cycle have to be considered and specified in
service description. Therefore, the service life cycles are discussed in this sec-
tion. Different service life cycle models have been proposed by the research
community. These service life cycle models range from very generic life cycle
models to various specific models. The specific models address aspects like
software development or service composition [RBRK09, Som04, BDQN02].
Riedel et al. [RBRK09] present an overview and comparison of different
service life cycle models with different service life cycle phases for thorough
understanding of service life cycles and propose an integrated service life
cycle for quality management. Oberle et al. [OBB+09] presented a service
life cycle model which addresses different aspects of integrated service life
cycle and deals with service description modeling issues additionally.
Services
Lifecycle
Demand
Demand
Offering
Usage
Feed-
back
Innovation
Match-
making
Entry point (l)
Entry point (Il)
Entry point (IlI)
Figure 2.5: Service Life Cycle
The service lifecycle according to Oberle et al. [OBB+09] is described in the
following, because it discusses service description modeling issues briefly.
The service lifecycle comprises multiple phases innovation, offering, match-
making, usage, and feedback as depicted in Figure 2.5 to offer new services
in service ecosystems. Three possible entry points are offered in the service
lifecycle. They can be initiated by a service provider, a service consumers
or the business community. Service consumers can initiate entry point (I) in
matchmaking phase of the service life cycle by ordering a new service to meet
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their needs. Service providers can initiate the entry point (II) in the ser-
vice offering phase to meet the demand of service customers. The initiation
of the entry point (III) takes place in the service innovation phase, where
service providers or service brokers realize demands of new value added ser-
vices. These three entry points initiate the design and development of new
services. In the following paragraphs, the different phases of the service
lifecycle are described in detail.
Innovation: The implicit and explicit feedback from the usage phase ini-
tiates the innovation phase. Service providers can analyze the feedback of
service consumers and redesign services (if necessary) to meet the needs of
service consumers. The innovation phase can also initiate new business mod-
els, consumption and development paradigms. Not only service consumers
and service providers can initiate ideas for new services, but service brokers
and service mediators can also initiate ideas for new services. The innova-
tion phase plays an important role for the growth of service ecosystems by
initiating new service ideas [RMF+09, Che06].
Offering: The design and implementation of services take place in the
offering phase. The business process, interaction behavior and the user
interface are designed here. The reuse, adaption and modification of existing
services and the composition of different services are also done in this phase.
These aspects require data mediation to harmony different service input and
output formats, which are part of service offering. Furthermore, semantic
enriched service description with functional and non-functional parameters
such as the pricing model, general terms, penalties and the quality of service
parameters [OBB+09, HKRK07, OSEH05] have to be specified during the
service offering. These functional and non-functional aspects offer service
consumers a flexible service discovery in the service ecosystems. Service
providers have to publish the semantic description of services in such a way
that they can be discovered by service consumers.
Matchmaking: The Service Matchmaking phase brings service the con-
sumer’s needs and service the provider’s offers together. The matchmaking
can take place manually or consumer-driven by using a discovery function,
which allows a service consumer to search for services. The semantic en-
riched service description allows service consumers to formulate queries in
automated manner to find adequate services according to their needs. Ser-
vice consumers can use context information and the quality of service param-
eter from the semantic enriched service descriptions to search appropriate
services [OBB+09, BRS+08]. Matchmaking is part of service delivery, as
it is the first step in bringing services to consumers. After the selection of
services, service consumers negotiate a Service Level Agreement (SLA) by
specifying parameters, e.g. availability and response time with the service
providers. The negotiation process typically requires a complex interaction
between service consumers and service providers.
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Phases of the service life cycle Service life cycle roles
Innovation Service provider, service broker
Offering Service provider, service broker, ser-
vice mediator
Matchmaking Service provider, service broker, ser-
vice consumer
Usage Service consumer
Feedback Service consumer
Table 2.1: The roles in the different phases of the service life cycle
Usage: The service usage phase is the main part of service delivery. Service
consumers can buy a service and consume services through different chan-
nels, like mobile devices, web portals, Rich Internet Applications (RIAs),
or business applications. The service consumption or invocation means in-
teraction between the client and the services that involves messages be-
ing exchanged between them. The Service Level Agreements (SLA) spe-
cific parameters, like availability and response time, will be monitored in
the usage phase to guaranty the quality of service for service consumers
[HKRK07, BRS+08] .
Feedback: Service consumers can provide their personal rating as ex-
plicit feedback using text-forms for the functional and non-functional per-
formances of services, e.g. three stars rating the response time of a service.
Further feedback, like log files or usage statistics as implicit feedback, can
be collected automatically. The explicit and implicit feedback helps service
providers to redesign their services to improve the quality of service and
achieve higher acceptance by service consumers. Beside monitoring of SLA
specific parameters, the implicit and explicit feedback are the most impor-
tant instruments to improve the quality of services [OBB+09, BRS+08].
Service Life Cycle Roles
The four main roles in the service life cycle are identified: service provider,
service consumer, service broker and service mediator [RBRK09, BD06,
BDB05] . Figure 2.6 gives an overview of the service life cycle roles. The
table 2.1 depicts these roles in the different phases of the service life cycle.
Service providers produce and publish services in the Internet of Services.
They are mostly the owner of services and responsible for implementation
and maintenance of services. Service providers can develop new services
from scratch and combine or extend existing services to offer value added
services. They are also responsible for the process description and implemen-
tation of services. Furthermore, they provide functional and non-functional
service descriptions, e.g. pricing models, general terms, and SLA parame-
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ters [OBB+09, BRS+08, HKRK07, Ber07]. Therefore, they are involved in
the phases innovation, offering, and matchmaking of the service life cycle.
Service 
Consumer
Service 
Broker
Service 
Mediator
Service 
Provider
Figure 2.6: Service life cycle roles
Service consumers can find and consume offered services in the Internet of
Services. They can be a guest, an expert or a business consumer. As guest,
they can just browse through offered services without buying them. Business
consumers have deeper technical knowledge of services and are interested in
buying services. The functional and non-functional parameters from service
descriptions offer flexible service search to service consumers. Once they
have found a service, the service level agreement has to be negotiated be-
tween service consumer and service provider. When SLAs are concluded,
service consumers can consume services in the usage phase of the service
life cycle[OBB+09, BRS+08, Ber07]. They provide their feedback after the
service consumption in the feedback phase of the service life cycle.
Service brokers bring service providers and service consumers closer. They
offer service catalogs with different search functionalities to service con-
sumers. Service catalogs contain published services from different service
providers. Services brokers can also combine services from different service
providers and offer them in their service catalogs. Service brokers offer ser-
vices in their service catalogs according to constraints of service providers
e.g. pricing models, quality of service parameters and SLAs. Service con-
sumers can buy services either from service brokers or directly from services
providers [RBRK09, Ber07]. Service brokers are involved in the phases in-
novation, offering, and matchmaking of the service life cycle.
The combination of services from different service providers to develop new
value added services may need translation between different service formats
and other routine functions. Service mediators offer translations between
different service formats and other routine functions in the ofering phase of
the service life cycle. Service providers, service mediators and service brokers
have to work together to offer service to service consumers [RBRK09, BD06].
The interplay of supply, distribution and consumption roles is shown in
Figure 2.6.
2.2 Semantic Analysis
The terms service, SOA and service description are introduced in the last
section. The service life cycle and different roles in the service life cycle are
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also introduced. These roles e.g. service provider, and service broker have to
be supported during the modeling of SDs by the VSA approach. They apply
the VSA approach in the different phases of the service life cycle to model
the different aspects e.g. price plans (offering), feedback (usage), service
ideas (innovation) of services. The application of the VSA in the different
service life cycle phases is discussed briefly in Chapter 6.
The semantic analysis techniques facilitate the analysis of available services
to extract semantic information and their usage during the modeling of new
services in the VSA approach. Furthermore, the semantic analysis tech-
niques allow the analysis of new modeled services with available services to
compare new services with available services in the VSA approach. There-
fore, the semantic analyis techniques, and the usage of visualization and
Visual Analytics (VA) techniques for the semantic analysis are discussed in
this section.
Semantic Analysis relies on the paradigm balanced cooperative modeling,
which is defined as a coordinated interaction between a human modeler and
learning algorithms. According to this approach, semantic analysis supports
cooperation between knowledge experts and machine learning algorithms. It
also deals with learning techniques and algorithms that can be applied for an
efficient support of semantic description modeling by using data from avail-
able knowledge sources, e.g. Web. Furthermore, it addresses refinements
of semi-automatic generated semantic descriptions of information artifacts.
There are different semantic analysis processes, which will be discussed in
the Chapter 3 briefly.
2.2.1 Knowledge Sources for the Semantic Analysis
The structured, semi-structured, and unstructured data like ontologies,
HTML-Documents or Natural Language Documents (NL Documents), can
be considered as knowledge sources for semantic analyis. The NL docu-
ments are very important for the semantic analysis and freely available in
large amounts on the World Wide Web (WWW). The documents are also
available as domain independent and are domain specific form, which make
them the most interesting source for semantic analysis. The NL Documents
can be classified into two categories “pure natural language text” and “nat-
ural language documents enriched with semi-structured information”. Pure
natural language text exhibit morphological, syntactic, semantic, pragmatic,
and conceptual constraints that interact to transport particular information
to the reader. The documents in the web are natural language documents
enriched with semi-structured information, e.g. the information contained
in tables and lists [Mae02].
Ontologies or semantic models can be considered as a specific type of struc-
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tured data. Different available ontologies e.g. WordNet [Fel98], GermaNet
[HF97], Thesauri [Wer85] or domain specific web ontologies can be used to
drive more comprehensive ontologies [Mae02]. For example, the enhance-
ment of the semantic analysis process can be improved by the automatic
discovery of the WordNet-style lexico-semantic relations by searching for
corresponding lexico-syntactic patterns in large text corpus [Fel98]. Seman-
tic descriptions are applicable and beneficial to various challenges, which are
faced by the software engineering (SE) domain. It seems obvious that the
engineering and modeling efforts contained in form of semantic description,
e.g. WSDL [CCMW01], service ontologies [OBB+09], or USDL [CWV09]
may be used for the semantic analysis. For example, a WSDL file contains
input/output parameters, function names and textual information about a
service, which may be used for semantic analysis.
To parse NL documents available in the World Wide Web (WWW), web
crawlers are commonly used by search engines. By using ontological back-
ground knowledge, the crawler focuses the search in the web space and
collects domain specific NL Documents. A detailed introduction to focus
crawling to collect documents and an evaluation are provided in [Mae02].
Ontologies have different complex underlying representation languages, e.g.
OWL. To import and process different sort of ontologies, they have to be
transformed into a representation that may be used in the semantic analy-
sis process. Furthermore, given ontologies have to be merged to achieve a
common ontology.
The semantic descriptions are mostly available in XML formats with specific
schemata, e.g. WSDL [CCMW01], service ontologies [OBB+09], or USDL
[CWV09]. The wrappers allow extraction of particular information from
the semantic description and deliver as a self describing representation. In
our context, the wrapper converts semantic analysis related information
implicitly stored in the semantic description into explicit information for
further processing.
2.2.2 Semantic Extraction Algorithms
The main semantic extraction algorithms are classified into four different
categories: statistics based, rule-based, hybrid (statistics and rule based),
and formal [SP07, Zho07, CHS05, Mae02]. Semantic extraction techniques
are mostly unsupervised learning methods because training data with back-
ground knowledge is not available. Therefore, statistical techniques are often
used for the semantic extraction. A statistical model represents probabilis-
tic dependencies between random variables. The concepts and relations are
extracted by using statistical information, which is calculated by observing
frequencies and distributions of the terms in the corpus. The rule-based
techniques are pattern-based approaches and use heuristic methods using
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regular expressions. The pattern based approaches for extraction of seman-
tic structures is introduced by Maedche [Mae02]. The hybrid approaches
combine the strength of the statistics-based and rule-based techniques. For-
mal Concept Analysis (FCA) is an unsupervised learning technique for the
semantic extraction. The semantic extraction algorithms are not the main
focus of this thesis. Therefore, some semantic extraction algorithms, which
are related to this thesis, are described in the following sections. For the
detailed overview of semantic extraction algorithms, we refer to stat of the
art report presented by Zhou [Zho07].
Lexical Entry and Concept Extraction
The lexical entry and concept extraction is rule based semantic extraction
technique to acquire lexical entries and corresponding concepts. Web doc-
uments have to be morphologically processed by using text preprocessing
techniques which are described below.
Part of Speech Tagging (POS-Tagging): The semantic analysis pro-
cess may be applied without pre-processing, but additional linguistic pre-
processing is used to enhance the semantic analysis process. The POS-
Tagging determines the part of speech tag for each term, e.g. noun, verb,
and adjective. It is based on the observation that the concepts in domain
ontologies are usually nouns in the extracted information [CHS05, HNP05].
Reduction of stop words: The stop words, like articles and other terms
that do not constitute the idea and concepts of documents, can be elimi-
nated. For example words such as “a”, “an” and “the” can be eliminated
from the extracted information. The preposition and conjunction should not
be eliminated because they allow the usage of phrases within the semantic
analysis process [Mae02, PF09b].
Stemming: The extracted information may conclude different writing
styles or variations of the words to define one concept. The usage of plural-
ity, verbal nouns and tenses can alter from the basic form of a word. In the
task stemming, the different forms of the words are replaced by their root
word. For example, the words “Fish”, “Fishes” “Fishing” and “Fished” are
replaced by “Fish” [Mae02, PF09b].
Lexical analysis: The lexical analysis converts the extracted information
into “n-gram”, i.e. arbitrary strings of n consecutive terms. This can be
done by moving a window of n terms through extracted information. The
n-gram models with n= 1 to 6 can be used to enhance the semantic analysis
process. The lexical analysis allows the use of not only terms, but also
phrases for semantic analysis. [PF09b, Gre00].
Document term matrix: After the lexical analysis, the extracted terms
and documents related to terms can be inserted in the document term ma-
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trix that contains documents, terms and term frequency inverted document
frequency (tfidf ) . The tfidf weights of lexical entry in documents and are
used to evaluate how important a word is to a document in a collection or
corpus. The tfidfl,d defined is given by [Mae02]
tfidfl,d = lefl,d +
( |D|
df,l
)
where lefl,d is the lexical entry frequency of the lexical entry l in a document
d, df,l is the overall document frequency of lexical entry l and |D| is the set
of documents in the corpus.
Dictionary Parsing
Dictionary parsing is a rule based semantic extraction technique. The exist-
ing domain knowledge [Fel98] can be exploited for the extraction of domain
conceptualization. For example, WordNet is a network of semantic relations
among English words. It allows the extraction of synonyms by using the
basic synset relation of WordNet. In addition to synonyms, the different
semantic relations e.g. hyponyms help to extract real concepts of a word.
These semantic relations allow mapping of words to more general concepts
or merging synonyms [WH02]. For Example, two terms car and another one
truck can be mapped to vehicles by using WordNet.
The pattern matching heuristic can be applied to extract lexical entries from
morphological processing of text to identify semantic relations. For example,
the dictionary from insurance company contains the following entry [MS01]:
Automatic Debit Transfer: Electronic service arising from a debit authoriza-
tion of the Yellow Account holder for a recipient to debit bills that fall due
direct from the account.
A simple heuristic relates definition term “automatic debit transfer” with
the first noun phrase in the definition “Electronic Service”. It means both
concepts are linked in the concept hierarchy.
Clustering
After lexical entries and concept extraction, the taxonomic classification of
concept can be achieved by using concepts clustering techniques. Clustering
is a statistics based semantic extraction technique. A simple clustering algo-
rithm is k-means. The k-means algorithm clusters objects so that similarity
between objects within one cluster is high and the similarity between objects
from different clusters is low [SD08, CPSK07, HK01]. The k-means algo-
rithm [HK01] aims minimize the within-cluster sum of squares that defined
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Figure 2.7: Clustering based on k-means algorithm
by the follwing equation.
E =
k∑
i=1
∑
p∈Ci
|p−mi|2 (2.1)
Where E is within-cluster sum of squares, p is the point of an object in
space, mi is the mean of the cluster Ci.
Figure 2.7 depicts an example of clustering with the k-means clustering algo-
rithm [HK01]. The three arbitrarily chosen initial cluster centers are marked
by “+”. Each object is assigned to the nearest cluster based on the cluster
center as shown in Figure 2.7a. By recalculation of the mean value of each
cluster the cluster centers will be updated. Relative to these new centers,
objects are reassigned to the nearest cluster based on the cluster center as
shown in Figure 2.7b. This process iterates so long that no redistribution
of objects in any cluster takes place. The resulting clusters are shown in
Figure 2.7c.
The hierarchical concept clustering proposes a hierarchy of item categories
based on similarity of items. The properties of items can be used to mea-
sure the similarity of items. In the context of natural language context and
adjacency of terms, syntactical relationships between two terms can be used
to extract a semantic hierarchy of concepts [Mae02]. There are different
hierarchical concept clustering algorithms. The Agglomerative hierarchical
clustering algorithm clusters the items according to Euclidean distance met-
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Figure 2.8: Clustering based on hierarchical concept clustering
ric. For example, Figure 2.8a shows items in Cartesian coordinates. These
items can be assigned to a concept hierarchy based on the Euclidean distance
metric as shown in Figure 2.8b. The items bc in Figure 2.8b are assigned
as sub concept of b and c based on Euclidean distance. The Euclidean dis-
tance d (p, q) between two points p = {p1, p2, ..., pn} and q = {q1, q2, ..., qn}
is defined as [HK01]. The clustering techniques are introduced shortly, be-
cause they are not the main focus of this thesis. For the further clustering
techniques, we refer to the research work of Han and Kamber [HK01]
d (p, q) =
√√√√ n∑
i=1
(pi − qi)2 (2.2)
Association Rules Learning
The association rule learning algorithms are rule based semantic extraction
technique and typically used in data mining to find interesting associations
in large-scale databases. For example, associations in sales transactions of a
supermarket database as depicted in Table 2.2 can be found with association
rule learning. An example rule for the supermarket can be {milk, bread} ⇒
{butter}. It means that if customers buy milk and bread, then they will
also buy butter.
The apriori is an influential algorithm for the association rules learning
[HK01]. One example of sales transactions mining illustrates the apriori
algorithm. The nine sales transaction of a supermarket are shown in table
2.3 [HK01]. The apriori algorithm scans all transactions to count the number
of occurrences of 1-itemset C1 with minimum support count 2 as shown in
Table 2.4. Then it scans 2-itemset C2 with minimum support count 2 as
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Transactin ID Milk Bread Butter Beer
1 1 1 0 0
2 0 1 1 0
3 0 0 0 1
4 1 1 1 0
5 0 1 0 0
Table 2.2: Example data for supermarket transations
Transactin ID List of items ID
T100 I1, I2, I5
T200 I2, I4
T300 I2, I3
T400 I1, I2, I4
T500 I1, I3
T600 I2, I3
T700 I1, I3
T800 I1, I2, I3, I5
T900 I1, I2, I3
Table 2.3: Sale transactions of a supermarket
1-Itemset C1 Support count
{I1} 6
{I2} 7
{I3} 6
{I4} 2
{I5} 2
Table 2.4: 1-Itemset C1 with support count 2
1-Itemset C2 Support count
{I1, I2} 4
{I1, I3} 4
{I1, I5} 2
{I2, I3} 4
{I2, I4} 2
{I2, I5} 2
Table 2.5: 2-Itemset C2 with support count 2
shown in Table 2.4. Finally, it generates 3-itemset C3 with minimum support
count 2 as depicted in Table 2.6.
In the semantic analysis, a syntactically related classes (e.g. pair (Festival,
Island) extracted as head-modifier relationship from the sentence “The fes-
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1-Itemset C2 Support count
{I1, I2, I3} 2
{I1, I2, I5} 2
Table 2.6: 3-Itemset C3 with support count 2
tival on Island attracts tourists from all over the world”) are given as input.
The association rules learning algorithms generate rules and propose them
to knowledge experts in order to model relationships between classes. The
number of generated rules is typically very high, which can be restricted by
using different strategies [Mae02].
Formal Concept Analysis
Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) is an unsupervised learning technique to
form structures from data, which is based on the creation of natural clusters
of objects and attributes. The purpose of the FCA is to offer data mining
operations against data collections to analyze semantics within data collec-
tions [Duc07, Pri06]. FCA is a formal technique for data analysis, knowledge
presentation and information management proposed by Wille [Wil82] and
formalized by Ganter and Wille [GW99].
Philosophically, a concept is a unit of human thoughts. A concept can
be defined by all attributes which describe the concept (the intent), or all
objects which are members of the concept (the extent). Numerous objects
and attributes can be used to define real world concepts, which make the
representation of the real world units of thoughts difficult. That is why
Formal Concept Analysis works within a context, which has fixed objects
and attributes [Duc07].
Table 2.7 depicts an example of a formal context of the real estate domain
[Haa04]. The objects of the context are real estate objects and the attributes
are real estate specific attributes like family house, country house, or summer
house. The rows represent objects and columns represent attributes in the
formal context of real estate domain. The ”X” in the table indicates, which
attributes describe an object (represented by a row) or which object has an
attribute (represented by a column).
The formal context can be defined as K (G,M, I) where G is set of objects,
M is set of attributes and I ⊆ G ×M . A formal concept of the context
K (G,M, I) is defined as pair (A,B). For A ⊆ G and B ⊆M :
A′ = {m ∈M | (g,m) ∈ I∀g ∈ A} (2.3)
B′ = {g ∈ G| (g,m) ∈ I∀m ∈ B} (2.4)
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Objects Attributes
Real Family Country Summer Blockhouse Skyscraper
estate house house house
A1 x x
A2 x x x x
A3 x x
A4 x x x
A5 x x
A6 x x
Table 2.7: Real estate domain context [Haa04]
The A′ is the set of attributes, which is common to all objects in A and B′
is the set of objects, which is common to all attributes in B. The concept
of the context K (G,M, I) is (A,B), where A ⊆ G , B ⊆ M , A′ = B and
A = B′. The extent of the concept (A,B) is A and its intent is B.
For the concepts (A1, B1) and (A2, B2) from the set S of all the concepts of
K (G,M, I):
(A1, B1) ≤ (A2, B2)⇔ A1 ⊆ A2 (⇔ B1 ⊇ B2) (2.5)
The relation ≤ is an order on S e.g. the concept (A1, B1) is less general as
compared to the concept (A2, B2), if the extant of the concept (A1, B1) is
contained by (A2, B2).
The complete set of concepts S of a context K (G,M, I) and the order be-
tween concepts (S (K) ,≤) is a complete lattice and it is known as concept
lattice of the context K (G,M, I) as shown in [GSW05].The concept lattice
of the context of real estate domain as depicted Table 2.7 is shown in Figure
2.9 [Haa04]. The rows and columns in Table 2.7 represent real estate objects
and real estate specific attribute correspondingly.
The formal concepts are represented by nodes and sub- and super-concept
relationships are represented by edges in the lattice (see Figure 2.9). For
example, one of the formal concept in the lattice is defined by attributes
{Realestate,Blockhouse, Skyscraper} and the object A4 is assigned to it.
The formal concept with the eattributes {RealEstate,Blockhouse} is its
super-concept and the objects A4 and A5 are assigned to this super concept.
The use of the Formal Concept Analysis as data analysis technique is still not
fully studied for the design of Information Systems. Eklund et al. [EGSW00]
introduced a development method based of Toscana System and Hereth and
Becker [BC05] introduced the term Conceptual Information System, which is
based on Cernato [Pri09] and ConExp [Pri09]. A variety of applications have
been developed on the base of Formal Concept Analysis to support knowl-
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Real estate
A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6
Real estate
Country house Real estate
Summerhouse
Real estate
Blockhouse
Real estate,
Family house
A2, A3
A4, A5 A1, A2 A2, A6 
Real estate, Blockhouse, Skyscraper Real Estate, Summerhouse,
Country house, Family house
A4
A2
Real estate, Summerhouse, Blockhouse,
Country house, Family house, Skyscraper
{}
Fig. 1. The concept lattice of a real estate domain
3.2 Concept Lattice Based Ontology Expression
There is redundant information in concept lattice. The two kinds of redundancy can
be eliminated from concept lattice without loosing any information as shown in [3]:
redundant elements in formal concepts intents and redundant objects in formal
concepts extents. Our reduction procedure has 2 steps: elimination of redundant
elements from formal concepts intents and elimination of lattice of extents.
Elimination of redundant elements. For a pair (A, B), B (intent) will appear in
every descendant. The inherited elements may be eliminated. Let B´ be the set of
elements in B that do not appear in any descendant of B. Then we can consider the
concept lattice, where the nodes contain the pairs (A, B´) instead of pairs (A, B). This
lattice is a result of the first step of our reduction procedure.
Elimination of lattice of extents. After elimination of redundant elements from 
concept intents, we eliminate lattice of extents L
O
 and get as a result a reduced lattice 
of intents LCR of formal concepts.
We call the resulting lattice LCR of reduction procedure as concept lattice based
ontology expression. Fig. 2 shows the lattice LCR of our example.
Naming concepts. After reducing concept lattice to its intentional part, we need to 
give formal concepts the names. Naming in our case can be done as follows:
Figure 2.9: The concept lattice of the real estate domain [Haa04]
edge management and discovery e.g. MailSleuth [Duc07, CES03, EC02],
SurfMachine, DSift [Pri09], ImageSleuth [Pri09], SearchSleuth [Pri09].
2.2.3 Information Visualization for Semantic Analysis
Visual techniques take into account human perceptual capabilities to detect
patterns and outliers in visual information. The application of visualiza-
tion techniques in the semantic analysis process allow to view the results
of semantic analysis process and facilitate experts’ understanding about ex-
tract d complex data, struc ur s, hierarchy d rel tion in semantic naly-
sis process [Sab05]. The visualization techniques support knowledge experts
to valid te extracted semantic info mation or refine it. Sabou h s presented
the visualization techniques ”Cluster Map” to support semantic analysis
process. She purposes investigation of new visual techniques for semantic
analysis and their integration in the semantic analysis process [Sab05]. The
usage of the information visualization techniques is an essential part of the
VSA approach, because the VSA approach aims to combine semantic analy-
sis and semantic analysis techniques to support semi-automatic modeling of
SDs. That is why, the terms related to information visualizations and some
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examples of information visualization are introduced in this section.
Information visualization is derived from several communities. Playfair
(1786) is seemed to be among earliest, who uses abstract visual properties
such as lines and areas to represent data visually. Since then the classical
data plotting methods have been developed. Bertin published his theory of
graphics in 1967 [CMS99]. This theory identified basic elements of diagrams
and described a framework for the design of diagrams. Tufte introduced
his theory of data graphics that highlighted maximizing density of useful
information. Both well-known theories from Bertin and Tufte led to the
development of information visualization as discipline [CMS99].
Foyel [FR94] has defined visualization as follows:
A useful definition of visualization might be the binding (or map-
ping) of data to a representation that can be perceived. The types
of binding could be visual, auditory, tactile, etc., or a combina-
tion of these.
The main focus of Foyel and Ribarsky´s definition of visualization is the
mapping of data to visual forms to improve understanding of users about
data. The visualization can be seen as communication medium between
data and users according to Foyel and Ribarsky´s definition. The definition
of visualization provided by Card et al. [CMS99] underlined the objectives
of visualization:
The use of computer-supported, interactive, visual representa-
tions of data to amplify cognition.
According to them visualization can be categorized into the two subfields
scientific visualizations and information visualizations. This categorization
is based on the type of data to be visualized. Scientific visualizations are
based on physical data, e.g. the human body, the earth, molecules etc. The
physical data allow spatial mapping, e.g. ozone concentration in the at-
mosphere, can be visualized on a physical 3D representation of the earth.
The non-physical data, such as financial data, business information, collec-
tion of documents and abstract conceptions, do not have an obvious spatial
mapping. The visualization of non-physical data has two major problems:
visualization of objects´ properties and mapping of non-spatial abstractions
into an effective visual format. Therefore, information visualization is de-
fined as follows:
The use of computer-supported, interactive, visual representa-
tions of abstract data to amplify cognition [CMS99].
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According to several authors [God09, Dom00, CMS99], the objectives of
information visualization can be summarized as:
• Improvement of exploration/exploitation of data and information by
using visualizations;
• Enhancing understanding of concepts and processes by using knowl-
edge and process visualization;
• Gaining new (unexpected, profound) insights with the help of visual-
ization techniques;
• Making the invisible visible;
• Effective presentation of significant features by using visual forms;
• Increasing scientific productivity by assisting experts with visual tech-
niques;
• Improving communication/collaboration by using visualization as medium.
The following paragraphs describe information visualization fundamentals
like human visual perception and the visual information seeking mantra,
and present different visualization techniques.
Human Visual Perception
The visual structures in the information visualization are dependent upon
the properties of human perception. According to Ware [War04] a simplified
information-processing model of human visual perception consists of three
stages as shown in Figure 2.10. In the stage one, billions of neurons work
in parallel and extremely fast to extract features such as orientation, color,
textures and movement pattern from visual fields. This parallel process pro-
ceeds whether we like it or not and it is independent of what we choose to
attend to. To make information visualization understandable quickly for
people, it should be presented in such a way that it can be detected in
this stage by the large and fast computational system in the brain. At the
second stage, the visual fields are divided into regions and simple patterns,
e.g. continuous contours, regions of the same color and regions of the same
textures. The slow serial processing of visual fields takes place in this stage.
The pattern-finding stage of visual process is in state of flux, a combina-
tion of bottom up features processing from the first stage and a top down
attention mechanism.
At the highest level of perception, the objects are held in visual working
memory by the demands of active attention. At this level, only few objects
can be held at a time that are related to available patterns providing answers
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Figure 2.10: Human Visual Perception [War04]
to the visual queries. For example, the visual query triggers search for major
highways connecting two locations during the route planning with a road
map.
Some suggested approaches by Ware [War04], which improve effectiveness
of information visualization for users:
• Reveal fine details where it is necessary
• Usage of luminance contrast is essential.
• Consider color, elements of form (orientation, size), position, simple
motion and stereoscopic depth as separate channels for the dimensions
coding.
• Reflection of relationships between data entities or glyphs (graphical
objects) by visual structures. For example, linking graphical objects
with lines or enclose them within a contour represent a relationship
among them. The perception of contours is likely to be especially
important to see patterns.
Visual Information Seeking Mantra
Shneiderman [Shn96] has presented the “Visual Information Seeking Mantra”
as visual design guidelines or basic principles, which can help during the de-
sign and conception of information visualization application. The “Visual
Information Seeking Mantra” summarized as:
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Overview first, zoom and filter, then details-on-demand [Shn96].
According to the “Visual Information Seeking Mantra”, Shneiderman [Shn96]
also suggests high-level tasks that an information visualization application
should support:
1. Overview: Gain an overview of the entire collection.
2. Zoom in on items of interest.
3. Filter out uninteresting items.
4. Details-on-demand: Select an item or group and get details
when needed.
5. Relate: View relationships among items.
6. History: Keep a history of actions to support undo, replay,
and progressive refinement.
7. Extract: Allow extraction of sub-collections and of the
query parameters.
Overview and zoom offer users a detailed view or an abstract view of the
data. The zooming factors allow users to see also intermediate views. The
overview shows the entire data collection plus details. The zooming strate-
gies, e.g. zoom, focus and zoom factor features, should helps users to focus
on their point of interest in data collections. Smooth zooming helps users
to preserve their sense of position and context.
Filter out uninteresting items from data collections is the key feature in
information visualization. It enables users to focus on their interest by
eliminating uninteresting items. Usually the detailed information is hidden
in information visualization applications. They will be offered to the user
by the details-on-demand feature. Users can select a single item or a group
of items to get detailed information on demand. The relationships among
items enable users to understand specific patterns in the data collections.
Information exploration to achieve the desired outcome is a complex pro-
cess with many steps. Keeping history of users´ interaction enables user to
retrace their steps and go back to previous steps, if the desired outcome is
not achieved during information exploration. The extraction of the desired
sub-collections during information exploration would be useful for users to
facilitate other uses, e.g. email or print.
Information Visualization Examples
Different visualization techniques (ca. 300 - 400) [NBB+10] are available
right now, which can be suitable for a specific task, aspect, data or data
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2D Graph 3D Hyperbolic Space
Figure 2.11: 2D graph [KAF+08] and 3D hyperbolic space visualization
[Mun97]
format [God09]. The main focus of this work is on semantic structures such
as abstract conceptions, which plays an important role for the semantic
analysis. We now give an overview of visualization techniques, which can be
used for the semantic analysis tasks.
Graph visualizations are used in various areas of application. For example,
graphs are applied in biology and chemistry to visualize evolutionary trees,
molecule structures, chemical reactions or biochemical pathways. In com-
puting, graph visualizations are used for data flow diagrams, entity relation-
ship diagrams, semantic networks and knowledge representation. Further-
more, social network visualization is also one of the important applications
of graph visualizations [HMS00].
Graph structures, e.g. oriented/non-oriented graphs, trees or cyclic graphs
and size of graphs are key research issues of graph visualizations. The size
of the graph is key issue in the graph visualization research. Large graph
visualization is a challenging issue for the performance and layout. Even
if it is possible to layout and display large graphs, the usability issues still
arises. Large graphs with a huge number of nodes and links requires new
visualization techniques, e.g. clustering or focus-plus-context [LKS+10]. 3D
hyperbolic space layouts are one example for the visualization of large graphs
[Mun97]. Figure 2.11 shows an 2D graph [KAF+08] and 3D hyperbolic space
visualization [Mun97].
Trees are classical layouts to visualize hierarchical structures. The clas-
sic tree layout positions child nodes below their common ancestor [RT81].
The treemaps can also be used to visualize hierarchical structures as pre-
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ABSTRACT
We investigate the use of elastic hierarchies for representing 
trees, where a single graphical depiction uses a hybrid mixture, or 
“interleaving”, of more basic forms at different nodes of the tree. 
In particular, we explore combinations of node-link and Treemap 
forms, to combine the space-efficiency of Treemaps with the 
structural clarity of node-link diagrams. A taxonomy is developed 
to characterize the design space of such hybrid combinations. A 
software prototype is described, which we used to explore various 
techniques for visualizing, browsing and interacting with elastic 
hierarchies, such as side-by-side overview and detail views, 
highlighting and rubber banding across views, visualization of 
multiple foci, and smooth animations across transitions. The paper 
concludes with a discussion of the characteristics of elastic 
hierarchies and suggestions for research on their properties and 
uses. 
 
CR Categories and Subject Descriptors: I.3.6 [Computer 
Graphics]: Methodology and Techniques–interaction techniques; 
E.1 [Data Structures]: trees 
 
Additional Keywords: Elastic Hierarchies, Treemaps, node-
link diagrams, hybrids, combinations, overview+detail, multiple 
views, trees, interaction techniques, interactive visualization 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Trees are a fundamental organizing structure, with menu 
hierarchies and file directories being prominent examples of their 
use. The data size of a tree typically grows exponentially with its 
depth, which raises many challenges for visualization. Showing 
the structure is space consuming, and the exponential growth in 
the number of nodes from the root to the leaves creates difficulties 
for laying out the items of large trees effectively in a given space. 
Many tree representations have been proposed in the past. 
Various styles have unique visual and interactive properties that 
may be useful in different scenarios, but they also have limiting 
constraints, creating tradeoffs in their use. For example, the 
classical node-link diagram [15] is probably the most natural way 
to display nesting structure, but fails to scale to large datasets. In 
contrast, Treemaps [17] are space efficient, scaling up to 
thousands of nodes, but at the cost of making the different levels 
within the tree harder to perceive and distinguish. 
Trees are often complex and can have very different local 
properties across nodes. In addition, trees are often dynamic, 
making a single style of representation harder to adjust to 
variations over time. In this paper we explore the concept of 
allowing different styles of representation at different places in a 
tree. The resulting hybrid may allow designers to combine the 
best features of different representations, enabling a user to view 
each part of the data in the most effective way. However, hybrids 
may carry the disadvantage of being less uniform and less familiar 
to users, making it all the more important to use good visual 
design. Our research investigates the properties and affordances of 
such mixed-representation trees, or elastic hierarchies, as a first 
step toward determining when and how to use hybrid tree 
representations. “Elastic” refers to the flexibility allowed by 
arbitrarily interleaving representations (right image, Figure 1, 
Figure 4). I.e., we allow the representation portraying nesting at 
each point to be chosen independently of the representation 
choices made at other points in the tree.  
Elastic hierarchies, as described below, are a means of 
exploring the large design space of 2D hierarchical visualization. 
As multi-representational views where the representational form 
of each subtree can be modified on the fly by the user, they allow 
Figure 1: an illustration of the same tree drawn in three styles, with certain branches highlighted. Node-Link diagrams show topology 
clearly, but distribute nodes unevenly, leaving upper level nodes separated by white space, and lower nodes densely packed. Treemaps 
use space efficiently, but are less familiar and can be difficult to interpret. Elastic Hierarchies combine the two techniques, allowing chosen 
structures and content to be emphasized and clearly presented in a flexible and space-efficient manner. 
Node–Link Diagram Treemap Elastic Hierarchy 
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Figure 2.12: Elastic Hierarchy: Combination of node–link and treemap
[ZMC05]
sented in [BSW02]. The co bination of node-link diagrams and treema as
Elastic Hierar hies is expl red by [ZMC05] to combin the space-efficie cy
of t e maps with the structural clarity of ode-link diagrams as depicted
in Figure 2.12. This approach improves usability of gr phs by using the
strengths of b th gr ph visualization and tre maps.
The combin tion of matrix visualizations and ode-link [SM07, HF06] i also
one pop lar technique for different dom ins e.g. social n twork analysis. For
example, MatrixExplo er [HF06] offers a node-link and matrix r presen-
tation to sociologist and historians to explor oci l n tworks as shown in
Figure 2.13 . The relatively small networks can be isualized in an intuitive
manner. The matrices are also readabl f r large and de se graphs. They
can be used to explore and analyze social networks. M rixExplorer offers
social network analysis by using most suitable visualizatio s e.g. node-link
or matrix visualization or the combination of both.
A popular way of visualizing search results is by using graph visualization.
For example, Google TouchGraph [Tou10] and liveplasma [Liv10] visualize
search results with graph visualizations as shown in Figure 2.14. Beside
nodes and edges, the color and size of nodes represent grouping or popularity
of results.
The visualization technique ThemRiver [HHN00] presents how temporal
data (e.g. the change of headline stories in the news) can be mapped
onto a time scale. The appearance of a specific keyword in a number of
articles is visualized over time in the ThemRiver. It shows also the co–
appearance of specific themes over time as shown in Figure 2.15. The scat-
terplot technique [CWR06, Nor00] is often used for the multidimensional
data analysis as shown in Figure 2.15. Scatterplot work best for numeri-
cal data, which is mapped on x and y coordinates respectively. Because of
their simple metaphors, the points in n-dimensional space become points
in a 2–dimensional space. They are mostly used to visualize projections of
n-dimensional data-space onto 2–dimensional display-space [God09].
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Matrix Visualisation Node-link Diagram
Figure 2.13: MatrixExplorer: Combination of node–link and matrix viual-
ization [HF06]
Google TouchGraph Live-plasma
Figure 2.14: Search results visualization by Google TouchGraph [Tou10] and
liveplasma [Liv10]
Landscapes or maps [Dod07, Cha93] metaphors are popular way to visualize
documents. For example, ThemeScape information analysis and mapping
techniques produce “thematic terrains” showing topics or themes of a large
collection of documents as map. It uses landscape metaphor e.g. moun-
tains, hills and valleys as shown in Figure 2.16. The elevation of hills and
mountains reveals the relative prevalence of different themes. The valleys
represent transitions between topics. The closeness of hills represents sim-
ilarity of their information content. The documents are indicated by small
black dots. Self-organizing maps (SOM) are a well developed technique to
create interactive information maps to explore a large collection of docu-
ments. For example, WEBSOM is developed by using SOM techniques as
shown in Figure 2.16. SOM algorithms organize documents automatically
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ThemRiver Scatterplot
Figure 2.15: ThemRiver [HHN00] and Scatterplot [CWR06, Nor00] visual-
ization techniques
onto a two-dimensional map grid in such a way that similar documents lie
near to each other. It can scale to cope with tens or hundreds of thousands
of documents
Ontologies allow to structure data by defining a hierarchy of concepts, at-
tributes of concepts and relationship between concepts as described in sec-
tion 2.1.3. The number of concepts and instances related to them can range
from one or two to thousands. The semantic relations between instances can
also increase tremendously. Therefore, Ontology visualizations (semantic vi-
sualizations) are not an easy task. The complex multi-dimensional semantic
relationships between concepts and instances demand innovative visualiza-
tion techniques to present semantics in a personalized manner, where users
can interact with semantics and navigate through networks of semantic in-
formation [BW09]. Some semantic visualization examples are described in
detail.
Graph visualizations are often used for ontology visualization. For exam-
ple, the K–Infinity from Intelligent Views [iVi10] and TopicMap Viewer
[God09, GB07] visualize semantic networks. Both visualization techniques
allow users to navigate through these networks. The K-Infinity as shown
in Figure 2.17 places a selected node in the center and positions connected
nodes around the selected node. It causes an extreme display change during
the user interaction. The TopicMap Viewer minimizes display changes dur-
ing the user interaction. Furthermore, the TopicMap Viewer offers sector
and levels within sectors to visualize affiliation of nodes to specific sectors
and abstraction level beside network view of nodes as shown in Figure 2.17
(right). These visualization techniques can be used for social network or
business data, e.g. product catalogs.
SemaSpace [BW09, Bha08] offers a knowledge space based visualization for a
sophisticated way to explore semantics. It offers knowledge spaces (concepts)
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ThemSpace WEBSOM
Figure 2.16: Landscape metaphor of ThemeSpace and WEBSOM [Dod07,
Cha93]
K-Infinity TopicMap Viewer
Figure 2.17: K–Infinity [iVi10] and TopicMap Viewer [God09, GB07] visu-
alizations
and related knowledge items to them and interrelation between knowledge
spaces and knowledge items as semantic relations. It visualize concepts,
sub concepts and instances related to them at the same metaphor as shown
in Figure 2.18. SeMap [NBH09] is a treemap based semantic visualization
technique, which allows the incremental exploring of the semantic hierarchy.
This incremental exploration approach helps to reduce the cognitive load
of the user. Users can start with root node and navigate through semantic
hierarchy by choosing entities of their interest as depicted in Figure 2.18
(right). The drawback of this approach is that users can just view one
single path of semantics at a time.
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SemaSpace SeMap
Figure 2.18: SemaSpace [BW09, Bha08] and SeMap visualizations [NBH09]
SunBurst SemaSun
Figure 2.19: SunBurst [Sun10] and SemaSun 2.19 visualizations
SunBurst [Sun10] is also an alternative space-filling visualization that uses
a radial rather than a rectangular layout as introduced by Shneiderman as
shown in Figure 2.19. SunBurst places the hierarchy radially and places the
top of the hierarchy at the center and deeper levels away from the center
as shown in Figure 2.19. The angle and color represent the attributes of
visualized data in SunBurst. For example, in a file system visualization,
the angle may represent file/directory size and color may represent file type.
A SunBurst based semantic visualization techniques SemaSun is presented
by Stab et al. [SBN+10]. SemaSun extends the SunBurst metaphor for
semantic visualization. SemaSun Fcannot just visualize hierarchical data,
but also multiple inheritance and semantic relations as shown in Figure 2.19.
It also allows incremental semantic exploration to reduce the cognitive load
of users.
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2.2.4 Visual Analytics for Semantic Analysis
The visual Analytics (VA) approach [KAF+08, LKS+10] proposes combi-
nation of automated data analysis and interactive visualizations to support
effective understanding, reasoning and decision making on the base of very
large and complex data sets. It allows knowledge expert to analysis data and
visualize the analysis results. The focus of VA approach is the data analysis
and semantic extraction, but it doesn’t deal with validation, refinement and
merging of semantics. The data analysis has to be done, before the seman-
tics can be extracted, validated and refined. The VSA approach uses the
VA techniques for the data analysis and semantic extraction, and processes
extracted semantic further for the semantic analysis, validation and refine-
ment. Therefor, the VA techniques and some examples are introduced in
the following paragraphs.
In the last decade, the way of dealing with information has been influenced
by continuously improving data storage devices. Almost every branch of
industry or business, and political or personal activity creates enormous
amounts of data. The data collection techniques allow collection and storage
of data more easily that increase this problem. The huge amount of data
leads to an information overload problem that refers to the danger of getting
lost in data. For example, irrelevant data available for tasks or inappropriate
processing or presentation of data can lead to information overload. Visual
analytics techniques provide different solutions to overcome the information
overload problem.
The field of visual analytics [KAF+08] proposes combination of automated
data analysis and interactive visualizations to support effective understand-
ing, reasoning and decision making on the base of very large and complex
data sets. Visual analytics allows users to enter into a loop and inactively
manipulate data to gain insight on the data and the representation itself.
The visual analytics approaches plays also an important role in the semi-
automatic semantic analysis.
According to [KAF+08], visual analytics is defined as:
“Visual analytics combines automated analysis techniques with
interactive visualizations for an effective understanding, reason-
ing and decision making on the basis of very large and complex
data sets”.
The goals of visual analytics is to provide techniques to enable people to
[KAF+08]:
• Analyze massive, dynamic, ambiguous, and often conflicting data to
synthesize information and derive insight.
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Figure 6: This image shows the results after 4 (a), 9 (b) and 20 (c) refinement cycles. Each cycle corresponds to one partition
selected by the user, which is colored black. The information about the partitions that are (more or less) likely to complement
the visual pattern is blended with the original color using the convexity attribute.
We tested the prototype with demographic data (public use
micro census) and an online-shopping database containing
additional information about hoax orderings. Even though
the capabilities of people in spotting and matching patterns
in the display are different, most users (>90%) were able to
see patterns and to separate patterns from the noise (with a
noise-to-data ratio of 2:1 and more). The majority of users
were able to distinguish between different patterns and to
understand the behavior of the feedback loop without inten-
sive guidance.
One result of the discussion is the fact that pattern identifica-
tion is a subtask different from pattern understanding. The
KVMap is an extreme case for the focus on pattern identi-
fication, because we wanted to avoid interference between
pre-cognitive and cognitive subtasks. Actually, these tasks
can be performed separately, but even when people see a pat-
tern, they have difficulties with clicking on the map without
contextual information about the semantics of the pattern.
The challenge of providing this context (especially for the
inexperienced user) without causing interference is a topic
beyond the scope of this paper.
6. Conclusion
We presented a concept for the combination of data classifi-
cation with a visualization of multi-dimensional data for the
interactive iterative refinement of a classifier. The concept is
instantiated with the motivation to identify relevant attributes
for the classification task. From the outset, the KVMap was
a technique solely dedicated to pattern identification as op-
posed to pattern understanding. By the interactive refinement
of a formal classifier we gained the opportunity to do both,
but on terms of the pre-cognitive abilities of humans: The
Figure 7: After the refinement and definition of the formal
model, it can easily be exposed for further processing or
communication. We use this different perspective for pattern
understanding. Colours in the tree indicate the fraction of
elements in that set belonging to Tk (from green, via yellow
to red). A user can manually modify and prune the tree and
indicate his finalized decision scheme for T by selecting the
corresponding leafnodes (blue crosses).
refined formal model can easily be transformed into a form,
usable for further processing and communication, which is
further step a along the analytical pipeline from data to de-
cision.
As a concept, it formulates a new approach to combine data
analysis techniques with visualization and it can be explored
along at least three dimensions: We expect that the con-
cept can be instantiated using other visualization techniques,
other analytical models or different tasks (and combinations
thereof). The decision trees, for example, are selected for
their simplicity, but they are not expected to be the best an-
alytical model for all types of tasks. Future work includes
c© 2008 The Author(s)
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Figure 2.20: The KVMaps visualaization technique
• Pattern analysis and matching to detect the expected and discover the
unexpected.
• Formal data analysis methods to provide timely, defensible, and un-
derstandable assessments.
• Better presentation to communicate assessment effectively for action.
The difference be ween vis l analytics and formation visualization is not
always clear, because there are certainly some overlays and some information
visualization task are related to visual analytics. Visual analytics is more
than visualization. It is an integral approach to combine visualizations, hu-
man factors and data analysis. The challenge is to dev lop a solution by
combining best fit automated analysis algorithms, visualizations nd inter-
action techniques. The application of advanced knowledge discovery algo-
rithms in the infor ation visualization community has been limited. Visual
analytics tries to solve probl ms that can not be solved automati ally.
The process of producing views and creating valuable interaction techniques
for a given class of data are the main objectives of information visualiza-
tion. Th uning of underlying analytical processes is less in focus. Visual
analytics aims to give higher priority to data analytics from the start and
through all iterations. The learning from users’ behavior and effective use
of the visualization should play an important role in the analytical process
[KAF+08]:
Shneiderman [Shn96] have introduced visual information seeking mantra as
design guideline and basic principles as it is described above. Keim et al.
[KAF+08] has adjusted the visual information seeking mantra for visual
analytics as follows.
Analyze first, Show the Important, Zoom, filter and analyze fur-
ther, Details on demand.
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This mantra proposes intelligent combination of analytical approaches and
advanced visualization techniques. Many scalable graph-drawing algorithms
try to optimize graph drawing in terms of readability. Some approaches offer
a visual abstraction of clusters to improve the readability. The challenge is to
introduce a representation that is as faithful as possible to avoid introducing
uncertainty. It is naive to assume that visualizations can offer a virgin
view on the data. Visual analytics allows users to enter into a loop and
inactively manipulate data to gain insight on the data and the representation
itself. The visual analytics approaches can also play an important role in
the semi-automatic semantic analysis, because they deal with data analysis
and visualization techniques to have effective understanding about data.
Visual Analytics Examples
KVMaps visualization techniques [MKJ08] allow knowledge experts to es-
tablish an iterative semantic analysis process by combining classification
and visualization techniques. They can refine classifiers by using interactive
visualization techniques. The knowledge experts start with an initial set-
ting of the classifiers, select data from the display, proceed further with an
update of classification and end with visual feedback of the new categories.
Figure 2.20 shows the classification process for the demographic data. In
every cycle (a), (b) and (c), the selected partition by user is colored black
and visual feedback of classification is presented in original color.
Keim et al. [KAF+08] analyze the movement data of people and objects
in large scale to optimize location and mobility oriented infrastructures and
services. The visual analytics techniques should support human analyst to
analyze massive collections of movement data to understand movement be-
haviors and mobility patterns. The clustering techniques are used to detect
frequently visited places and the visualization techniques enable human cog-
nition and reasoning to control the further analysis. Temporal histograms as
depicted in Figure 2.21 allow human analyst to explore the temporal distri-
bution of the stops in the frequently visited places with respect to the weekly
(left) and daily (right) cycles. Keim et al. [KAF+08] use the same method
as KVMaps [MKJ08], but different visualization technique to visualize the
analysis results of the massive collections of movement data.
2.3 Summary
The terms related to services, SOA, Service Descriptions (SDs), and service
life cycle, which are later used in this thesis, are introduced in this chapter.
The examples of statistics based, rule-based, hybrid, and formal seman-
tic extraction techniques provide an overview of different semantic analysis
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Fig. 7. The temporal histograms show the distribution of the stops in the frequently
visited places (Figure 6) with respect to the weekly (left) and daily (right) cycles.
a map (Figure 6) or 3D spatial view. Temporal histograms (Figure 7) are used
to explore the temporal distribution of the stops throughout the time period and
within various temporal cycles (daily, weekly, etc.). These complementary views
allow a human analyst to understand the meanings or roles of the frequently
visited places.
In order to detect and interpret typical routes of the movement between the
signiﬁcant places, the analyst ﬁrst applies a database query to extract sequences
of position records between the stops, from which trajectories (time-referenced
lines) are constructed. Then, clustering is applied with the use of specially de-
vised similarity measures. The results are computationally generalized and sum-
marized and displayed in the spatial context (Figure 8).
7.2 Multilevel Visualization of the Worldwide Air
Transportation Network
The air transportation network has now become more dense and more complex
at all geographical levels. Its dynamic no more rests on simple territorial logics.
The challenge is to gain insightful understandings on how the routes carrying the
densest traﬃc organize themselves and impact the organization of the network
into sub-communities at lower levels. At the same time, subnetworks grow on
their own logic, involving tourism, economy or territorial control, and inﬂuence
or ﬁght against each other. Because of the network size and complexity, its study
can no more rely on traditional world map and requires novel visualization. A
careful analysis of the network structural properties, requiring recent results on
small world phenomenon, reveals its multilevel community structure.
The original network is organized into a top level network of communi-
ties (Figure 9(a)). Each component can then be further decomposed into sub-
communities. Capitals such as New York, Chicago, Paris or London (Figure 9(b))
clearly attract most of the international traﬃc and impose routes to ﬂy the world
around because of airline partnerships (economical logic). Asia (Figure 9(c))
clearly stands apart from these core hubs because of strong territorial ties en-
dorsed by national Asian airline companies (territorial logic). Visualization of
social networks such as the worldwide air transportation is challenged by the
necessity to scale with the growing size of network data while being able to oﬀer
Figure 2.21: The Temporal histograms
techniques. The usage of visualization and Visual Analytics (VA) techniques
for the semantic analysis are also discussed in this chapter. These semantic
analysis, visualization and VA techniques can be used for the VSA approach.
The VSA approach combine semantic analysis and interactive visualization
techniques to analyze, model and reanalyze services. Service providers and
service brokers apply the VSA approach in different phase phases of the
service life cycle to model the ss.
Different manual SD modeling, semi-automatic SD modeling, and seman ic
analysis approaches are introduced in the next chapter that serve as related
work for the VSA approach. These approaches help to identify requirements
for the VSA approach. The terms related to services and semantic analy-
sis techniques described in this chapter are used to describe and analyze
these approaches. The analysis of these approaches is presented in the next
chapter.
Chapter 3
Service Description Modeling
Approaches and Semantic
Analysis Process Models
The related work to manual and semi-automatic modeling of service descrip-
tions and semantic analysis process models is described in this chapter. It
gives an overview of challenges faced during the modeling of service descrip-
tions and manual and semi-automatic approaches for the service description
modeling. Various semantic analysis process models are also discussed here
in detail, which provides an overview of most prominent semantic analysis
process models. The related work for the service description modeling and
semantic analysis process models serves as state of the art for this thesis.
It provides also a solid scientific base to define the process model for the
Visual Semantic Analysis approach that is discussed in the next chapter.
3.1 Manual Modeling of Service Description
The manual modeling of service descriptions is challenging task. It covers
different aspects regarding the content level, e.g. legal information compris-
ing general terms and conditions or technical information contained in the
WSDL description. Different user roles provide and use different aspects for
describing service. Legal experts provide the general terms and conditions
and business experts provide the pricing information. Different kinds of in-
formation are modeled and used in different phases of the service lifecycle
as described in Chapter 2. General terms and conditions, and pricing infor-
mation might exist as soon as the service is offered, and the broker might
add special kinds of quality of parameters later on. The users’ feedback
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is usually available only after the service usage. The service description
related information might be spread throughout the Internet of Services
(IoS). The Quality of service parameters may reside centrally on a platform
or users´ feedback may reside on a consumers’ community portal. Different
kinds of service description related information might be available in struc-
tured and unstructured formats. The variety of tools might be available
to capture service description related information for different aspects and
different roles. The following eight challenges are identified by several au-
thors [BDMDG08, PMLZ08, BR08, HV07, Nad04] for the manual modeling
of service description:
• Modeling
• Documentation
• Interlinkage
• Interoperability
• Querying
• Compliance
• Inconsistency
• Cooperation
The service description have to be modeled in a holistic and consistent way
and enable traceability of the modeling decision. The modeling decisions
have to be grounded in scientific literature of the corresponding domain by
domain experts. For example, the modeling and business experts are needed
to model pricing schemes for services and business experts can just justify
how a pricing scheme must look like.
The documentation of the modeled information without media break is also
an important issue. This includes formal knowledge representation, natural
language description and UI labels in multiple languages.
Because of the different roles, phases, locations and structures, the modeled
information have to be interlinked with each other. For example, users’
feedback on the community portal should be linked to service offering infor-
mation on the service broker’s site.
Different user roles use heterogeneous tools along the service lifecycle to
model different aspects of service description, which raise the interoperability
issues. Obtaining information should be available e.g., ”give me all services
which are cheaper than 5 Euro, and have at least an average of a 3 star
rating”.
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The modeled service description have to be compliance with (international)
specifications or policies, standard or laws.
Different users provide the same kind of information independently and dif-
ferently during the modeling of different aspects of service description. A
sensible information management is needed to avoid inconsistency. The in-
formation has to be modularized to allow different user roles to maintain
and contribute information corresponding to different aspects in different
phases of the service lifecycle.
Although the pricing model and the technical description belong to same
service, business experts are not interested in technical description. The
support for cooperative modeling is one of the most import issues to allow
different user roles to model different aspects of service in the different phases
of the service lifecycle.
There are many approaches for manual modeling of service descriptions.
These approaches are analyzed according to following five criteria:
1. Black box or glass box view: The black box view based efforts focus
on the aspects related to data and control flow considering mainly
Web services. The glass box view based approaches describes the
internal structure such as service level agreements and non-functional
attributes.
2. Method: Approaches present just a model or the corresponding
method as well. Most approaches present just model without describ-
ing method
3. Interdisciplinary: interdisciplinary means, if the service description
covers single domain or experts from different domains e.g. legal and
price plan experts are involved in the modeling.
4. Best practices: The criterion best practices indicates the usage of
foundation ontology as sound modeling starting point and the usage
of ontology patterns to avoid arbitrariness in modeling [GGM+02]. In
fact, best practice is not often applied in existing approaches.
5. W3C Semantic Web: The last criterion reflects whether W3C Se-
mantic Web recommendations are used for the modeling of service
description.
Manual service description modeling approaches are grouped in five cate-
gories.
The first category represents approached in the field of semantic Web ser-
vices. The most prominent efforts OWL-S [AA01] and WSMO [RBM+06]
are listed in the table, but also other approaches are available in literature.
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According to the black box view, the purpose of these approaches is to
automate tasks such as discovery and composition.
The second category shows other service-related ontologies outside the field
of semantic Web dervices. The OASIS reference ontology for Semantic Ser-
vice Oriented Architectures [DZ07] is however not built on best practices
and in a very early stage. Similarly, The Open Group ontology for Service-
Oriented Architectures (SOA Ontology) [Har10] covers both aspects business
and technical perspectives. The approach presented by Ferrario et al. [FG08]
is based on basic ontological analysis. This effort captures an ontologically
sound glass box view on a service. Oberle et al. [OLG+06] have introduced a
black box ontology ”Core Ontology of Web Services” based on best practices
and Semantic Web standards. The OBELIX ontology [ABG+04] focuses
on the ecosystem and value chain relationships between services and it is
based on best practices. The approaches [DKG08a, DKG08b] introduce the
e3Service ontology to model services from the perspective of the user needs.
The main focus of this approach is to generate service bundles under the
consideration of user needs. The Service ontology proposed by Oberle et al.
[OBB+09] follows a glass box view of services with their internal structure,
service level agreements and non-functional attributes. It proposes also a
Semantic Business Web approach as method and service governance frame-
work. The Service Ontology is constructed by an interdisciplinary team of
experts from different domain such as legal, rating, business model etc. It is
build by applying best practices and W3C semantic Web recommendations.
UML-based efforts aim to support model-driven software engineering for ser-
vices. Bitsaki et. al. [BDH+08] present the Service Network Notion (SNN),
which covers similar aspects as the e3Service ontology. The UML Profile
and Metamodel for Services (UPMS) [Ber08] is an OMG (Object Manage-
ment Group) to support top down and bottom up modeling and utilizes
UML collaboration diagrams. It is also linked with the business modeling
framework with business process modeling (BPMN). The Service-oriented
architecture Modeling Language (SoaML) [Ber08] for UPMS describes a
UML profile and metamodel for the design of services in SOA. The main
goal of SoaML is to support activities of service modeling and model-driven
development approach [Ber08]. The survey UML-based Modeling of Web
Service Composition (WSC) presents different approaches, e.g. structure-
based WSC Modeling, behavior-based WSC Modeling and a hybrid WSC
modeling. A UML based approach presented by Emmerich [Emm05] covers
product related services such as maintenance without considering model-
driven software engineering.
Service Modeling Language (SML) [PPS10] is the most prominent XML
based effort. SML offers support to build a rich set of constructs for cre-
ating and constructing models of complex IT services and systems. An
SML-Model consists of interrelated XML documents containing information
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Approach Glass
Box
Method Inter-
disci-
plinary
Best
practice
W3C Se-
mantic
Web
1. Semantic Web Services
OWL-S [AA01] – – – – +
WSMO [RBM+06] – – – – –
...
2. Other service-related ontology
OASIS Reference
Ontology [DZ07]
– – – – +
The Open Group
SOA Ontology
[Har10]
+ – – – +
Ferrario et al.
[FG08]
+ – – + +
Core Ontology
of Web Services
[OLG+06]
– – – + +
OBELIX ontology
[ABG+04]
+ + – – +
e3Service ontology
[DKG08a, DKG08b]
+ + – – +
Service Ontology
[OBB+09]
+ + + + +
3. UML-based Approaches
Service Network
Notation (SNN)
[BDH+08]
+ + – N/A N/A
UPMS [Ber08] + + – N/A N/A
SOAML [Ber08] + + – N/A N/A
Emmrich [Emm05] + – – N/A N/A
4. XML-based Approaches
SML [PPS10] + – – N/A N/A
USDL [CWV09] + – – N/A N/A
O´Sullivan [O`06] + – – N/A N/A
WS-* – – – N/A N/A
5. Informal Approaches
Alter [Alt08] + – – N/A N/A
DIN PAS 1018
[DIN02]
+ – + N/A N/A
Baida et al. [BGA01] + – – N/A N/A
+ = yes, – = No, N/A = Not available
Table 3.1: Comparison of Service Description Approches
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about parts of IT services and constraints. The SML model could con-
tain information about parts of IT services e.g. configuration, deployment,
monitoring and capacity planning etc. The Universal Service Description
Language (USDL) [CWV09] covers technical, business and operation per-
spectives. This approach defines and formalizes the metamodel Meta Object
Facility (MOF) for the USDL to support model-driven service engineer-
ing. O Sullivan [O`06] analyzes a set of existing informal service descriptions
to identify functional properties of a service. WS-* specifications such as
WSDL or WS-BPEL consider only Web services and have black box view.
Furthermore, the informal efforts such the approaches by Alter’s [Alt08],
Baid et al. [BGA01] or the DIN PAS 1018 [DIN02] are listed in Table 3.1.
They capture a glass box view from business perspective. For example, the
German norm PAS1018 (Public Available Specification) describes elements
like service, provider, category, location.
The Visual Semantic Analysis approach aims to support manual service de-
scription modeling with semi-automatic approaches. Therefore, challenges
faced by the manual service description modeling and analysis of different
service description modeling approaches play a key role to identify require-
ments for the Visual Semantic Analysis. The knowledge experts, who are
facing the above discussed challenges during the SD modeling and dealing
with different SD modeling approaches, provide the requirements for the
Visual Semantic Analysis. The requirements from the perspective of SD
modeling are discussed briefly in the next chapter.
3.2 Semi-Automatic Modeling of Service Description
Different approaches for the semantic description of software components
have already been explored to supports aspects like program understanding
[BMW93] or reusable software libraries. The acquisition of semantics has
always been a critical issue: The survey of software reuse libraries [MMM98]
concludes that the use of ad-hoc and low tech methods is more practical than
semantically sophisticated methods. Several approaches to acquire seman-
tics automatically were presented: The GURU tool introduced by [MBK91]
uses software documentation as knowledge source and uses a hierarchical
agglomerative cluster method to extract an hierarchy of terms contained
in the software documentation. Helm et al. [HM91] have combined this
approach with code analysis methods. Milli et al. [MAKGM97] have intro-
duced an Information Retrieval (IR) based approach, that uses noun phrases
in the corpus and extracts semantics by using co-occurrence of terms in the
software documentation.
A subtopic of acquisition of semantics for software is the acquisition of se-
mantics for services, which is a time consuming and complex task. The
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automation of the semantic acquisition task is desirable [SP07], [Sab06],
[SWGS05] and [WGG+04]. Four research teams have introduced semi-
automatic semantic acquisition techniques for services. Hess and Kushm-
erick [HK04, HK03, HJK04] employ Na¨ıve Bayes and SVM machine learn-
ing methods to WSDL files. They have also introduced a tool that allows
users to assign classes and properties to operations, parameters and complex
types. The machine learning algorithm suggests a probable classification to
users to annotate services.
Patil et al. [POSV04] have introduced an interesting semi-automatic seman-
tic acquisition technique that allows matching of WSDL files with relevant
ontologies. The conversion of WSDL and ontology formats, e.g. RDF(S), to
a common representation format SchemaGraph to facilitate better match-
ing. The common representation format SchemaGraph allows the usage of
different ontology formats DAML, RDF-S or OWL. The mapping between
WSDL concepts and ontology was achieved by applying match score tech-
niques. The both techniques by Hess and Kushmerick [HK04, HK03, HJK04]
and by Patil et al. [POSV04] use existing domain ontologies.
Sabou et al. [SP07, Sab06, SWGS05] have presented a semi-automatic se-
mantic acquisition of service. They used textual description of services as
knowledge source and deployed pattern based extraction rules (lexical anal-
ysis) for the semantic acquisition. They observed that noun phrases in the
textual description of services denote the parameters of services and the
verbs indicate the functionality of services. For example, the noun phrases
“image” and “url address” and the verbs “extract” in the following textual
description of the a service “Extract images from a given url address” denote
parameters and the functionality of the service correspondingly. . Sabou has
also presented the visualization technique ”Cluster Map” to support seman-
tic acquisition for services as shown in Figure 3.1 . She purposes investi-
gation of other visual techniques, interlinking and integrating the presented
visualization techniques in semantic acquisition techniques for the services
[Sab05]. Additionally, she has also introduced a generic ontology to model
service description.
Wei et al. [WWWC08] have deployed heuristic rules to extract semantic
constraint from description text of services. The constraint types were de-
fined to extract semantic constraint from the text description of services.
For example, a constraint type 〈A, isPropertyObjectof,B〉 means concept
A is a property object of concept B. According to this constraint type the
constraint 〈Price, isPropertyObjectOf,Book〉 can be extracted from the
text description of a service “ The service returns the price of the book
published by Springer”. Furthermore, they have used Constraint Graph
Matching [WWWC08] for the service discovery.
The above described semi-automatic SD modeling approaches are not pro-
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Note that, unlike the commonly used schema based visualization techniques, the Cluster
Map technique was optimized for visualizing large, instantiated ontologies.
The Cluster Map is used to visualize light-weight ontologies that describe a domain
through a set of classes (concepts) and their hierarchical relation. The technique visual-
izes instances of a set of classes according to their classification into these classes. Due
to the specialization relationship that is encoded in the hierarchy, the set of objects in
a subclass is a subset of its superclass. The set of subclasses of a class is incomplete
when their union does not contain all the objects of the superclass. Classes that share
instances are overlapping if no specialization relationship holds between them. These
characteristics are quit common for taxonomies. However, they are difficult to show sat-
isfactorily in textual representations or in schema like techniques that are currently used
in the Semantic Web. The Cluster Map offers an alternative in this matter.
Figure 7.8: Cluster Map example.
Figure 7.8 shows an example Cluster Map that visualizes a set of documents classi-
fied according to topics discussed in those documents. Each small sphere represents an
instance. The classes are represented as rounded rectangles, stating their names and car-
dinalities. Directed edges connect classes and point from specific to generic (e.g., Load
Management is a subclass of Management). Balloon-shaped edges connect instances to
their most specific class(es). Instances with the same class membership are grouped in
clusters (similar to Venn Diagrams). Our example contains four clusters; one of them
represents the overlap of the Load management and Energy Management classes.
The organization of the graph is computed using a variant of the well-known spring-
embedder algorithm (Eades, 1984). On the one hand the class and cluster nodes repel
each other. On the other hand the edges, connecting two classes or clusters to their
classes, produce an attractive force between the connected nodes; i.e., they work as
“springs”.
The added value of our visualisation lies in its expressivity. The classes and their
relationships (the vocabulary of the domain) are easy to detect. Also, it is immediately
apparent which items belong to one or multiple classes, which classes overlap (e.g., En-
ergyManagement and LoadManagement) and which do not. The subclasses of the root
class are incomplete as their union does not cover the superclass: some members of
Management were not further classified.
Another interesting aspect of the visualization is that geometric closeness in the map
is related to semantic closeness. This is a consequence of the graph layout algorithm.
Figure 3.1: Cluster Map [Sab05] visualization technique to support semi-
automatic modeling of semantic web description
cess based approaches. They allow extraction of semantics from the WSDL-
files and textual descriptions of services by using semantic analysis tech-
niques. The usage of semantic analysis and interactive visualization tech-
niques to analyze available services, model new services and reanalyze new-
modeled services with available services is not the focus of these approaches.
The validation, refinement, and merging of extracted semantics, and usage
of interactive visualization techniques for the semantic analysis are also not
discussed in these approaches, but th se approaches provide an overvie of
initi l approaches towards semi-au omatic modeling of SDs by using seman-
ic analysis techniques.
3.3 Semantic Analysis Process Models
The most prominent process models based on semantic analysis approaches
are discussed briefly in this section. These semantic analysi approaches do
not deal directly with the semi-automatic modeling of service description,
but they provide a solid scientific base to derive a process model for the
Visual S mantic Analysis to support semi-automatic modeling of service
descriptions. The usage of information visualization techniques for these
process model based semantic analysis approaches will also be discussed
briefly.
Maedche et al. [Mae02, MS01] have presented an ontology learning process
model (or semantic analysis process model) with four steps: import / reuse,
extraction, prune, and refine, as depicted in Figure 3.2. First, the available
knowledge sources with their (schema) structures are imported and merged
together by defining mapping rules. Second, semantic is extracted by using
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First, existing ontologies are imported and reused by merging existing structures or defining
mapping rules between existing structures and the ontology to be established. For instance, [9] de-
scribe how ontological structures contained in Cyc are used in order to facilitate the construction of a
domain-specific ontology. Second, in the ontology extraction phase major parts of the target ontol-
ogy are modeled with learning support feeding from web documents. Third, this rough outline of the
target ontology needs to be pruned in order to better adjust the ontology to its prime purpose. Fourth,
ontology refinement profits from the given domain ontology, but completes the ontology at a fine
granularity (also in contrast to extraction). Fifth, the prime target application serves as a measure for
validating the resulting ontology [11]. Finally, one may revolve again in this cycle, e.g. for including
new domains into the constructed ontology or for maintaining and updating its scope.
Apply
Domain
Ontology
Extract
Refine
^cPrune
Import /
Reuse
Legacy + Application Data
Ontology
Learning
Ontology
Learning
Legacy + Application Data
Figure 1: Ontology Learning process steps
3
Figure 3.2: Semantic Analysis Process Model according to Maedche et al.
[Mae02, MS01]
different learning techniques e.g., lexical entry & concept extraction, cluster-
ing and, association rules. Third, the extracted semantic is pruned to adjust
extracted semantic to its prime purpose. Fourth, the refinement completes
pruned semantic at fine granularity. Finally, more iterations of the process
can be performed to include new domains into extracted and refined seman-
tics and maintain its scope. The information visualization technique, e.g.
graph visualization, is used to visualize the results of semantic analysis as
shown in Figure 3.3, but does not allow interactive analysis or refinement.
Cimiano et al. [CHST04] used existing ontologies and extracted instances
from a given set of domain specific text documents by applying Natural Lan-
guage Processing (NLP) techniques, as discussed in chapter 2. The concepts
of the ontologies are assigned to text documents. In this way, a number of
type of context information can be derived as depicted in Figure 3.4. The
documents and concepts of different ontologies define these different context
information types. The Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) , as discussed in
chapter 2, merge techniques allow semantic extraction from domain specific
text documents by using different existing ontologies. Finally, the seman-
tic can be generated from extracted semantic information. Cimiano et al.
[CHS05] have also introduced another process model as shown in Figure 3.5
to extract semantics from the text without using existing ontologies. This
process model describes NLP process steps in detail. Both process model
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Extracting Ontologies
In the ontology extraction phase of the ontology learning process, major parts, i.e. the complete on-
tology or large chunks reflecting a new subdomain of the ontology, are modeled with learning support
exploiting various types of (Web) sources. Thereby, ontology learning techniques partially rely on
given ontology parts. Thus, we here encounter an iterative model where previous revisions through
the ontology learning cycle may propel subsequent ones and more sophisticated algorithms may work
on structures proposed by more straightforward ones before.
Describing this phase, we sketch some of the techniques and algorithms that have been embedded
in our framework and implemented in our ontology learning environment Text-To-Onto (cf. Figure 3).
Doing so, we cover a very substantial part of the overall ontology learning task in the extraction
phase. Text-To-Onto proposes many different ontology components, which we have described ab ve
(i.e. L; C;R; : : :), to the ontology engineer feeding on several types of input.
Figure 3: Screenshot of our Ontology Learning Workbench Text-To-Onto
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Figure 3.3: The usage of visualization technique in the semantic analysis
approach of Maedche et al. [Mae02, MS01]
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Fig. 1. The FCA–MERGE approach
a human involved who is able to make judgments based on background knowledge,
social conventions, and purposes. Thus, all merging approaches aim at supporting the
knowledge engineer, and not at replacing him.
In [?], we presented the method FCA–MERGE for merging ontologies following a
bottom-up approach and offering a global structural description of the merging process.
For each source ontology, it extracts instances from a given set of domain-specific text
documents by applying natural language processing techniques (see left part of Fig-
ure 1). This way, one context is computed for each source ontology. Its objects are the
documents, and its attributes are the ontology concepts. An ontology concept is related
to a document iff it occurs in the document. The contexts are joined by context appo-
sition, and a pruned concept lattice is computed with the TITANIC algorithm [?] (see
middle of Figure 1). The concept lattice provides a hierarchical, conceptual clustering
of the concepts of the source ontologies. It is explored and interactively transformed to
the merged ontology by the ontology engineer.
Observe that, in this approach, the ontology concepts have been identified with the
FCA attributes, and not with the formal concepts. This seems to be the natural approach,
as they appear already as input to the FCA step, while formal concepts only show up at
the end of this step.
3.2 Ontology Learning from Text
There is no doubt that oral communication or text understanding presuppose some sort
of common ground between the communicating partners or between the writer and the
reader of a text [8]. However, this common ground or conceptualization is typically not
made explicit in the conversation or the text itself. Brewster et al. [3] for example have
argued that text writing and reading is in fact a process of background knowledge main-
tenance in the sense that basic domain knowledge is assumed, and only the relevant part
of knowledge which is the issue of the article is mentioned in a more or less explicit way.
Actually, knowledge can be found in texts at different levels of explicitness depending
on the sort of text considered. Handbooks, textbooks or dictionaries for example contain
explicit knowledge in form of definitions such as “a tiger is a mammal” or “mammals
such as tigers, lions or elephants”. In fact, some researchers have exploited such regu-
lar patterns to discover taxonomic or meronymic relations in texts [10, 5]. However, it
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Figure 3.4: Semantic Analysis Process Model according to Cimiano et al.
[CHST04]
use classical lattice visualization to visualize the results of semantic analysis
process as shown in Figure 3.6.
The Rapid Ontology Development (ROD) approach [Zho07, ZBZ02] com-
bines top down and bottom up approaches for the semantic extraction. First,
the top level ontolo y is crafted manually from ex sting r sources and then
the semantics is extracted automatically from textual resources. This ap-
proach applies statistical and semantic extraction techniques to filter term
candidates, estimate similarity between terms, and extract terms related to
semantic extraction. Finally, the learned semantic is mapped to high level
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Algorithm 1 ConstructConceptHierarchy(D,T)
/* construct a hierarchy for the terms in   on the basis of the documents in  */
1: Parses = parse(POS-tag(  ));
2: SynDeps = tgrep(Parses);
3: lemmatize(SynDeps);
4: smooth(SynDeps);
5: weight(SynDeps);
6: SynDeps’ = applyThreshold(SynDeps);
7:  = getFormalContext(   ,SynDeps’);
8:    	 computeLattice 
 ;
9:       	 transform     ;
10:       compact      ;
11: return          ;
Parser tgrep Lemmatizer Smoothing
WeightingFCALatticeCompaction Pruning
Figure 1: Overall Process
Definition 1 (Formal Context)
A triple (  ,  ,  ) is called a formal context if  and  are sets and  is a binary
relation between  and  . The elements of  are called objects, those of  attributes and I is
the incidence of the context.
For ﬀ , we define:  ﬂﬁ ﬃ! "# $&%(')"* ﬁ '+, #-".0/
and dually for 123 : 1 (ﬁ ﬃ4'5".6$7%( 8"*1 ﬁ '+, #-"59/
Intuitively speaking,   is the set of all attributes common to the objects of  , while 1  is the
set of all objects that have all attributes in 1 . Furthermore, we define what a formal concept is:
Definition 2 (Formal Concept)
A pair (  , 1 ) is a formal concept of (  ,  ,  ) if and only if ﬀ:;1<3=> +?1 and @A1  .
In other words, (  , 1 ) is a formal concept if the set of all attributes shared by the objects of 
is identical with 1 and on the other hand  is also the set of all objects that have all attributes in 1 .
 is then called the extent and 1 the intent of the formal concept (  , 1 ). The formal concepts of a
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Figure 3.5: Semantic Analysis Process Model according to [CHS05]
Fig. 3. The lattice automatically derived from tourism-related texts
3.3 Related Work
The idea of using FCA in NLP in general is certainly not new. In [19] for example,
several possible applications of FCA in analyzing linguistic structures, lexical semantics
and lexical tuning are mentioned. [21] and [16] apply FCA to yield more concise lexical
inheritance hierarchies with regard to morphological features such as numerus, gender
etc. However, to our knowledge, FCA has not been applied before to the acquisition of
domain concept hierarchies such as in the approach described in this paper.
FCA–Merge is not the first tool for supporting the merging process of ontologies.
The need for some support in the merging process showed up soon, since manual on-
tology merging using conventional editing tools is rather difficult, labor intensive and
error prone. Therefore, several systems and frameworks have recently been proposed
[?,?,?,?]. They rely on syntactic and semantic matching heuristics which are derived
from the behavior of ontology engineers when confronted with the task of merging on-
tologies, i. e., human behavior is simulated. Although some of them locally use different
kinds of logics for comparisons, these approaches do not offer a structural description
of the global merging process.
Up to our knowledge, there is no other publication on FCA-based ontology merg-
ing, with one exception, namely OntEx, which we presented in [?]. OntEx is based on
Bernhard Ganter’s Attribute Exploration. Its starts with the concepts of the source on-
tologies, and with all known hierarchical relationships. It interacts with the knowledge
engineer by asking him, if further hierarchical relationships hold. If the user agrees,
then the relation between the concepts is added, if he denies, then he has to provide a
counterexample, which is exploited in the sequel. As FCA–Merge, OntEx also gives
some guarantee that all possible combinations are considered. However, to be applica-
ble in practice, it has to be combined with heuristic methods, as there is a price to pay
for this guarantee because of the high number of interactions.
7
Figure 3.6: The lattice visualization used by Cimiano et al. [CHS05,
CHST04]
semantics manually as shown in Figure 3.7.
The PACTOLE methodology [BTN08] allows semi-automatic semantic ac-
quisition from astronomy related texts as depicted in Figure 3.8. The process
model for the PACTOLE methodology is shown i Figure 3.8. The first step
is Natural Language Processing (NLP) to extract pairs (object, property).
In the second step, Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) is used to extract an
hierarchy of concepts from the pairs (object, property). The third step con-
verts the existing knowledge sources like dictionary/data base into a concept
hierarchy by using FCA. In the fourth step, both semantic models (from the
text and from existing knowledge sources) are merged together and enriched.
During the fifth step, the semantic is generated from lattice and formalized.
This semantic analysis method uses also lattice visualization to visualize the
extracted semantic.
Pan et al. [PF09a] have introduced a semantic analysis process model for
radiology reports as shown in Figure 3.9. This approach was developed for
the Picture Archiving and Communication System (PACS) to improve image
diagnosis accuracy and reducing patients’ radiation exposure. The process
model is shown in Figure 3.9. In the first step, radiologists create a radiology
report text during diagnosis of medical images. After the term parsing
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development domain. Finally, some overall conclusions 
along with the future work are presented. 
 
2. Rapid Ontology Development (ROD) 
methodology 
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Figure 1. ROD framework 
 
Figure 1 shows the framework of ROD methodology. 
The left side operates in a top-down manner, while the 
right side proceeds as a bottom-up process. A mapping 
process in the middle links the two parts together. In order 
to circumvent the resource-lacking problem, this 
methodology exploits all the potentially useful information 
related to a particular underdeveloped domain. The ROD 
framework mainly includes four stages: 
1. Domain analysis 
Domain analysis intends to analyze the domain and 
identify the top-level concepts and relations (TCAR). 
Ontology is a specification of conceptualization [7]. 
Thus, TCAR is one of the critical components of 
ontology. Ideally, the domain concepts and relations 
could be directly extracted from some kind of thesauri 
or glossaries available. Yet this is not the case with 
underdeveloped domains. Consequently, we have to 
draw on subject indexes from published books in 
addition to experts’ knowledge and experience, which 
is invaluable to the domain analysis.  
2. Document and language processing 
With the spread of the Internet, textual resources 
become more readily accessible. A textual resource 
may consist of a large variety of documents, such as 
web pages, papers, reports, book chapters, and so on. 
Each document includes all or part of the information 
from a single source depending on its size. The 
document processing deals with standardizing 
different document formats, while the language 
processing involves analyzing the content of text files, 
recognizing words, phrases and named entities, 
filtering irrelevant information from the text, and so 
on. The output of this stage is a list of term candidates 
for each document and their linguistic features. 
3. Statistical analysis and extraction 
All the terms (concepts) in an ontology are linked to 
some other terms (concepts) through some kind of 
relations. We assume that terms and their related have 
statistically significant similarities in terms of their 
context in a large number of texts. Therefore, some 
statistical algorithms can be applied to filtering term 
candidates, estimating the similarity between terms, 
and further extracting and ranking terms and related 
terms (TART) for ontology creation.  
4. Mapping between TART and TCAR 
In this process, a term in a TART is mapped to a top-
level concept through a key relation in the 
corresponding TCAR generated during domain 
analysis. Typically, it is a many-to-one mapping, but 
could be many-to-many as well. Moreover, the 
relation between a term T in the TART and a term in 
the RT set of T, which will be described in Section 
3.1, is mapped to a key relation in the TCAR, which is 
normally a many-to-one mapping.  
The mapping fills in the gap between top-level 
concepts and actually used terms, and specializes the 
fuzzy relations in a TART with certain domain 
relations. Therefore, it is the most critical process in 
ROD. Considering there are no benchmark resources 
in underdeveloped domains to evaluate the ontology, 
it is still not feasible to completely automate the 
mapping. As a result, we design a collaborative 
mapping environment to assist this process. 
The most obvious solution to reducing manual efforts 
in ontology development is using automated agents; 
however, the current advancement of technologies in 
support of the above processes varies from one to another 
greatly. For example, there have been a few relatively 
mature technologies and systems to support document and 
language processing, but it is hard to reduce or eliminate 
the manual efforts involved in the domain analysis. By the 
same token, manual validation is required in the mapping 
process to ensure the quality. We feel that at this point 
building a flexible and friendly environment to assist 
mapping would be a viable solution. In the following two 
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Figure 3.7: Semantic Analy is Process Model accor in to ROD Methodol-
ogy [Zho07, ZBZ02]
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ordering (a subsumption relation allowing to compare concepts). Intuitively, a
concept is a pair (A,B) where A ⊆ G, B ⊆ M , and A is the maximal set of
objects sharing the whole set of attributes in B and vice-versa. The concepts in
a concept lattice are computed on the basis of a Galois connection deﬁned by
two derivation operators denoted by ′:
′ : G → M ;A′ = {m ∈ M ; ∀g ∈ A : (g,m) ∈ I}
′ : M → G;B′ = {g ∈ G; ∀m ∈ B : (g,m) ∈ I}
Formally, a concept (A,B) veriﬁes A′ = B and B′ = A. The set A is called
the extent and the set B the intent of the concept (A,B). The subsumption
(or subconcept–superconcept) relation between concepts is deﬁned as follows:
(A1, B1) v (A2, B2) ⇔ A1 ⊆ A2 (or B2 ⊆ B1). Relying on this subsumpti n
relation v, the set of all concepts extracted from a context   = (G,M, I) is
organized within a complete lattice, that means that for any set of concepts
there is a smallest superconcept and a largest subconcept, called the concept
lattice of   and denoted by B(G,M, I).
3 The PACTOLE M tho ology
PACTOLE is a methodology for enriching in a semi-automatic way an initial
ontology based on a domain resources (thesaurus, database,...) with knowledge
extracted from texts. PACTOLE is inspired from two methodologies, namely
“Methontology” [8] and “SENSUS” [14]. From “Methontology”, PACTOLE bor-
rows the idea of keeping an expert in the loop to vali ate operations such as
building from a set of terms extracted from resources deﬁning a set of DL con-
cepts. From “SENSUS”, PACTOLE borrows the idea of being based on an ex-
isting ontology and enriching this initial ontology with resources such as texts.
The PACTOLE process is based on ﬁve steps presented in Figure 1, each step
in PACTOLE involves the experts validation.
The ﬁrst step involves NLP processing for extracting from texts object of the
domain and their properties.Th expressi ns that r considered are verb/subject,
Fig. 1. PACTOLE Methodology
Figure 3.8: Semantic Analysis Process Model according to PACTOLE
Methodology [BTN08]
process, FCA was applied to extract se antic from the radiology report
text. Finally, the extracted semantic is compared with related ontologies by
using a distance measurement method. The lattice visualization is used to
visualize the extracted semantic.
Jia et al. [JNT09] have introduced a process model as depicted in Figure 3.10
to extract semantic semi-automatically from domain specific scientific doc-
uments. In the first step, keyword extraction from the research corpus takes
place. Keyword which were semantically similar, are clustered together.
After the statistical filter and NLP processing, formal context is generated.
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might have different perceptions about specific concepts. Such potential for heteroge-
neity causes problems in a critical medical environment in which consistency and 
quality are pursued. Differences in ontology can be established from radiology report 
text in different time phases of a hospital—that is, before and after the adoption of a 
specific system, which in this study is PACS. 
2   Research Process and Pilot Analysis 
In this section, we will describe the goals of this study in more detail. Figure 1 shows 
an overview of the process of this study. At the beginning, a pilot study was con-
ducted to enhance the knowledge of environmental changes after the adoption of 
PACS. Following this and after a term parsing process, a formal concept analysis, will 
deal mainly with radiology report text in different time periods (before and after the 
adoption of PACS). Term frequency and many-valued contexts will be considered. 
On the basis of the ontology lattice acquired from a formal context, comparison 
among different ontologies associated with different conditions will be performed 
using a distance measurement method. Concepts will be clustered to minimize the 
number of concepts for interpretation and discussion purposes. 
 
Fig. 1. Research process of this study 
2.1   Settings and Data Collection 
Research data were derived from the Radiology Information System (RIS) of a teach-
ing hospital in central Taiwan.  This hospital adopted PACS technology on May 16, 
2006.  It was implemented on radiology modalities, including projection (plain)  
radiography, fluoroscopy, CT scanning, and MRI.  Because of function and cost con-
siderations, some modalities, such as mammography, DXA (dual energy X-ray ab-
sorptiometry), and some ultrasound machines are still not connected to PACS. 
There are about 7000 radiology-related diagnoses made each month at this teaching 
hospital. The analysis data of this study covered data from March 16, 2005 to March 
15, 2007 and was split into two portions. The first portion of the data covers the first  
Figure 3.9: Semantic Analysis Process Model according to Pan et al. [PF09a]
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keywords as attributes if that keyword occurs along with the object keyword in a 
document and meets a specified support threshold in the whole collection. The 
concept hierarchies learnt from this information context can bring improved 
precision for document classification.  
3 Formal Concept Analysis based Learning approach to 
Ontology building    
Different methods have been proposed in the literature to address the problem of 
(semi-) automatically deriving a concept hierarchy from scientific text. Our 
motivation is that this concept hierarchy should be applied in the users’ query to 
expand query context. Users’ query term should be identified in this structure; 
topical similar terms should be clustered into the same concept and the intentional 
description of the concept should be better understood and commonly accepted by 
the practice of community. The previous research has shown FCA is an effective 
technique that can formally abstract data into a hierarchical conceptual structure 
with good traceability and understandability. In our research, the selection of 
context and the mapping from formal concept lattice to formal ontology 
representation are major consideration. The work flow of our proposed approach 
can be depicted as in Figure 1. 
 
 
Fig.1. Ontology Learning Work Flow 
3.1 Formal Concept Analysis  
 In order to better interpret our approach, we briefly recall some basic 
terminologies and definition of FCA and further detail can be found in [12].  
Definition 1.  A Formal Context is a triple (G, M, I), where G is a set of objects, 
M is a set of attributes, and I is a binary relation between G and M (i.e I⊆G × M).        
(g, m) ∊ I  can be read as object g has attribute m.  
Figure 3.10: Semantic Analysis Process Model according to Jia et al.
[JNT09]
Then the FCA is applied to extract the lattice structure. Finally, the seman-
tics can be extrac d from the lattice structure. The approach from Haav
et al. [HHN00] used a similar approach to extract sema tic from domain
specific text. This approach introduces additionally rules and facts to enrich
the semi-automatically extracted semantics. The lattice visualization was
also used by Jia t l. [JNT09] to visualize extracted semantics.
As already discussed in Section 2.2.3, visual techniques take into account
human perceptual capabilities to detect patterns and outliers in visual in-
formation. They can facilitate experts’ understanding about complex data,
structures, hierarchy and relations in semantic descriptions [Sab05]. The vi-
sual analytics approaches [LKS+10, KAF+08] propose also a combination of
automated data analysis and interactive visualizations to support effective
understanding, reasoning and decision making on the base of very large and
complex data sets. The process models which deals with visualization tech-
niques for data analysis are described in the following paragraphs to consider
visualization techniques for the semantic analysis as it is also proposed by
Sabou [Sab05].
Card et al. [CMS99] have introduced a simple reference model for the in-
formation visualization to map raw data to visual forms as shown in Figure
3.11. The arrow flow from raw data to the human indicates a series of data
transformations. The arrow flow from the human into transformations rep-
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Figure 3.11: Reference Model for information visualization according to
Card et al. [CMS99]
resents the adjustment of the transformation by user interaction. The user
can transform the raw data to accomplish a desired task. Raw data can
consist of various forms, from spreadsheets to text. The usual strategy is to
map the raw data into a relation or set of relations that are more structured.
The data transformation facilitates the transformation of various forms of
raw data to more structured forms, like data tables. The visual mapping of
data tables into visual structures, structures that combine spatial substrates
(such as x- and y-coordinates), marks (points, lines and areas), and graphical
properties (color, size and texture)[Mac86]. Finally, the view transformation
generates views by specifying graphical parameters of visual structures such
as position, scaling and clipping. User can control the parameters of the
transformations e.g., restricting the view to certain data ranges. The infor-
mation visualization, user interaction, and transformation facilitate users to
perform a desire task.
May et al. [MKJ08] have presented the process model shown in Figure
3.12 to combine statistical data classification and interactive visualization
techniques in order to group data items into categories. This approach
extends the information visualization reference process [CMS99] as discussed
above and establishes an iterative cyclic process. A single cycle starts with
the selection of data, proceeds with the update of the classifier, and ends with
the visual feedback of the new categories by using the KV-Map as shown
in Figure 3.12. The user may continue the iterative refinement process by
modifying the selection and analyzing the visual feedback.
Keim et al. [KAF+08] have introduced a visual analytics process that is
based on the simple model of visualization by van Wijk [Wij05], shown in
Figure 3.13. According to Keim et al. [KAF+08], this process model has to
be evaluated and measured in terms of efficiency of knowledge gained. After
initial data analysis by using statistical and mathematical techniques (e.g.
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Figure 1: We extend the information visualization pipeline by a process (red) that iteratively refines the instance of a classifier
model as a reaction to user input. An iteration starts with the selection of a training classification, proceeds with the update
of the classifier and ends with the combination of the aggregate data and the classifier mapped into the same visualization
space. The motivation of this approach is to allow an easy match between the visual/mental model and the formal model for
the classification. The classifier can be used to compare the relevance of attributes in the search for hidden dependencies in a
multi-dimensional dataset.
• Manual trade-off of precision versus recall in the classifier
The combination of techniques for the automatic generation
of classifiers, and the integration of a visual interface for
intuitive control and feedback gives us the opportunity to
exploit the synergies between individual techniques. The
specific yet distinct strengths of human and machine are
connected in the iterative process.
To describe the techniques used for classification and for
visualization and to verify our approach, we instantiate the
concept using decision trees as a classifier model and the
modified Karnaugh-Veitch-Maps (KVMaps) (see [May07])
as a visualization technique. As a specific classification
scenario, we search for hidden dependencies between indi-
vidual attributes in a multi-dimensional dataset. Decision
trees represent a simple yet important subset of all possible
dependencies.
We use the KVMaps because we assume that the complexity
of the dependencies may span an arbitrarily high number of
dimensions. The technique trades off two competing issues:
the presentation of data from as many dimensions as pos-
sible, and the guarantee that the design of the visualization
does not imply or prefer relations between data attributes
simply because they are mapped to specific visual attributes.
After introducing related concepts and techniques in Sec-
tion 2, we will introduce the terms and formal definitions
used throughout the paper in Section 3. Section 4 constitutes
the technical core of the paper, describing the process cycle
of the iterative refinement of the classifier. The subsections
4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 each describe one step of this cycle: Interac-
tive visualization, classification and visual feedback, while
section 4.4 is a technical comparision of the techniques used
for visual feedback. Section 5 covers a first evaluation of
the concept and the implemented prototype in the context of
prospective real-life scenarios. The final Section 6 wraps up
the scientific contribution of the paper and gives an outlook
to possible further developments.
2. Related Work
In line with the idea of Visual Analytics as proposed in the
research agenda [TC05] we combine methods from statis-
tical analysis and interactive visualization in order to sup-
port the generation of information or knowledge across dif-
ferent levels of abstraction. Most similar to our work is the
concept recently introduced by Keim et al. [KMS∗07]. They
proposed the manual selection of "areas of interest" and an-
alyzed their characteristics in order to rearrange the visual
layout. The layout emphasizes the relation between the se-
lected portions of the data space and the relevance of the
corresponding values. In contrast to this approach, our pri-
mary goal is the progressive refinement of an internal classi-
fier model. We combine the visualization of the original data
and the classifier in the same visual display.
Other visual approaches to find general classifiers were pro-
posed by Yang et al. [YWRH03] and Bendix [Ben06]. Yang
et al. applied a semi-automatic clustering technique for the
data dimensions. Even though different abstraction levels
were provided to control the analysis, additional cognitive
effort is needed for the required transformation between the
abstraction levels. The parallel sets introduced by Bendix
provide a data-abstraction technique that is based upon
the well-known parallel coordinates approach for multi-
dimensional data. Interestingly, the classification was done
in the same visual space as was provided for the data, allow-
ing for a good match-making.
Such a semi-automated analysis process is not restricted to
categorical data. Heine et al. [HS07] introduced a technique
for semi-automated graph clustering based on visual inter-
c© 2008 The Author(s)
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Figure 3.12: Semantic Analysis Process Model according May et al. [MKJ08]
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statistical and mathematical techniques, such as spatio-temporal data analysis or
link mining depending on the nature of the dataset under study. The process then
enters a loop where the user can gain knowledge on the data, ideally driving the
system toward more focused and more adequate analytical techniques. Dually,
interacting on the visual representation, the user will gain a better understanding
of the visualization itself commanding for diﬀerent views helping him or her to
go beyond the visual and ultimately conﬁrm hypotheses built from previous
iterations (see Figure 4).
Fig. 4. The sense-making loop for Visual Analytics based on the simple model of
visualization by Wijk [42].
5 Application Challenges
Visual Analytics is a highly application oriented discipline driven by practical
requirements in im ortant domains. Without attempting a complete survey over
all possible application areas, we sketch the potential applicability of Visual
Analytics technology in a few key domains.
In the Engineering domain, Visual Analytics can contribute to speed-up de-
velopment time for products, materials, tools and production methods by oﬀering
more eﬀ ctive intelligen access to th weal h of complex informati n resulting
from prototype development, experimental test series, custom rs’ feedback, and
many other performance metrics. One key goal of applied Visual Analytics in
the engineering domain will be the analysis of the complexity of the production
systems in correlation with the achieved output, for an eﬃcient and eﬀective
improvement of the production environments.
Financial Analysis is a prototypical promising application area for Visual
Analytics. Analysts in this domain are confronted with streams of heterogeneous
information from diﬀerent sources available at high update rates, and of varying
Figure 3.13: The Visual Analytics Process according to Keim et al.
[KAF+08]
spatio-temporal d ta analysis or link mining depending on the dataset), the
initial data analysis results can be visualized with appropriate visualization
and interaction techniques.
After initial a alysis, users can nter into a l op to gai knowledge on the
data and drive the system towards more focused analysis and adequate an-
alytical techniques. The interactio on the visual repre entation facili tes
users to gain a better understanding of visualization itself. Different views
help th m to go bey nd vi ual representa i n and co firm or reject the y-
potheses of the previou iteration. They can keep a lyzing d ta within
this loop till they find answers to their question or task from the dataset
understudy. Visualization techniques such as [CMS99], [MKJ08] and Visual
Analytics mostly deal with interactive data analysis, but semantic analysis
can also profit from these techniques to support interactive semi-automatic
semantic analysis.
The most of above described semantic analysis approaches deal with seman-
tic extraction, and validation, refinement, and merging of extracted seman-
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tics. The semantic analysis approaches except Visual Analytics (VA) based
semantic analysis techniques don’t use visualization techniques intensively
to support the semantic analysis process. The VA based semantic analy-
sis techniques allows the combination of semantic analysis and interactive
visualization techniques to support the semantic analysis process, but they
don’t deal with validation, refinement and merging of extracted semantics.
None of these semantic analysis techniques deals with analysis of available
services, modeling of new services and reanalysis of new-modeled services
with available services. These semantic analysis process models provide a
scientific base for the definition of a generic process model that allows the
combination of semantic analysis and visualization techniques to analyze,
model and reanalyze services.
3.4 Summary
The Visual Semantic Analysis approach aims to combine semantic anal-
ysis and visualization techniques to support semi-automatic modeling of
SDs. Different manual SD modeling approaches are discussed in this chap-
ter that plays a key role to identify the requirements for the VSA approach.
The semi-automatic approaches for the SD modeling are also presented,
which allow semantic extraction from the WSDL files or textual descrip-
tion of services. These approaches don’t deal with analysis, modeling and
reanalysis of non-functional parameters of services. Furthermore, semantic
analysis approaches, which allow semantic extraction from structured and
un-structured data, are discussed. VA based semantic analysis techniques
show how semantic analysis and visualization techniques can support the
semantic analysis process. The focus of these semantic analysis approaches
is not the SD modeling, but they provide a base for the analysis of available
services. The VSA approach considers the process models of these semantic
analysis approaches as scientific base to define a generic process model of
the VSA that allows analysis, modeling and reanalysis of SDs.
Different manual SD modeling, semi-automatic SD modeling, and seman-
tic analysis approaches described above serve as related work and help to
identify requirements for the VSA approach. The knowledge experts pro-
vide requirements form the perspectives of users, semantic analysis, and SD
modeling. The requirements analysis for the VSA approach and compari-
son of these approaches with the VSA approach are presented in the next
chapter. Furthermore, a generic process model of the VSA approach ant its
formal specification are defined under the consideration of the requirements
analysis in the next chapter.
Chapter 4
A Process Model for the Visual
Semantic Analysis
In the service ecosystem, service providers can re-combine and mediate
their core services and deliver to service consumers by using available ser-
vices of Web service ecosystem, e.g. service delivery and billing. One
of the main challenges faced by Web service ecosystems is flexible service
discovery. Service providers have to provide explicit and formalized de-
scription of non-functional parameters of services, e.g. guarantees, pric-
ing, payment, penalties, and delivery modes, as Service Description (SD)
to support flexible service discovery in Web service ecosystems. According
to Barros and Dumas [BD06, BDB05], the modeling of Service Descrip-
tion (SD) will become a bottleneck for Web service ecosystems. The man-
ual modeling of the SDs is a tedious, cumbersome and time consuming
task[OBB+09, WWWC08, SP07]. We present the Visual Semantic Anal-
ysis approach to support semi-automatic modeling of SDs, and thus also
facilitate the establishment of service ecosystems.
A generic process model of the Visual Semantic Analysis (VSA) approach to
support semi-automatic modeling of SD is described in this chapter. First,
the definitions of VSA related terminologies are introduced and then require-
ments analysis is performed to define requirements for the VSA approach.
Then the comparison of the VSA approach with related research efforts is
presented that illustrates the positioning of VSA approach to the related
work. Afterwards, a generic process model of VSA developed on the base of
requirements analysis is discussed in detail. Finally, the formal specification
of the generic process model of the VSA is introduced.
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4.1 Definitions of terms
The definitions of VSA related terms are presented in this section that help
to define a generic process model for the VSA precisely.
Service Descriptions
The Service Description (SD) contains textual service description, and func-
tional and non-functional parameters, e.g. input, output, service annota-
tion, price plans, legal aspects, Service Level Agreements (SLAs), security
and user feedback [OBB+09, CWV09]. The textual service description and
non-functional parameters such as service annotation, price plans, legal as-
pects and SLAs of SDs are considered red for the VSA approach, therefore
the SD for the VSA is defined as follows.
Definition 4.1.1 (Service Description). The Service Description (SDs) con-
tains textual service description and non-functional parameters such as, ser-
vice annotation, price plans, legal aspects and SLAs. The textual service
description serves as unstructured data and the non-functional parameters
are considered as structured data for the VSA.
The SDs of the available services is used as knowledge source in the VSA
approach to analyze and extract semantic information from them. The
annotations of the available services and extracted semantic information
from the textual service descriptions of the available services support semi-
automatic annotation of new services. The analysis of non-functional pa-
rameters (price plans, legal aspects and SLAs) facilitates the modeling of
these non-functional parameters for new services. The SD modeling for the
VSA is defined as follows:
Definition 4.1.2 (Service Description Modeling). The Service Description
(SD) Modeling means to define service annotation, price plans, legal aspects
and SLAs.
The SD modeling is a complex and interdisciplinary task and the knowledge
experts from different domains, e.g. service engineers, service modeling ex-
perts, price plans experts, legal experts and SLAs experts, takes part in the
SD modeling [OBB+09, CWV09]. That is why, the knowledge experts for
the VSA are defined as follows:
Definition 4.1.3 (Knowledge Experts). The term “knowledge experts” rep-
resents service engineers, service modeling experts, price plans experts, legal
experts and SLAs experts in the VSA approach. They define service anno-
tation, price plans, legal aspects and SLAs of the SDs.
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Semi-Automatic Service Annotation
In the most recent years, the research field annotation of information ar-
tifacts has become a promising research field to support sharing and reuse
of information artifacts. The information artifacts range from multimedia
data to services. The underlying idea is to have semantic description of
information artifacts in order to support reuse and exchange of information
artifacts across various applications or organizations. It brings enormous
challenges and promises immediate practical benefits [DVGT10, Sab06].
The easy service discovery based on the functional and non-functional se-
mantics is necessary to use the existing service. Different research efforts
investigate possibilities to automate service tasks like discovery and com-
position by enriching services with semantic descriptions. The semantic
analysis and visualization techniques are becoming very important to ex-
tract semantics from the textual service descriptions and annotate services
with new facets [WWWC08, SP07].
It is difficult for knowledge experts to annotate services with the best-fit
terms, because they rely on their own view of domain and knowledge to
annotate services instead of investigating all available terms. The seman-
tic analysis techniques can support them to identify most frequent terms
used by community. The annotation of services with the best-fit terms can
lead to improve service matchmaking and support service tasks, e.g. ser-
vice discovery and reuse of existing services during the service composition.
The annotation of services supported by semantic analysis and visualization
techniques is denoted as semi-automatic service annotation and defined for
the VSA as follows:
Definition 4.1.4 (Semi-Automatic Service Annotation). The semi-automatic
service annotation during the SD modeling is defined as annotation of ser-
vices with the best-fit terms extracted from unstructured data such as textual
description of services by using a combination of semantic analysis and vi-
sualization techniques.
Price Plans
The pricing plays a key role in the strategy of most companies. It determines
long term turnover and profit of a company. It plays also very important role
for the companies’ reputation and customer relationship [Sim92, Rul08]. The
erroneous decisions for the pricing model may affect companies’ reputation
and their customer relationship.
Nowadays, software is offered and obtained in various ways. Besides tradi-
tionally on-premise software, an increasing trend toward on-demand solu-
tion Software as a Service (SaaS) is establishing in IT-landscapes. Free and
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open source software is also available. In case of open source software, the
turnover is generated by offering supplementary services, e.g. consulting,
implementation and documentation [BHL08].
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However, this does not exclude a possible 
loss of value over time (Zhang and Seid-
mann 2003, p. 277).
As a result of the transmutability char-
acteristic, digital goods can be modified 
with little effort allowing for a cost-effec-
tive generation of variants. This is particu-
larly important in terms of price discrimi-
nation strategies (cf. Section 3.4).
Reproducibility of digital goods is 
another important feature which may 
be considered in terms of pricing model 
design. Copying digital goods is possi-
ble without a loss of quality and at low 
cost (Choi et al. 1997, p. 72). Software as 
a product is usually marked by relatively 
high fixed costs for the software provider, 
while the costs for each additional unit 
tend to zero (Varian 1997, p. 1; Fishburn 
and Odlyzko 1999, p. 447).
However, it should be noted that these 
characteristics of digital goods cannot be 
transferred to all of the software providers’ 
products (or components). In case of sup-
port and service offers, for example, sig-
nificant variable costs incur (Buxmann et 
al. 2008a, p. 111). In case of SaaS solutions, 
for example, we have to take into account 
that the offer also includes the hosting and 
support services besides software provi-
sion. This may partly result in significant 
variable costs.
In addition to these fundamental char-
acteristics it is important to note that 
software constitutes an experience good 
whose actual value can be assessed by the 
customer only after its purchase (Bux-
mann et al. 2008a, p. 137).
The possibilities of pricing for soft-
ware products are also determined by 
the Internet and its characteristics. Thus, 
the Internet can be used for the distribu-
tion of digital products (Albers et al. 2000, 
p. 80). This can significantly reduce dis-
tribution costs and increase the potential 
clientele. In general, reduced transaction 
costs (Bakos 1998, p. 35) lead to a multi-
tude of new possibilities, such as a more 
flexible pricing model, new pricing mech-
anisms, and billing systems for micro-
payments. Furthermore, the easier inter-
action between customer and supplier is 
one of the Internet’s characteristics, e. g. in 
that it enables the implementation of reg-
ular price changes with little effort (Skiera 
et al. 2005, p. 286). It is even economically 
possible to address every customer indi-
vidually due to the Internet’s characteris-
tics (Skiera et al. 2005, p. 286).
Another feature of software markets 
arises from the existence of network 
effects. This means that the value a soft-
ware solution provides for a customer not 
only depends on the properties of the solu-
tion, but also on the number of users. The 
larger the network is, the better it usually 
is for the user. We distinguish between 
direct and indirect network effects (Katz 
and Shapiro 1985): Direct network effects 
arise because the users can communi-
cate with each other more easily and thus 
more cost-effectively by means of sharing 
software standards or common technolo-
gies. In contrast, indirect network effects 
result from the dependence between the 
consumption of a basic good and the 
consumption of complementary goods 
and services. Therefore, a high spread of 
standard software leads to an increasing 
offer of consulting services, which in turn 
results in a growing attractiveness of the 
software solution for the customers.
These network effects have a significant 
impact on software markets and hence 
are reflected in the strategies of the soft-
ware vendors. Thus, in many cases we can 
observe lock-in effects on software mar-
kets that lead to a solution which often is 
not technically optimal (Arthur 1996), and 
therefore complicates the market entry for 
competitors and binds customers to the 
current provider due to switching costs 
(Shapiro and Varian 1999, p. 103–104). 
Since frequently one supplier succeeds in a 
specific software industry segment, this is 
also referred to as “winner takes it all mar-
kets” (Arthur 1996; Bakos 1998, p. 4). In 
those areas of the software industry with 
less strong network effects the formation 
of oligopolies results from the coexistence 
of standards and companies (Skiera et al. 
2005, p. 288). However, there is an ongoing 
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Figure 4.1: The pricing model proposed by Lehmann and Buxmann [LB09]
Lehmann and Buxmann [LB09] have introdu ed the pricing model for soft-
ware products as depicted in Figure 4.1. They propose six main columns,
which contain detailed parameters of the pricing model. The price deter-
mination nd degree of interaction are p rt of fo m ti n of price column.
The payment flow, e.g. single or monthly payment, is defined as structure
of payment flow. Issue lik “license ba ed” or “transac ion based pricing
models” are discussed in the assessment base column. The quantity or time
based pricing aspects are part of price discrimination column. The pricing
model for software may also contain additional service lik support and
maintenance. Lehmann and Buxmann specify the issues of additional ser-
vices in the price bundling column. The dynamic pricing strategies column
contains different parameters of dynamic pricing models, e.g. penetration
pricing and skimming strategy.
The price plans of services can also be modeled on the base of the pricing
model proposed by Lehmann nd Buxmann [LB09]. They can be very com-
plicated, because service providers can choose different pricing strategies for
their services, e.g. pay per use, flat rate, or single payment. The rebate and
special offers can make the pricing models more complex. Furthermore, the
context information like prices for students, payment modes or certification
may contribute more to the complexity of pricing models. The pricing re-
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lated aspects of SDs are denoted as price plans for the VSA and defined as
follows.
Definition 4.1.5 (Price Plan). A price plan of SDs defines pricing compo-
nents such as price, special offers and payment modes according to different
pricing strategies, e.g. penetration pricing and skimming strategy.
4.1.1 Legal Aspects
The service technology based distributed environments, where services can
be atomic or composition of services, arise new legal challenges. Service
composition and consumption lead to establishment of legal relationship
between legal entities, e.g. service providers and consumers. The need for
agreements to private law has to be considered in this case. The liability
questions in case of claims have to be clarified for service composition and
consumption. Especially for the composed services, where different service
providers are involved, liability issue is very critical. The copyright issues
concerning the compatibility of different licenses [J0¨8] in the case of service
composition has to be considered very carefully too.
Moreover, the usage of consumers’ personal data in composed services re-
duced transparency for service consumers. Even if the personal data is col-
lected for a specific task within a distributed application, it is not clear for
service consumers who else receive their personal data in complex and dis-
tributed applications. It raises privacy law issues for the service consumers.
These issues are very critical for the success of distributed applications based
on the composed services. The legal uncertainty and lack of trustworthiness
may hinder commercial appliance of distributed applications. Unfortunately,
the service composition makes it more difficult to foresee legal requirements
[BPWR10, RWB+10].
The service description provides functional and non-functional parameters.
This information can be used as starting point for the legal assessment.
Furthermore, the European laws are codified [BPWR10] in a comprehensive
and systematic way and include rules for legal consequences. It provides the
opportunity to model legal norms and legal assessment procedure. The legal
assessment can be considered as a service during development, composition
and usage of services, which can identify legal obligation and requirements.
The contracts, copyright and privacy law issues can be considered for legal
assessment. Baumann et al. [BPWR10] introduces a legal methodology to
formalize legal norms and process of legal assessment to obtain legal rights
and obligations. The legal methodology motivates the separation of service
description and formalized law. The mapping of formalized law to service
description elements should bridge the gap as shown in Figure 4.2. The
Ci and Ei in Figure 4.2 represent non-functional parameters, and context
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3.1 Legal Subsumtion
As the rules given in law have to cover all possible
situations, abstract terms and definitions are used to
cover a wide range of concrete cases. Some of these
terms are further defined in other paragraphs, so the
first step of the subsumtion is to recursively resolve
all terms to find a complete legal prerequisite.
On the other hand we have the concrete circum-
stances of the situation, which, in our work, are the
service description elements, the run time data and
the context information. These elements can now be
subsumed under the abstract definitions in the law. In
this subsumtion process it is important to consider the
semantic of the elements, which is typically trivial for
a human, but hard to achieve for a computer.
3.2 A Concept for Implementation
Our concept uses the ontologies introduced in Sec. 2
to automate the subsumtion process by using a rea-
soner, but keeping the process as close as possible to
the legal methodology as normally applied by a legal
practitioner.
When designing an automated algorithm to imple-
ment legal subsumtion we have to consider the con-
straints that are given by the legal methodology: our
results have to be reproducible and tractable. We use
the information that is stored in the ontologies, at
foremost the knowledge about the hierarchical rela-
tions between the elements of the service description
and the classes of the service ontology. This hierar-
chy can be used to find more abstract terms for the
service instances. An example would be the element
“provider”, which is a subclass of “company”, thus it
is not a natural person.
In the first step of the algorithm we gather all in-
formation of the service: from the service descrip-
tion we get the functional parameter (inputs and out-
puts) and the non-functional aspects. The second data
source is the run-time data that is passed to and re-
turned from the service during an actual service call.
Finally, we utilize additional context information like
a business process model in which the service call
takes place.
For each of these data elements we try to get the
information that is encoded in the ontologies, like
the subclass hierarchy or the relation to other classes.
These enriched elements are the basis for the actual
mapping where they are compared with the elements
of the formalized law.
As tool support we already work on an realiza-
tion based on NeOn toolkit10 which integrates the
KAON211 API reasoning engine, including support
for F-Logic.
4 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we pictured the legal challenges rising
with the development of modular applications built
upon atomic services. As applications can be com-
posed of services by different providers across the In-
ternet, we argue, that it is not possible to foresee legal
requirements for every situation.
To address this issue we propose to apply standard
legal methodology when formalizing legal norms and
the legal assessment to obtain legal rights and obli-
gations for a specific situation. Upon this foundation
10http://neon-toolkit.org
11http://kaon2.semanticweb.org
Figure 4.2: The legal methodology of Baumann et al. [BPWR10]
information from the data exchanged during the service execution (service
description eleme ts)re pectively. The definition of form lized l w (rules) is
represented by Fi in Figure 4.2.
According the methodology of Baumann et al. [BPWR10], the functional
parameter , e.g. inputs and outputs, and the non-functional aspects, e.g.
service provider, are collected from the service description in the first step.
Then the context information (service description elements) from t e data
exchanged during the service execution and business process model is col-
lected, e.g. name and ddress of a service consumer. Finally, the mapping of
formalized law to service description elements takes place. The legal aspects
for the VSA are defined as follows:
Definition 4.1.6 (Legal As ects). Legal aspects of SDs define legal aspects
such as agreement, obligations and penalties of a service according to na-
tional and i ternational law.
4.1.2 Service L vel Agreement
The quality of service is one of the most important aspects to differentiate
between similar services of service provider . The Service Level Agreeme t
(SLA) between service providers and customers assures quality of service
to customers and obligate service provider to achieve promised quality of
service. The SLA violation may result serious financial consequences and
affect the reputation of service providers. Hence service providers are in-
terested in providing promised quality of service to achieve acceptance of
service consumers [JS02].
The functional and non-functional parameters of services can be classified
in three categories as it is already discussed in Chapter 2: Static attributes,
dynamic attributes within the influence of service provider and dynamic
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attributes beyond the influence of service provider. An example of these
parameters for a service is price and response time. The dynamic attributes
within or beyond the influence of service providers are complex. They may
change over time depending on market situation, competitors’ offers and
IT-infrastructure. For example, the price may change because of special
offers of competitors and response time of a service may change because
of peak hours. The service providers have to analyze the SLAs over time
and have to adapt according to dynamically changing market conditions
[JS02, HKRK07]. The SLA for the VSA is defined as follows:
Definition 4.1.7 (Service Level Agreement). A Service Level Agreement
(SLA) of SDs defines all quality of service related non-functional parameters
such as response time and availability.
4.2 Requirements Analysis
A study was conducted to derive requirements for the VSA. The knowl-
edge experts from different domains were interviewed in this study. The
requirements for the VSA were derived from these interviews. The following
sections give an overview of requirements from users’ perspective, semantic
analysis perspective and SD modeling perspective.
4.2.1 Requirements from Users’ Perspective
The most important requirement of the knowledge experts is to have a pro-
cess model to analyze the SDs of the available services and extract semantic
information from them, model new services by using extracted semantics
and reanalyze new modeled services with the available services. The anal-
ysis of available service helps them to identify similar services or compare
different aspects of SDs to extract semantics. The usage of extracted se-
mantic information enables them to reuse or modify different aspects of
available services to model new services. The reanalysis allows knowledge
experts to compare annotations, price plans, legal aspects and SLAs of new
modeled services with available services. The iterative analysis, modeling
and reanalysis of services must support semi-automatic modeling of SDs.
The SD modeling is a complex and interdisciplinary task, where the knowl-
edge experts from different domains take part. The interdisciplinary tasks
of the SD modeling demand multiple perspectives based SD modeling. The
VSA must provide them different perspectives for the semi-automatic service
analysis and modeling of price plans, legal aspects and SLAs. The multiple
perspectives support them to model either each aspect of the SD separately
in a perspective or different aspects of SD simultaneously in a single per-
spective. The selection of a sub set of services for the VSA in different
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perspectives must allow them to deal with a large number of services.
The analysis, modeling and reanalysis process with a large amount of avail-
able services can lead to information overload for knowledge experts. The
knowledge experts require visual support during the analysis, modeling and
reanalysis process to reduce information overload. The combination of se-
mantic analysis and interactive visualization techniques allow them to have
a effective understanding and reasoning about complex extracted semantic
information as it is also proposed by the Visual Analytics [KAF+08]. The in-
teractive visualization techniques must facilitate knowledge experts to focus
on aspects of SDs according to their point of interest to avoid information
overload during the analysis, modeling and reanalysis process.
• A process model for the VSA to support analysis, modeling and re-
analysis of services
• Support for the analysis of available services to extract semantic in-
formation
• Support for the semi-automatic modeling of new services based on the
extracted semantics from the available services
• Support for the reanalysis of new modeled services with the available
services to compare new modeled services with available services
• Iterative analysis, modeling and reanalysis to support semi-automatic
SD modeling
• Multiple perspectives to deal with complexity of SDs and a large num-
ber of services.
• Visual support for analysis, modeling and reanalysis of services
4.2.2 Requirements from Semantic Analysis Perspective
The semantic analysis process models present different abstraction levels as
discussed in Chapter 3. An abstract process model for the semantic analysis
is necessary to consider different process steps and different semantic analysis
aspects. An abstract process model of the semantic analysis to support
analysis of services is the most important requirements to achieve a generic
process model for the Visual Semantic Analysis.
The SDs are mostly modeled with different SD modeling languages, e.g.
XML, OWL, RDF(S), and UML, as it is already discussed in Chapter 2.
The analysis of available SDs modeled with different SD modeling languages
requires support for different data input formats of SDs in the VSA process
model. It allows knowledge experts to analyze SDs modeled with different
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formats. The visual techniques must facilitate knowledge experts to have
an overview and better understanding about complex context and semantics
extracted in semantic analysis process.
Different semantic analysis algorithms cannot perform always the best re-
sults. The combination of different semantic analysis algorithms as multi-
strategy seems to be a promising approach [Mae02]. The VSA approach
must support multiple algorithms for the semantic analysis to improve the
semantic analysis process. It allows knowledge experts to apply different
semantic analysis algorithms to analyze available SDs and extract semantic
information from them.
The integration of external context or semantic information must facilitate
knowledge experts to use their own knowledge or extracted semantic infor-
mation from different semantic analysis sessions for the semantic analysis.
It allows them to use their own knowledge during the analysis of available
services. Furthermore, the export of context or semantic information allows
saving the results of semantic analysis and using them in different sessions.
It helps knowledge experts to analyze available services in different sessions
and use extracted semantic information during the analysis of available SDs.
• Abstract process model for the semantic analysis to support analysis
of services
• Support for the different data input formats
• Visual support for the context analysis
• Visual support for the semantic analysis
• Support for the multiple semantic extraction algorithms
• Support for the import of external context or semantics in the semantic
analysis process
• Support for the export of the extracted context and semantics in the
semantic analysis process
4.2.3 Requirements from SD Modeling Perspective
According to Barros and Dumas [BD06], the SD modeling will become a
bottleneck for service ecosystems. The semi-automatic semantic acquisition
techniques have to be introduced to facilitate semi-automatic modeling of
service description. The extension of semantic analysis process to facilitate
semi-automatic modeling of SDs is one of the most important requirements
for the VSA approach. Additionally, the reanalysis of new modeled ser-
vices must support the comparison of new modeled services with available
services.
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The modeling of service description is an interdisciplinary task, where the
experts from different domains take part. A modularization approach is
mostly used to define modules for different domains, where domain experts
are responsible for domain specific modules [OBB+09, CWV09]. A gover-
nance team monitors the modeling activities of knowledge experts to assure
the consistency. The governance team assures consistency of SDs accord-
ing to SD modeling guidelines. These aspects lead to the requirement that
VSA must support modular approaches and governance for the SD mod-
eling. Furthermore, the governance aspects have to be considered for the
extension of semantic analysis process to assure consistency of new modeled
SDs. The knowledge experts model SDs with different SD modeling lan-
guages that stipulate the support for the different SD modeling languages
to model SDs in the VSA process model.
The SD modeling and governance efforts can be at risk if the semantic
presentation and interactive manipulation cannot be accomplished in an
intuitive and user-friendly way [OBB+09]. Therefore the visual support
must facilitate knowledge experts to model SDs in an interactive way by
using extracted semantics.
• An abstract process model for the SD modeling
• Support for the reanalysis to compare new modeled services with the
available services
• Support for the Modularization approach of SD modeling
• Support for governance to assure consistency of new modeled SDs
• Support for different SD modeling languages
• Visual support for the SD modeling and reanalysis of new modeled
services
4.2.4 Requirements Overview
This section gives an overview of concrete requirements as described in sec-
tions 4.2.1, 4.2.2, and 4.2.3. The requirements are grouped to nine require-
ments categories. They are used later on to compare the VSA approach
with related efforts. They are assigned further to two main category types:
“semantic analysis” and “service modeling”.
The category type “semantic analysis” consists of six requirements categories
as shown in Table 4.1. The “process model/method for semantic analysis”
indicates the need for process or method based approach and comprises all
requirements that are directly related to semantic analysis process. The
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“data sources” related requirements for the semantic analysis are repre-
sented by the categories “support for unstructured data” and “support for
semi-structured or structured data”. The semantic analysis algorithms re-
lated requirements are depicted by the category “multiple semantic analysis
algorithms”. The categories “visual context analysis” and “visual semantic
refinement” capture requirements related to the usage of visualization tech-
niques for the context and semantic analysis in order to improve semantic
analysis process.
Three requirements categories are assigned to the category type “service
modeling” as depicted in Table 4.2. The “process model/ Method for the SD
modeling” represents all requirements to extend semantic analysis process
with the modeling specific aspects. The “visual support for SD modeling”
manifests the need of visualization for the SD modeling to support knowl-
edge experts. The requirement category “Analyze - Model - Reanalyze”
demonstrates the need of techniques for the knowledge experts to analyze,
model and reanalyze services.
Nr. Categories Requirements Perspective
1 Process model/
Method
A process model for the VSA
to support analysis, modeling
and reanalysis of services
User
Abstract process model for
the semantic analysis to sup-
port analysis of services
Semantic
Analysis
Iterative analysis, modeling
and reanalysis to support
semi-automatic SD modeling
User
Support for the analysis of
available services to extract
semantic information
User
Support for the reanalysis of
new modeled services with the
available services to compare
new modeled services with
available services
User
Visual support for analysis,
modeling and reanalysis of
services
User
Support for the import of ex-
ternal context or semantics in
the semantic analysis process
Semantic
Analysis
Continued on next page
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Nr. Categories Requirements Perspective
Support for the export of the
extracted context and seman-
tics in the semantic analysis
process
Semantic
Analysis
2 Support for un-
structured data
Support for the different data
input formats
Semantic
Analysis
3 Support for semi-
structured or
structured data
Support for the different data
input formats
Semantic
Analysis
4 Multiple seman-
tic analysis algo-
rithms
Support for the multiple se-
mantic extraction algorithms
Semantic
Analysis
5 Visual Context
Analysis
Visual support for the context
analysis
Semantic
Analysis
Visual support for analysis,
modeling and reanalysis of
services
User
6 Visual Semantic
Refinement
Visual support for the seman-
tic analysis
Semantic
Analysis
Visual support for analysis,
modeling and reanalysis of
services
User
Table 4.1: Requirements Overview for the category semantic
analysis
Nr. Categories Requirements Perspective
1 Process model/
Method based
A process model for the VSA
to support analysis, modeling
and reanalysis of services
User
An abstract process model for
the SD modeling
SD Model-
ing
Support for the semi-
automatic modeling of
new services based on the
extracted semantics from the
available services
User
Multiple perspectives to deal
with complexity of SDs and a
large number of services
User
Continued on next page
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Nr. Categories Requirements Perspective
Support for the Modulariza-
tion approach of SD modeling
SD Model-
ing
Support for governance to as-
sure consistency of new mod-
eled SDs
SD Model-
ing
Support for different SD mod-
eling languages
SD Model-
ing
2 Visual support for
the SD modeling
Visual support for the SD
modeling and reanalysis of
new modeled services
SD Model-
ing
Visual support for analysis,
modeling and reanalysis of
services
User
3 Analyze - Model -
Reanalyze
Iterative analysis, modeling
and reanalysis to support
semi-automatic SD modeling
User
Visual support for analysis,
modeling and reanalysis of
services
User
Support for the reanalysis to
compare new modeled ser-
vices with the available ser-
vices
SD Model-
ing
Table 4.2: Requirements Overview for the category service
modeling
4.3 Comparison of Visual Semantic Analysis Approach
with the Related Efforts
There are four approaches that deal with semi-automatic service description
modeling directly. Further semantic analysis and visualization supported
semantic analysis approaches are also related to this research work. The nine
different requirement categories as discussed in Section 4.2.4 set our Visual
Semantic Analysis approach apart from related efforts. The comparison of
the Visual Semantic Analysis approach with related efforts according to nine
requirements categories is presented in Table 4.3.
The Visual Semantic Analysis is a process model based approach for the
semantic analysis and service modeling. Visual Semantic Analysis approach
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1 Visual Semantic Analysis ap-
proach
• • • • • • • • •
2 Hess and Kushmerick [HK03] ◦ • ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
3 Patil et al. [POSV04] ◦ • • ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
4 Sabou [Sab06] ◦ • ◦ ◦ ◦  ◦ ◦ ◦
5 Wei et al. [WWWC08] ◦ • ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
6 Maedche et al. [Mae02] • • • • ◦  ◦ ◦ ◦
7 Cimiano et al. [CHST04] • • • ◦ ◦  ◦ ◦ ◦
8 Cimiano et al. [CHS05] • • • ◦ ◦  ◦ ◦ ◦
9 ROD Methodology [ZBZ02,
Zho07]
• • • • ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
10 PACTOLE methodology
[BTN08]
• • • • ◦  ◦ ◦ ◦
11 Pan et al. [PF09b] • • • • ◦  ◦ ◦ ◦
12 Jia et al. [JNT08] • • ◦ ◦ ◦  ◦ ◦ ◦
13 Haav [Haa04] • • ◦ ◦ ◦  ◦ ◦ ◦
14 Card et al. [CMS99] • • • ◦ • ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
15 May et al. [MKJ08] • • • • • ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
16 Keim et al. [KAF+08] • • • • • ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
• = Supported, ◦ = Not supported,  = Not enough supported
Table 4.3: Comparison of the VSA approach with existing research ap-
proaches
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combines semantic analysis and visualization techniques to support semi-
automatic modeling of SDs. It allows knowledge experts to analyze SDs of
available services to extract semantic information, model new service on the
base of extracted semantic information and then reanalyze the new-modeled
services with available services to compare them. It allows knowledge ex-
perts to enter into a loop, where they can analyze, model and reanalyze
service iteratively by using semantic analysis and visualization techniques.
The requirements category Analyze - Model - Reanalyze is the most promi-
nent difference between Visual Semantic Analysis and other related efforts,
because it is only supported by the Visual Semantic Analysis.
The approaches 2 to 5 support both semantic analysis and SD modeling,
but they are not process model/method based approaches. The approach
offered by Hess and Kushmerick [HK03] supports just unstructured data for
the semantic analysis. It employs Naive Bayes and SVM machine learning
methods to extract semantic from WSDL files. The approach of Patil et
al. [POSV04] supports unstructured, semi-structured and structured data
for the semantic analysis. This approach presents conversion of WSDL
and exiting ontology formats to a common representation format Schema-
Graph and then maps the WSDL concepts to existing ontologies by ap-
plying match score techniques. These both approached do not allow the
combination of different semantic analysis algorithms and offer visualization
techniques to support SD modeling. The approaches proposed by Sabou
[SWGS05][Sab06][SP07] and Wei et al. [WWWC08] both support unstruc-
tured data for semantic analysis. Both techniques use lexical analysis tech-
niques for the semantic extraction and do not allow the combination of
different semantic analysis algorithms. Wei et al. do not offer any visualiza-
tion technique, but Sabou offers visualization technique to improve semantic
analysis.
The approaches 6 to 16 allow process model based semantic analysis and
do not deal with the SD modeling. Maedche et al. [Mae02], Cimiano et
al. [CHST04] and Cimiano et al. [CHS05] facilitate usage of different data
formats such as unstructured, semi-structured and structured data. The
approach offered by Maedche et al. [Mae02] supports multiple semantic
analysis algorithms and combination of different algorithms to improve se-
mantic extraction. The both approaches from Cimiano et al. [CHST04] and
[CHS05] apply Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) for the semantic extraction
and do not allow the combination of different semantic analysis algorithms.
These three semantic analysis techniques offer visual support, e.g. graph vi-
sualization or lattice visualization, to improve semantic extraction, but they
do not exploit different interactive techniques for the semantic analysis.
The approaches ROD [ZBZ02, Zho07], PACTOLE [BTN08] , and Pan et al.
[PF09b] allow different data formats and combination of different semantic
analysis algorithms. The approaches of Jia et al. [JNT08] and Haav [Haa04]
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supports just unstructured data and do not support multiple semantic anal-
ysis algorithms. The methodology Rod does not offer visual support, but
the other approaches PACTOLE, Pan et al. Jia et al. and Haav offer lattice
visualization without using sophisticated interactive visualization techniques
for the exploration of extracted semantic.
The approaches introduced by Card et al. [CMS99], May et al. [MKJ08]
and Keim et al. [KAF+08] propose visualization techniques as essential part
of data and semantic analysis. Card et al. propose usage of visualization
technique for data to have better understanding about data and discuss vi-
sualization issues like overview, zoom and level of details without handling
semantic analysis issues. May et al. [MKJ08] and Keim et al. [KAF+08]
suggest that the visualization techniques, and data and semantic analysis
have to go hand in hand to achieve better data and semantic analysis re-
sults. These both approaches originate from visual analytics, which focuses
more on the data analysis rather than semantic analysis. They deal with
data same like semantic analysis, but it doesn’t deal with validation, re-
finement and merging of extracted semantics. The usage of visualization
techniques for the data and semantic analysis presented by [CMS99], May
et al. [MKJ08] and Keim et al. [KAF+08] play an important role for the
Visual Semantic Analysis approach.
4.4 Visual Semantic Analysis Process Model
A generic process model for the Visual Semantic Analysis is developed on the
base of the requirements analysis. The generic VSA process model is divided
into two parts: semantic analysis specific sub processes and Service modeling
specific sub processes as shown in Figure 4.3. The semantic analysis specific
sub processes are “visual context acquisition”, “visual context analysis”,
“semantic extraction” and visual semantic refinement”. The sub processes
“visual SD modeling” and “governance” belong to service modeling specific
sub processes. The sub processes are described in the following sections.
4.4.1 Semantic analysis specific sub processes
Different semantic analysis process models were discussed in Chapter 3.
They consist of different sub processes and tasks with different abstraction
levels. The VSA process model defines an abstract semantic analysis process
model. The semantic analysis specific sub processes in the generic VSA
process model are described below.
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Figure 4.3: A Process Model for the Visual Semantic Analysis
Visual Context Acquisition
The context acquisition is an essential part of all semantic analysis ap-
proaches. All semantic analysis approaches support unstructured, semi-
structured and/or structured data input formats as it is also perceptible
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from Table 4.3. The sub process visual context acquisition allows context
acquisition from textual service description (unstructured data) and non-
functional parameters (structured data) of SDs as shown in Figure 4.4. The
sub process visual context acquisition consists of two tasks “context ex-
traction” and “conceptual scaling”. The task context extraction allows the
extraction of the context information from the textual service description
and non-functional parameters of SDs. The context information is extracted
from the textual service description of SDs by using NLP techniques, e.g.
POS-tagging, reduction of stop words, stemming and lexical analysis, as it
is discussed in the section 2.2. Different parsing technique allows the extrac-
tion of context information from the non-functional parameters of SDs.
Visual 
Context 
Acquisition
Service
Descriptions
Context 
Matrix
Figure 4.4: The sub process visual context acquisition
The extracted context information from the non-functional parameters of
SDs is mostly very complex and the application of semantic analysis tech-
niques to the complex context is very difficult. In this case, the knowledge
experts transform complex context information into suitable context infor-
mation in the task conceptual scaling. For this purpose, the non-functional
parameters of SDs are considered as objects that are described by new scale
attributes. The transformation is not unique and allows different interpreta-
tions and views of knowledge experts [Wol94, FMCNFV98]. The conceptual
scaling can be done with different levels of details or granularity. The trans-
actions from the sub processes visual context analysis, visual semantic re-
finement and visual SD modeling to the visual context acquisitions facilitate
to reinitialize conceptual scaling.
The textual service description and non-functional parameters of SDs with
different formats serve as input of this sub process. The output of this
sub process is a context matrix as shown in Figure 4.4, where the rows
and columns represent services and attributes (terms extracted from textual
service description and non-functional parameters) respectively. The values
in this context matrix are the tfidf (see section 2.2) values of attributes
extracted from textual service description or real values of the non-functional
parameters.
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Visual Context Analysis
The knowledge experts visualize the extracted context matrix by using differ-
ent visualization techniques in this sub process. The interactive visualization
techniques allow them to have an overview of the extracted context matrix
to have better understanding about the extracted context. The function-
alities of interactive visualization techniques such as Overview, zoom, filter
and details-on-demand facilitate the knowledge experts to explore the ex-
tracted context and focus on the part of it according to their needs. The
two sub processes visual context acquisition and visual context analysis, and
transitions between them (see Figure 4.3) represent an abstract form of the
reference model of the information visualization introduced by Card et al.
[CMS99] as discussed in Chapter 3.
The Knowledge experts prune or refine the extracted context matrix in this
sub process by using different semantic extraction techniques from the sub
process semantic extraction as it is shown in Figure 4.5. They apply semantic
extraction techniques to analyze context information and then visualize the
pruned or refined context matrix to view it. The three sub process visual
context acquisition, visual context analysis, and semantic extraction, and
the transition between sub processes semantic extraction and visual context
analysis ( see Figure 4.3) represent abstract form of the Visual Analytics
(VA) process models presented by May et al. [MKJ08] and Keim et al.
[KAF+08]. These both VA process models are introduced in Chapter 3 and
depicted in figures 3.12 and 3.13.
The VSA techniques allow knowledge expert to combine semantic extraction
techniques and appropriate visualization technique to reduce the dimension-
ality of the context matrix by clustering similar services and visualizing the
clusters. They apply these semantic extraction techniques from the sub
process semantic extraction and view the results in the sub process visual
context analysis. The feedback loop between the sub processes semantic ex-
traction and visual context analysis allows them to enter into a loop to gain
insight into context information and perform more focused analysis. The
visual representation of interactive context analysis facilitates them to gain
better understanding about data and confirm or reject previous iteration of
context analysis.
In the case of the textual service description of SDs, the semantic analy-
sis techniques, e.g. dictionary parsing and pattern matching, as discussed
in section 2.2 facilitate knowledge experts to extract real concepts (at-
tributes).Additionally, the lexical analysis and lexical pattern matching as
introduced in section 2.2 allow to refine the context matrix. The combina-
tion of semantic analysis and visualization techniques allow the knowledge
experts to discover hidden facts or patterns form the context extracted from
the textual service description of SDs.
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Figure 4.5: The sub processes visual context analysis and semantic extrac-
tion
The visual context analysis for a large number of available services can lead
to information overload for knowledge experts. The multiple perspectives
allow knowledge experts to consider a partial context and a sub set of ser-
vices for the Visual Semantic Analysis. They facilitate the consideration
of context from different perspectives. Additionally, the perspectives based
VSA allow the knowledge experts to deal with a large number of services by
considering sub sets of services for the VSA in different perspectives.
The input of this sub process is a context matrix as shown in Figure 4.5.
The output of this sub process is a refined context matrix. The perspective
based VSA generates one or more refined context matrixes. The import and
export of context matrixes facilitate integration of external context matrixes
and storage of the results of the visual context analysis respectively.
Semantic Extraction
The main semantic analysis techniques can be classified in four different cat-
egories “statistics based”, “rule-based”, “hybrid” (statistics and rule based)
and “Formal Concept Analysis (FCA)” [SP07, CHS05, Zho07, Mae02] as
discussed in the section 2.2. A bundle of semantic extraction algorithms
are offered to the knowledge experts in this sub process. They can apply
a single semantic extraction technique or a combination of these techniques
to improve the results of the visual context analysis or semantic analysis.
The input of this sub process is a context matrix. The outputs of this sub
process are either a context matrix or semantics (graph) depending on the
successor sub process. The usage of different semantic analysis techniques
determines the output formats. The output formats of all semantic extrac-
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tion algorithms used in the VSA have to be mapped to the input formats
of the successor sub processes. The input formats of the successor sub pro-
cesses visual context analysis and visual semantic refinement are context
matrix and semantics respectively.
Visual Semantic Refinement
Semantic extraction techniques such as the Formal Concept Analysis (FCA)
and dictionary parsing can be applied to extract semantics from the con-
text matrix as described in Chapter 2 . The extracted semantics has to be
validated and refined by the knowledge experts in this sub process. The
semantic visualization techniques facilitate the knowledge experts to visu-
alize the extracted semantics in order to understand complex hierarchies of
concepts and their semantic relations in the extracted semantics. The knowl-
edge expert validate and refine extracted semantics by adding or removing
new concepts, attributes and relations in this sub process. The sub processes
visual context acquisition, visual context analysis, semantic extraction and
visual semantic analysis, and transition between them (see Figure 4.3) repre-
sent an abstract semantic analysis process model as combination of process
models of semantic analysis and Visual Analytics techniques presented in
Chapter 3.
Additionally, the knowledge experts model their own knowledge manually
in this sub process. The feedback loop between visual semantic refinement
and the visual context analysis allows the merging of extracted semantics
and manual generated semantics. The merging is done by using semantic
merging techniques, e.g. FCA, from the sub process semantic extraction.
The merged semantic can be analyzed again in this sub process.
The input and output of this sub process are extracted semantics, and vali-
dated and refined semantics respectively. The import and export of external
semantics allows knowledge experts to save the extracted semantics and in-
tegrate external semantics in this sub process. The extracted semantics from
different perspectives can also be integrated in the extracted semantics of
the current perspective.
4.4.2 Service Modeling Specific Sub-Process
The sub processes visual SD modeling and governance are the extension of
semantic analysis process in the VSA to support semi-automatic modeling
of SDs. It supports the SD modeling by offering extracted semantic and
visualization techniques. It helps them not only to rely on their own view of
the domain, but also use semi-automatically extracted semantic during the
service modeling. The following sections describe service modeling specific
sub processes.
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Figure 4.6: The sub process visual semantic refinement and its related tran-
sitions
Visual SD Modeling
The semantic analysis specific sub processes allow the knowledge experts to
analyze SDs of available services and extract semantics from them. The ex-
tracted semantics facilitate them to identify services similar to their planed
new services. The knowledge experts model SDs of their new services in
this sub process by using the extracted semantics. The reuse or adap-
tion of the extracted semantics for the modeling of new services support
the semi-automatic SD modeling of new services and accelerate the service
modeling process. The interactive visualization techniques as visual model-
ing techniques facilitate the knowledge experts to understand the extracted
semantics, and reuse or adapt it for the SD modeling of new services. Af-
terwards, the feedback loop between visual SD modeling and visual context
analysis allows them to reanalyze the new modeled services with the avail-
able similar services as depicted in Figure 4.7. The reanalysis makes the
comparison of new modeled services with the available services easier. The
analysis of the available services, semi-automatic SD modeling based on
the extracted semantics and reanalysis of new modeled services support the
metaphor Analyze - Model - Reanalyze. The knowledge experts can iterate
analysis, modeling and reanalysis of services until they are satisfied with the
new-modeled services.
The perspectives based VSA allows the knowledge experts to analyze, model
and reanalyze different aspects of SDs, e.g. service annotation, price plan,
legal aspects or SLAs, simultaneously or separately. A large number of ser-
vices can lead to complex semantic. The perspective based VSA permit the
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Figure 4.7: The sub process visual SD modeling and its related transitions
knowledge experts to consider sub sets of services in different perspectives
in order to deal with a large number of services. The import of different as-
pects of SDs from different perspectives into a new perspective helps them
to integrate them as SDs of new services.
The sub process governance validates the SDs of the new modeled services
and provides the feedback as SD validation report. The errors are visualized
to the knowledge experts in the sub process visual SD modeling. They
have to change SDs of new modeled services until the validation process is
successful.
The input of this sub process is extracted semantics from the semantic anal-
ysis specific sub processes and the SD validation report of the sub process
governance. The output of this sub process is SDs of new services that can
be mapped to different formats, e.g. service ontology [OBB+09] or USDL
[CWV09].
Governance
The SDs of new modeled services have to be checked before they can be pub-
lished on service platforms. This sub process uses SD validation techniques
for the validation of new modeled SDs. The SD validation techniques assure
the consistency of the SD modeling according to the modeling guidelines.
This sub process synchronizes SD modeling activities and SD validation via
feedback loop between them as shown in Figure 4.8. The visualization of
validation feedback in the sub process visual SD modeling supports knowl-
edge experts to check consistency of new modeled SDs. In the case of a
successful SD validation, the new modeled SDs can be published on service
platforms.
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Figure 4.8: The sub process visual SD modeling and governance
4.5 Formal Specification of the VSA Process
A process definition consists of network of activities, relations between activ-
ities, process start and termination conditions, and further activity-related
information such participants, connected applications, data, etc [WFM99].
Hofmann [Hof10] has introduced a formal specification of multimedia an-
notation. It includes basic classes of information entities contained in an
annotation workflow and serve as scientific base for the formal specifica-
tion of the VSA process. The formalization of the Formal Concept Analysis
[GW99] (see Chapter 2 supports to define context and semantics generated
and processed in the VSA process. In this section, first a formal specifica-
tion of a generic process is presented and then the VSA process is specified
on the base of the formal specification of the generic process. The VSA pro-
cess specification includes the elements: (i) VSA process, (ii) work items,
(iii) transition, (iv) technologies, and (iv) data specifications generated and
processed. Furthermore, context and semantics are defined in the context
of the VSA process.
Definition 4.5.1 (Process). A process is defined by a tuple p = (W,T,C,
A,D) where :
• W = {w1, w2, w3, ...., wj} is a finite set of work items in p.
• T = {t1, t2, t3, ...., tk} is a finite set of transition between work items.
• C = {c1, c2, c3, ...., cl} is a finite set of termination conditions.
• A = {a1, a2, a3, ...., am} is a finite set of applications available in p.
• D = {d1, d2, d3, ...., dn} is a finite set of data processed, edited, gener-
ated and transferred between work items of p.
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Definition 4.5.2 (Work Item). A work item is defined as a tuple w =
(Ci, Co, Aw, Di, Do) ∈W where :
• Ci ⊆ C is a finite set of input conditions for w.
• Co ⊆ C is a finite set of output conditions for w.
• Aw ⊆ A is a finite set of applications to perform w.
• Di ⊆ D is a finite set of data transferred to w as input.
• Do ⊆ D is a finite set of data forwarded by w as output.
Definition 4.5.3 (Transition). A transition is defined as a tuple t =
(wo, wd) ∈ T where :
• wo is an origin work item.
• wd is a destination work item.
Visual Semantic Analysis Process. According to Definition 1.5.1 the
Visual Semantic Analysis process is defined as a process V SA = (Wvsa, Tvsa, Cvsa,
Avsa, Dvsa) where :
• Wvsa = {V isual Context Acquisition, V isual Context Analysis,
Semantic Extraction, V isual Semantic Refinement, V isual SD
Modeling, Governance} is a set of work items in vsa.
• Tvsa is a finite set of transition between work items according to Figure
4.3.
• Cvsa = {cvsa1 , cvsa2 , cvsa3 , ...., cvsao} is a finite set of termination con-
ditions in VSA.
• Avsa = Natural Language Processing ∪ V isualization ∪Semantic
Analysis ∪ Service V alidation,
is a set of techniques from the field of Natural Language Processing
(NLP), visualization, semantic analysis, and service validation avail-
able in VSA.
• Dvsa = Service Descriptions ∪ Context ∪ Semantics ∪
Service V alidation Reports,
is a finite set of data specifications Service Descriptions (SDs), Con-
text (see Definition), Semantics (see Definition ), and service valida-
tion reports processed, edited, generated and transferred between work
items of VSA
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Visual Context Acquisition. According to Definition 1.5.2 the Visual
Context Acquisition is defined as a work item
V isualContextAcquisition = (Cacqi , Cacqo , Aacq, Dacqi , Dacqo) where :
• Cacqi ⊆ Cvsa is a finite set of input conditions for Visual Context
Acquisition.
• Cacqo ⊆ Cvsa is a finite set of output conditions for Visual Context
Acquisition.
• Aacq = Natural Language Processing ∪ V isualization,
is a finite set of techniques from the field of NLP and visualization
available in Visual Context Acquisition.
• Dacqi = Service Descriptions,
is a finite set of SDs transferred to Visual Context Acquisition as input.
• Dacqo = Context,
is a finite set of context generated, processed and forwarded by Visual
Context Acquisition as output.
Visual Context Analysis. According to Definition 1.5.2 the Visual Con-
text Analysis is defined as a work item
V isualContextAnalysis = (Cvcai , Cvcao , Avca, Dvcai , Dvcao) where :
• Cvcai ⊆ Cvsa is a finite set of input conditions for Visual Context
Analysis.
• Cvcao ⊆ Cvsa is a finite set of output conditions for Visual Context
Analysis.
• Avca = V isualization,
is a finite set of techniques from the field of visualization available in
Visual Context Analysis.
• Dvcai = Context,
is a finite set of context transferred to Visual Context Analysis as
input.
• Dvcao = Context is a finite set of context generated, processed and
forwarded by Visual Context Analysis as output.
Semantic Extraction. According to Definition 1.5.2 the Semantic Extrac-
tion is defined as a work item
SemanticExtraction = (Csei , Cseo , Ase, Dsei , Dseo) where :
• Csei ⊆ Cvsa is a finite set of input conditions for Semantic Extraction.
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• Cseo ⊆ Cvsa is a finite set of output conditions for Semantic Extrac-
tion.
• Ase = Semantic Analysis is a finite set of techniques from the field
of semantic analysis available in Semantic Extraction.
• Dsei = Context is a finite set of context transferred to Semantic Ex-
traction as input.
• Dseo = Semantics ∪ Context,
is a finite set of context and semantics generated, processed and for-
warded by Semantic Extraction as output.
Visual Semantic Refinement. According to Definition 1.5.2 the Visual
Semantic Refinement is defined as a work item
V isualSemanticRefinement = (Cvsri , Cvsro , Avsr, Dvsri , Dvsro) where :
• Cvsri ⊆ Cvsa is a finite set of input conditions for Visual Semantic
Refinement.
• Cvsro ⊆ Cvsa is a finite set of output conditions for Visual Semantic
Refinement.
• Avsr = V isualization is a finite set of techniques from the field of
visualization available in Visual Semantic Refinement.
• Dvsri = Semantics is a finite set of semantics transferred to Visual
Semantic Refinement as input.
• Dvsro = Semantics ∪ Context,
is a finite set of context and semantics generated, processed and for-
warded by Visual Semantic Refinement as output.
Visual SD Modeling. According to Definition 1.5.2 the Visual SD Mod-
eling is defined as a work item
V isualSDModeling = (Cvsdmi , Cvsdmo , Avsdm, Dvsdmi , Dvsdmo) where :
• Cvsdmi ⊆ Cvsa is a finite set of input conditions for Visual SD Model-
ing.
• Cvsdmo ⊆ Cvsa is a finite set of output conditions for Visual SD Mod-
eling.
• Avsdm = V isualization is a finite set of techniques from the field of
visualization available in Visual SD Modeling.
• Dvsdmi = Semantics ∪ Service V alidation Reports,
is a finite set of context and service validation reports transferred to
Visual SD Modeling as input.
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• Dvsdmo = Service Descriptions(SDs) is a finite set of SDs generated,
processed and forwarded by Visual SD Modeling as output.
Governance. According to Definition 1.5.2 the Governance is defined as
Governance = (Cgovi , Cgovo , Agov, Dgovi , Dgovo) where :
• Cgovi ⊆ Cvsa is a finite set of input conditions for Governance.
• Cgovo ⊆ Cvsa is a finite set of output conditions for Governance.
• Agov = Service V alidation,
is a finite set of techniques from the field of service validation available
in Governance.
• Dgovi = Service Descriptions,
is a finite set of SSDs transferred to Governance as input.
• Dgovo = Service V alidation Reports ∪ Service Descriptions(SDs),
is a finite set of service validation reports and SDs generated, processed
and forwarded by Governance as output.
Definition 4.5.4 (Context). The context generated and processed in the
VSA process is defined as Context (S,Φ, I) where :
• S is a finite set of Service Descriptions (SDs).
• Φ is a finite set of attributes extracted from SDs.
• I ⊆ S × Φ
Definition 4.5.5 (Semantics). The semantics generated and processed in
the VSA process is a set Σ. The concept of the context Context (S,Φ, I) is
(A,B), where A ⊆ S , B ⊆ Φ,.For the concepts (A1, B1) and (A2, B2) from
the set Σ of all the concepts of Context (S,Φ, I) :
(A1, B1) ≤ (A2, B2) ⇔ A1 ⊆ A2
⇔ B1 ⊇ B2 (4.1)
The relation ≤ is an order on Σ e.g. the concept (A1, B1) is less general as
compared to the concept (A2, B2).
4.6 Summary
The Visual Semantic Analysis (VSA) is presented in this chapter to support
semi-automatic modeling of the Service Description as formalized represen-
tation of non-functional aspects of services. The VSA approach may help to
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establish service ecosystems in near future. The terms used in this generic
process model are defined and the requirements analysis for the VSA is dis-
cussed in detail in this chapter. The comparison of VSA approach with
the existing related research efforts gives a brief overview of its features.
A generic process model of the VSA that describes the sub processes and
their task, and the execution order of the sub processes. Finally, a formal
specification of the basic elements of the VSA process is presented.
This chapter describes only the process model of the VSA approach. A
conceptual framework for the VSA approach is described in the next chap-
ter. It presents in detail the application of VSA approach in the service
ecosystems. For example, how the VSA approach can use different platform
services of service ecosystems for the semantic analysis to support semi-
automatic modeling of SD. Furthermore, the software components are also
presented in the next chapter, which allow the realization of different tasks
in the sub-processes of the Visual Semantic Analysis process model.
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Chapter 5
A Conceptual Framework for
the Visual Semantic Analysis
The process model for the Visual Semantic Analysis (VSA) approach is
described in the previous chapter. It supports the semi-automatic modeling
of Service Descriptions (SDs), which include formalized description of non-
functional aspects like service annotation, price plans, legal aspects, and
SLAs. The conceptual framework is developed on the base of the VSA
process model. It describes system behavior and system components of
the Visual Semantic Analysis System. The system components manage sub
processes and their execution order according to the generic process model
of the VSA.
The services of service ecosystems (service platforms) play an important role
for the visual semantic refinement. In this chapter, we present the system
components of visual semantic refinement system and its interaction with
service platforms. The VSA system imports available services from service
platforms, analyzes them, model new services on the base of service analysis
results and register new modeled services on the service platform by using
the service registry service.
A conceptual framework for the Visual Semantic Analysis (VSA) to support
semi-automatic modeling of Service Descriptions is depicted in Figure 5.1.
The visual semantic refinement system uses different platform services for
the analysis, modeling and reanalysis of Service Descriptions (SDs).
The visual semantic refinement system collects the Service Descriptions
(SDs) and uses context acquisition component to extract context by apply-
ing Natural Language Processing (NLP) and conceptual scaling techniques.
It offers multiple perspectives for the visual semantic refinement, which al-
low the knowledge experts to analyze, model and reanalyze different aspects
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Figure 5.1: A conceptual framework for the Visual Semantic Analysis
of SDs such as price plans and SLAs in different perspectives separately.
Each perspective offers three different views visual context analysis view,
visual semantic refinement view and visual SD modeling view. Each view
offers different visualization techniques by using visual layout algorithms
from the visual layout algorithms library. The views visual context analysis
view and visual semantic refinement view support the knowledge experts to
analyze the available services by using different semantic analysis algorithms
available in the semantic analysis algorithms library. After the semantic
analysis of services is completed, the knowledge experts can save the enriched
context and extracted semantic information in repositories context data and
semantics.
After the semantic analysis of services is completed, the knowledge experts
model their new services in the visual SD modeling view by taking into
consideration the results of service analysis. The visual SD modeling view
offers different interactive visualization techniques to visualize the seman-
tic analysis results and allows the knowledge experts to model new SD by
reusing and adapting the semantic analysis results. After the SD modeling,
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the knowledge experts reanalyze the new modeled services with the existing
service to compare them with the existing services. They can iterate this
process until they are satisfied with the new modeled service. Finally, the
communication components allow them to check the SD validity of the new
modeled services by using the governance service of the service platform.
The results of the SD validation are visualized in the visual SD modeling
view. After a successful SD validation, the VSA system publish new mod-
eled service by using the service registry service of the service platform. The
communication component manages the external communication, e.g. ser-
vice registry. The components of the conceptual framework for the VSA are
described in the following sections.
5.1 Visual Semantic Analysis System
According to Bertin’s theory ”Semiology of Graphics” [Ber83], the basic vi-
sual variables play a key role for human perception. He defined the eight
visual variables position, shape, orientation, color, motion, texture, value,
and size as depicted in Figure 5.2. The choice of a visual variable for spe-
cific information can affect human perception for the information. Bertin’s
theory serves as a basis for different research work such as [Mac86, Bry10].
Mackinlay identified further visual variables such as length, volume, con-
nection, and containment [Mac86]. He developed an order for the visual
variables for the quantitative, ordinal and nominal data as shown in Figure
5.3. For example, the visual variable length (e.g. bar chart) is suited well
for the quantitative data, but it is not convenient for ordinal and nominal
data.
Different types of data formats are generated within the sub processes of
the VSA process model as discussed in Chapter 4. According to Mackinlay,
different visualization techniques with specific visual variables may suite for
different type of data formats. Different visualization techniques (approxi-
mately 300 - 400) are available right now, which can be suitable for specific
task or data formats [God09, NBB+10]. Therefore, the VSA conceptual
framework offers different visualization techniques for its different views.
To facilitate the use of different visualization techniques for the same data,
the Model-View-Controller (MVC) design pattern is used in the conceptual
framework of the VSA. It allows the integration of further visualization
techniques later to extend views easily. MVC is a classic design pattern often
used by applications that need the ability to maintain multiple views of the
same data. The MVC pattern divides application into three units model
for maintaining data, view for information visualization and controllers for
handling events that affect the model or view(s) [BMR+96].
The fundamental of Human Visual Perception [War04] and Visual Informa-
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ist von der Variable Farbe zu trennen (siehe Tabellen 2.3, ??). Fu¨r moder-
ne Visualisierungen wird Bewegung als weitere visuelle Variable gewertet. In
Abbildung 2.8 sind die visuellen Variablen dargestellt [Qel07].
Abbildung 2.8: Variablen der visuellen Wahrnehmung des Menschen ([Qel07])
??? germanize!!
Eine geeignete Auswahl visueller Variablen zur U¨bermittlung bestimm-
ter Informationen beeinflusst in besonderer Weise, wie ein Benutzer die
Informationen aufnehmen und verwenden kann. Bertin unterteilt die Per-
zeptionscharakteristiken in assoziative, selektive, geordnete und quantitative
Perzeption [Ber83, Qel07].
Assoziative Perzeption beschreibt, inwiefern eine Variable andere
u¨berdeckt. Die Orientierung beeinflusst nicht die Wahrnehmung der Gro¨ße
eines Objektes, die Gro¨ße hingegen die Wahrnehmung der Orientierung. So
ist die Orientierung fu¨r sehr kleine Objekte nur schwer erkennbar.
Selektive Perzeption beschreibt, wie intuitiv ein Objekt von anderen
visuell hervorgehoben wird. Ein rot gefa¨rbtes Objekt kann leicht unter vielen
schwarzen Objekten erkannt werden.
Geordnete Perzeption einer visuellen Variable entspricht einer wahrge-
nommenen (nicht mathematischen) Reihenfolge.
Quantitative Perzeption schra¨nkt die geordnete Perzeption weiter ein.
Ein Benutzer kann den Unterschied und die Quantita¨t dessen erkennen.
Die Perzeptionscharakteristiken beschreiben, wie Menschen wahrgenommene
Informationen in der Regel interpretieren und welche Gesetzma¨ßigkeiten den
Informationen kognitiv aufgelegt werden. Verschiedene visuelle Variablen
Figure 5.2: The eight visual variables [Ber83]
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unterstu¨tzen diese Perzeption in unterschiedlichem Maße, dargelegt in
Tabelle 2.3. In der Informationsvisualisierung kann durch gezielte Anwen-
dung visueller Variablen eine geeignete Perzeption und Interpretation der
Informationen erreicht werden.
Selektiv Assoziativ Geord et Quantitativ
Position ja ja ja ja
Gro¨ße ja nein ja ja
Form nein ja nein nein
Wert ja nein nein ja
Farbe ja ja nein nein
Orientierung ja ja nein nein
Textur ja ja nein nein
Bewegung ja ja nein nein
Tabelle 2.3: Charakteristiken visueller Variablen ([Qel07])
Mackinlay setzte auf den Arbeiten von Bertin auf und identifizierte wei-
tere visuelle Variablen zur Darstellung von Informationen: La¨nge, Winkel,
Volumen, Verbindung und Containment. Auf dieser Basis entwickelte er eine
Rangreihenfolge der visuellen Variablen fu¨r quantitative (Mengen), ordinale
(Reihenfolge) und nominale (keine Reihenfolge) Daten (siehe Abbildung 2.9)
[Mac86].
Abbildung 2.9: Ra greihenfolge visueller Variabl n fu¨r quantitative, ordinale
und nominal Daten ([Mac86]) ??? germanize!!Figure 5.3: The order of th visual variables for the quantitative, ordinal
and nominal data [Mac86, Bry10]
tion Seeking Mantra [Shn96] as discussed in Chapter 2 serve as basis for
the interaction design of all available visualization techniques offered in the
conceptual fr mework of the VSA. They offer overview, zoom, filter, and
detail-on-demand to support the visual semantic analysis process. This ap-
proach allow the knowledge experts to explore context and semantics in the
views visual context analysis view and visual semantic refinement view.
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Figure 5.4: The perspectives controller as a bridge between all the compo-
nents of the visual semantic analysis system
5.1.1 Perspectives Controller
The perspectives controller supports the perspectives based VSA by consid-
ering sub sets of services and partial context information. The perspectives
based VSA enables the knowledge experts to deal with the complexity of
SDs and a large number of services. The perspectives controller allows the
knowledge experts to create new perspectives by selecting partial context or
sub sets of services.
It also serves as a bridge between all the components of the visual semantic
analysis system as shown in Figure 5.4. It facilitates the knowledge experts
to import services from the service platform via communication components,
extracts context information from them by using the context acquisition
component and stores context in the repository context data. It manages
perspectives and assigns data models, e.g. context data, to perspectives.
It supports the knowledge experts to use different semantic analysis and
visualization techniques in the perspectives. The VSA approach supports
different semantic analysis algorithms and combination of them for the vi-
sual semantic analysis process. The combination of different semantic anal-
ysis algorithms leads to improve VSA process as it is proposed by Maedche
[Mae02]. The usage of different visualization techniques for the VSA makes
easier to understand the hidden facts in the extracted semantics for the
knowledge experts. Different semantic analysis and visualization techniques
are offered in the VSA conceptual framework by the visual layout and se-
mantic analysis algorithms libraries. After the service analysis is completed,
the knowledge experts model new services on the base of semantic analysis
results. The perspectives controller allows publishing of the new modeled
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services on the service platform by using communication components.
According to the MVC-pattern, the perspectives and the perspectives con-
troller are seen as views and controller. The semantics and context data
serves as data model. The perspectives controller manages the interaction of
the knowledge experts, when they decide to analyze partial context and/or
sub sets of services, and switch between different perspectives during the
VSA process.
The perspective controller allows the knowledge experts to save partial con-
text and extracted semantics from different perspectives in the repositories
context data and semantics. The import of context data and semantics
from the repositories facilitate them to integrate context and semantics in
the VSA process. In this way, the knowledge experts can analyze context
and extract semantics in different sessions or compare the results of different
sessions in different perspectives during the VSA process.
5.1.2 Context Acquisition
The context acquisition component of the VSA conceptual framework allows
the knowledge experts to extract context information from available SDs on
the service platform. The knowledge experts import available services from
the service platform by using platform service textitservice discovery. The
context acquisition component executes platform service service discovery
via communication components. The communication components receive
the semantic service descriptions from the service platform and forward them
to context acquisition component. It parses semantic service descriptions by
using the different parsing techniques.
The Knowledge experts use context parser component to extract context
from the structured data, e.g. non-functional parameters of service de-
scriptions, but they need Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques
to extract context from unstructured data, e.g. textual description of ser-
vices, of the service description. The NLP component allows the knowl-
edge experts to extract context from textual description of service by using
NLP-techniques, e.g. POS-tagging, reduction of stop words, stemming, and
lexical analysis, as discussed in Chapter 4. The result of context parser and
NLP component is a context matrix as described in Chapter 4. After the
context acquisition, the context acquisition component merges both con-
text matrixes extracted by components context parser and NLP and stores
resulting context matrix in the repository context data.
By the acquisition of context related to non-functional parameters of ser-
vices, e.g. price plan, legal aspects, and SLAs, the context is very complex.
For the visual semantic analysis process, the knowledge experts transform
complex context information into suitable context information by using a
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conceptual scaling component, described in Chapter 4. The Knowledge ex-
perts define conceptual scaling and perform visual semantic analysis process.
They can also redefine conceptual scaling during the visual semantic analysis
process, if it leads to improve the results.
5.1.3 Perspectives
The conceptual framework of VSA offers the knowledge experts multiple
perspectives to analyze different aspects of service descriptions such as price
plan, legal aspects and SLAs. The multiple perspectives allow the knowledge
experts to extract a sub collection of attributes from service description, e.g.
price plan related attributes, to analyze the price plans. The Knowledge ex-
perts can create different perspectives by choosing sub collection of attributes
from the service description. All perspectives offer complete functionality of
visual semantic analysis process.
The Knowledge experts load context or/and semantic information to create
the initial perspective. The context and semantic information serve as data
model for the initial perspective. Afterwards, the knowledge experts can ei-
ther perform visual semantic analysis in the initial perspective by using the
whole context or extract partial context to create new perspective. For exam-
ple, they can extract price plan related context information from the service
description to analyze price plans. The extracted partial context serves as
data model for the new perspective. The knowledge experts can also merge
different context within one perspective. The perspective controller manages
the perspectives and assigns the data models to different perspectives.
Each perspective has multiple categories of views such as visual context anal-
ysis view, visual semantic refinement view and visual SD modeling view as
shown in Figure 5.5. They perform the tasks of the sub processes visual
context analysis, visual semantic refinement and visual SD modeling of the
VSA process model. The knowledge experts can analyze context information
and extracted semantics in visual context analysis view and visual semantic
refinement view correspondingly. The visual SD modeling view allows them
to model new services on the base of the extracted semantics.
Each view of perspectives offers multiple internal views depending on data
formats and visual variables as shown in Figure 5.5. Different internal views
are available in the visual context analysis view for the analysis of the visual
context analysis. The knowledge experts can add or remove the views in
the perspectives. The views controller manages the views and their internal
views.
The feedback loops between the sub processes visual context analysis, se-
mantic extraction, visual semantic refinement and visual SD modeling in the
VSA process model as shown in Figure 5.6 requires synchronization of data.
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Figure 5.6: The synchronization of view in a perspective
The automatic synchronization takes place between opened views in the
perspectives. For example, the changes in the extracted semantics, expert’s
knowledge and SD-Modeling induce changes in the context information. The
synchronization between opened views occurs automatically. The changes
in the context information have impact on the extracted semantics. The
semantic extraction algorithms have to be applied to extract semantic after
the changes occur in the context. The application of semantic extraction
algorithms can be very time intensive depending on the amount of the con-
text. In the case of automatic synchronization, every change in the context
could lead to application of the time intensive semantic extraction process.
Therefore, the knowledge experts can first perform all changes in the context
and then synchronize these changes with semantics by applying semantic ex-
traction techniques from the semantic analysis algorithms library manually.
The collaborative VSA and synchronization of context, extracted semantics,
and modeled SDs between different perspectives are not considered in this
thesis and presented as future research fields in Chapter 8.
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Figure 5.7: The visual context analysis view
5.1.4 Visual Context Analysis View
The visual context analysis view allows the knowledge experts to analyze
the context information extracted from service descriptions. It contains fur-
ther internal views by using different visualization techniques like context
view or dictionary parsing view as shown in Figure 5.7. Every visualization
technique has its own strengths and weaknesses. The choice of appropriate
visualization technique depends on the data format and task at hand. The
knowledge experts use different visualization techniques for internal views
depending on data format and task. The perspective controller assigns con-
text to perspectives as data model. The internal views of the visual context
analysis view use this context as data model as shown in Figure 5.7. The
internal views have their own controller to mange user’s interaction.
The interactive visualization techniques support knowledge experts to an-
alyze context information. The visualization techniques in the semantic
context analysis view follow the basic guidelines of information visual seek-
ing mantra proposed by Shneiderman [Shn96]: Overview, zoom, filter and
detail on demand. It allows the knowledge experts to explore context and
focus on the important parts of context. The interactive visualization tech-
niques allow them to interact with context information to extract partial
context to generate new perspectives and analyze context further.
The knowledge experts can enrich the context information assigned to the
corresponding perspective by editing them. For example, they can add, re-
move or modify services and attributes of the context information manually.
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The modification of the context is considered as expert’s knowledge. For
this purpose, the context is divided into two categories context acquired
automatically by the context acquisition component and context generated
manually by the knowledge experts. The context enrichment in the visual
context analysis view changes the context (data model) of the corresponding
perspective.
The import of external context allows the knowledge experts to merge ex-
ternal context in the context available in the visual context analysis view.
The perspective controller supports the import of external context from the
repository context data or other file formats. The external context can be
merged in the assigned context (data model) of the perspective directly.
The changes in the data model are propagated to all internal views of visual
context analysis view to visualize merged context to the knowledge experts.
The application of different semantic analysis techniques, e.g. clustering
and Dictionary parsing (see Chapter 2), is offered in the visual context anal-
ysis view to reduce or enrich the context. These semantic analysis tech-
niques allow the knowledge experts to identify similar services or attributes
of the services. The perspective controller provides different semantic analy-
sis techniques from semantic analysis algorithms library in the visual context
analysis view.
After the context analysis, the knowledge experts can either export the whole
refined context or partial context by selecting parts of extracted context to
the repository context data. The perspective controller manages the context
export functionality. The knowledge experts can use the exported context
again later in another session to analyze it further.
5.1.5 Visual Semantic Refinement View
The knowledge experts use refined context to extract semantics from it. For
this purpose, they can use different semantic extraction techniques from
the semantic analysis algorithm library, e.g. FCA, to extract semantics
from the refined context. The perspective controller makes possible for the
knowledge experts to use semantic analysis algorithms from the semantic
analysis algorithms library for the semantic extraction.
The internal views with different visualization techniques are also offered in
the visual semantic refinement view, e.g. semantics view and expert’s knowl-
edge view, as shown in Figure 5.8. They facilitate the knowledge experts to
explore and interact with semantics to validate and refine it. In the case
of large amount of extracted semantic, the usability issues arise. The in-
ternal views follow the visual information seeking mantra [Shn96] to handle
the usability issues. These aspects allow the knowledge experts to navigate
through semantics and interact with the semantics to select interesting parts
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Figure 5.8: The visual semantic refinement view
of semantic according to their interests. The controller of the internal views
takes care of the interaction of the knowledge experts as shown in Figure
5.8.
The navigation through semantics may lead to cognition overload for the
knowledge experts [KAF+08, Bha08]. The aspects like keeping track of
the interaction history of the knowledge experts may reduce the cognitive
load for the knowledge experts, e.g. keeping track of the navigation path
of the knowledge experts. The functionalities like navigation, filtering, and
history go hand-in-hand with the chosen layout of the visualization, which
implements the positioning and visibility of the semantic information within
internal views of the visuals semantic analysis view. The perspective con-
troller allows the knowledge experts to use different visualization techniques
for the internal views of visual semantic refinement view.
The validation of the extracted semantics by adding and removing concepts,
and semantic relations. The clipboard is an internal view of the visual se-
mantic refinement view, where the validated semantic is collected and vi-
sualized. The semantics in the clipboard does not affect the data model
(extracted semantic) of the visual semantic refinement view. The internal
view of the visual semantic refinement view knowledge expert’s view allows
the knowledge experts to model their own domain knowledge or import ex-
ternal knowledge.
The changes in the extracted semantics and manual modeling of domain
knowledge require synchronization of context information and merging of
extracted semantic and manually modeled semantics. The synchronization
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between visual context analysis view and visual semantic refinement view
is done automatically. After synchronization of context information and
semantics, the merging manual modeled semantics and extracted semantics
is offered by using merging technique, e.g. FCA, from the semantic analysis
algorithms library.
After the semantic analysis, the visual context analysis view offers the export
of the extracted semantics to the repository semantics. The perspective
controller manages the export of semantics in the repository semantic and
supports different formats like OWL or RDF(S) for the export.
5.1.6 Visual SD Modeling View
After the semantic analysis of services, the knowledge experts model the
service descriptions on the base of the extracted semantics in the visual SD
modeling view. It offers different visualization techniques for its internal
views, e.g. semantic analysis results view and SD modeling view, as shown
in Figure 5.9 to model services. The combination of different visualization
techniques makes it easier for the knowledge experts to identify services in
the extracted semantics that are similar to their planned new services. It
facilitates the knowledge experts also to model new services by reusing and
adapting the extracted semantics.
After the analysis of available services and modeling of new services, the
feedback loop between the visual context analysis view and visual SD mod-
eling view allows the reanalysis of services to compare new modeled services
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with the available services. In this way, the knowledge experts perform anal-
ysis, modeling and reanalysis of services in an interactive manner. They can
iterate this process until they are satisfied with the new modeled services.
After the modeling of new services, the knowledge experts have to send the
new modeled services for the validation before they can be registered on the
service platform. The governance service of the service platform allows the
validation of the new modeled services. The results of the validation process
are visualized in the visual SD modeling view. For example, the errors in
the new modeled service description are marked in the visual SD modeling
view. After the successful validation process, the knowledge experts register
the new modeled services on the service platform by using the service reg-
istry service of the service platform. The visual SD modeling view accesses
these services governance and service registry via perspectives controller and
communication components.
5.1.7 Visual Layout Algorithms Library
According to Mackinlay [Mac86], different visualization techniques with spe-
cific visual variables may suite for different type of data formats. Therefore,
different visualization techniques are available in the visual layout algorithms
library of the conceptual framework of the visual semantic analysis. The
views allow the knowledge experts to visualize different data types, e.g.
context data, semantics, and service descriptions, in the internal views by
using these visualization techniques according to their own needs. All new
developed visual layout algorithms should also be a part of the visual layout
algorithms library.
5.1.8 Semantic Analysis Algorithms Libraries
The conceptual framework of the visual semantic analysis offers a bundle of
semantic extraction algorithms, e.g. clustering and Formal Concept Anal-
ysis (FCA), to the knowledge experts. Different semantic analysis algo-
rithms cannot provide best results depending on the context information,
data types, or amount of context information. The combination of different
semantic analysis can improve the results of the semantic analysis process.
Therefore, the knowledge experts use either one semantic analysis algorithm
or combination of them from the semantic analysis algorithms library for the
visual semantic analysis process.
5.1.9 Context Data
The context in visual context analysis view possesses two types of context
automatic acquired context from services and manually generated context
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by the knowledge experts. The knowledge experts employ different semantic
analysis algorithms from the semantic analysis algorithms library to refine
context or extract semantics from the context. In the visual semantic anal-
ysis process, the perspectives based VSA allows the knowledge experts to
create new perspectives by using a partial context. In the new perpectives,
they continue the visual semantic analysis process for just partial context.
After the visual context analysis, they save the context from different per-
spectives in the repository context data. The integration of the saved context
in new perspectives is supported by the import of context. In this way, the
VSA is possible in different sessions.
5.1.10 Semantics
After the extraction of semantics from the context, the validation and refine-
ment of extracted semantics takes place in the visual semantic refinement
view. The knowledge experts add or remove concepts and semantic rela-
tions to refine the extracted semantics. The internal views of the visual
semantic refinement view allow the knowledge experts to model their own
domain specific semantics. The perspectives based visual semantic analysis
generates also different semantic information in the different perspectives.
The export of the manual generated semantics and extracted semantics al-
low knowledge experts to save it in the repository semantics. The import
of different semantic information enables the knowledge experts to integrate
semantics extracted in different perspective sessions.
5.1.11 Communication
The communication components serve as external interface to communicate
with the service platform by using the platform services. For the VSA, the
communication components allow the import of service descriptions from
the service platform by using platform service service discovery.
After the analysis, modeling and reanalysis of service, the knowledge experts
have to send the new modeled service to the service platform. The communi-
cation component use the governance service to send new modeled services
for the validation. It forwards the validation results to visual SD modeling
view via perspectives controller. The visual SD modeling view visualize the
validation results to the knowledge experts. After the successful validation
process, the knowledge experts register new modeled service by using service
registry service of the service platform via communication components. In
this way, the whole communication between the VSA system and service
platforms takes place via communication components.
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5.2 Service Platform
The service platform provides a bundle of platform services to facilitate
the interaction between the Visual Semantic Analysis and service platform.
The main platform services used by the visual semantic analysis system are
described in the following section.
5.2.1 Platform Services
The access to service platform is controlled and monitored by the access
gate sevice. It checks the user’s authentication and detects the success or
failure of each access request. In addition to authentication, it checks also
if users have valid contract for the specific services. The VSA system has
to login on the service platform via access gate service before it can import
the services from the service platform.
The search for services and import of service from the service platform is of-
fered by the platform service service discovery. The knowledge experts have
to import services for the visual semantic analysis in order. The extracted
semantics from the imported service support the knowledge experts to model
new services and reanalyze new modeled services in order to compare them
with the imported services.
The platform service monitoring collects all monitoring information about
Quality of Service (QoS) parameters of services, e.g. availability and re-
sponse time. The VSA system uses the SLAs specific QoS parameters from
the SDs for the SLAs analysis. The values of these QoS parameters are
specified as nominal values in the SLAs. They don’t represent actual value
of these QoS parameters. The monitoring service of the service platform
have the actual values of these QoS parameters. The knowledge expert have
to import the actual values of these QoS parameters by using monitoring
service in order to perform the SLAs analysis on the base of the actual values
of the QoS parameters.
The governance service assures compliance of the new modeled services by
validating modeling guidelines. It validates the service schema of the new
modeled services. After the modeling of new services with the VSA system,
the knowledge experts have to send new modeled services for the validation
before they can be published on the service platform. The governance ser-
vice of the platform allow the knowledge experts to validate new modeled
services.
After the successful validation process, the knowledge experts register the
new modeled services on the service platform by using the service registry
service of the service platform. The communication components use the
platform services to establish an interaction between the VSA system and
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the service platform.
5.3 Summary
A conceptual framework for the visual semantic analysis is presented in this
chapter. The components of the VSA conceptual framework are described in
detail, which supports the knowledge experts to accomplish different tasks of
the visual semantic analysis process model, e.g. context acquisition, context
analysis, semantic analysis, and modeling of new services. Furthermore, the
interaction between visual semantic analysis system and service platform by
using different platform services, e.g. service discovery, monitoring, gover-
nance, and service registry is described in detail.
A prototypical implementation of the conceptual framework for the visual
semantic analysis is the focus of the next chapter. The implementation
of different components of the conceptual framework will be described in
detail. Furthermore, application scenarios, e.g. price plans analysis and
Service Level Agreements analysis, will also be presented to demonstrate the
application of visual semantic analysis to support semi-automatic modeling
of the service descriptions.
Chapter 6
A Prototype for the Visual
Semantic Analysis
The Visual Semantic Analysis (VSA) process model and a conceptual frame-
work for the VSA approach were presented in the previous chapters. A VSA
prototype developed on the base of this VSA process model and conceptual
framework will be presented in this chapter. The section “applied technolo-
gies” gives an overview of the used technology for the VSA prototype. The
service platform, VSA system and Web client present different aspects of the
VSA prototype. The service platform provides all services that are neces-
sary for the Visual Semantic Analysis, e.g. service discovery and monitoring.
The VSA system “Sophie” presents the aspects such as analysis, modeling
and reanalysis of services. The Web client “Service Browser” introduces se-
mantic visualization techniques to offer a user friendly interface for services
and their semantic descriptions.
Furthermore, the application of the VSA approach in the service lifecycle is
presented. For this purpose, the usage of the VSA prototype for the four
application scenarios “service matchmaking and annotation”, “price plan
analysis”, “legal aspects analysis” and “Service Level Agreements (SLAs)
analysis” is demonstrated. These application scenarios present how the VSA
approach can support knowledge experts during the modeling of the service
descriptions.
6.1 Applied technologies
The technologies used for the realization of the Visual Semantic Analy-
sis (VSA) can be divided into three parts: Service Platform, VSA system
Sophie, and Web client Service Browser. The Service Platform hosts ser-
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Figure 6.1: The Graphical User Interface of the VSA system Sophie
vices and provides service description and monitoring information for the
Visual Semantic Analysis. The VSA system Sophie allows analysis and
semi-automatic modeling of services. The Service Browser supports users
to explore the results of the semantic analysis process and semantics of ser-
vices.
The Service Platform [TEX10] supports the concept of Web Service Ecosys-
tem and host services, which contains service descriptions with the aspects,
e.g. service descriptions, service annotation, price plan, SLAs and legal as-
pects. Therefore, it suites well for the realization of the VSA prototype.
It provides platform services such as service discovery and monitoring to
import service descriptions and monitoring information into the Sophie. Af-
ter the modeling of a service, Sophie register new modeled services on the
Service Platform by using the services governance and service registry. The
ConWeaver tool [Con10] is used for the Natural Language Processing (NLP)
to extract context information from the service descriptions. It supports also
the conceptual scaling of complex context information as it is discussed in
section 4.4.1.
The VSA system Sophie realizes the VSA process model, which extends the
reference process model of information visualization proposed by Card et al.
[CMS99] discussed in section 2.2.3. The Prefuse visualization toolkit [Pre10]
has been developed as a realization of the reference process model proposed
by Card et al., and assists software developers to realize interactive infor-
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Figure 6.2: The Graphical User Interface of the Service Browser
mation visualization applications using the Java programming language. It
provides a recommendation and standard implementation of graph and tree
data structures, abstract classes for assigning color schemes and render-
ing of the visualization, layout algorithms and interfaces for graphics-user-
interactions [Pre10], which are especially useful for our purposes. That is
why the Prefuse visualization toolkit is used to develop the VSA system
Sophie. In addition to the Prefuse standard functionality, the complemen-
tary functionality for the realization of the VSA process model is realized
for Sophie. Figure 6.1 shows the graphical user interface of the VSA system
Sophie.
Users can explore the results of the VSA and semantics of services by using
the client Service Browser [BW09]. As the development environment for the
Service Browser Adobe Flex was chosen. Applications that are developed
with the Adobe Flex open source framework tool can be executed by the
Adobe Flash Player. The Service Browser can be executed by all major
web browsers with installed Adobe Flash Player. According to a survey
conducted on March 2010 [Fla10], flash player is installed on 99% of all
computer devices with internet access.
The Service Bowser is developed on the base of the Semantic Visualiza-
tion Framework (SemaVis) [BW09, NBH09, NBB+10]. It is available as
an Adobe Flex library and offers interactive visualization techniques for
the semantic visualization. It loads and manages semantic information and
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provides a standard interface for the visualization modules. The modular
design of the SemaVis framework allows an easy integration of additional
visualization modules in the framework. The graphical user interface of the
Service Browser is depicted in Figure 6.2. The VSA system Sophie and
Service Browser are described in the following sections.
6.2 Sophie: VSA system
The VSA system Sophie facilitates knowledge experts to perform seman-
tic analysis and modeling of services according to the VSA process model.
It allows users to consider different aspects of SDs, e.g. price plans, SLA
analysis and functionality, separately or combination of these aspects to-
gether. Knowledge experts can analyze, model, and reanalyze these aspects
in different perspectives individually or together.
In this way, the VSA system Sophie allows to deal with the complexity
of SDs and a large number of services. The packages and classes of the
perspective based VSA are tare shown in the class diagram (see Figure 6.3).
The main packages of the architecture are Perspectives, Views, semantic
analysis algorithms, and data model. These packages with their classes are
described in the following sections.
6.2.1 Perspectives
The package perspectives contains the classes and interfaces Perspective
Controller, Perspective, Perspective Interface, and View. Perspective Man-
ager and Perspective mange the generation and removal of perspectives to
support perspectives based VSA as discussed in Chapter 5.
Perspective Controller
The Perspective Manager extends the Swing class JFrame and represents
the main window of the VSA system Sophie. It contains 0 to n Perspective
Interfaces for the main window. It allows knowledge experts to create or
delete perspectives as described in section 5.1. They are organized as tabs in
the main window of the Sophie. It assigns context to different perspectives
by creating new perspectives in the main window of Sophie. It acts as
an interaction bridge for the perspectives in providing them with external
libraries like semantic analysis algorithm.
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Figure 6.3: The class diagram of the VSA system Sophie
Perspective
Each instance of Perspective is the one perspective in Sophie and repre-
sented as a tab. Knowledge experts can create perspective instances by
using context data or by selecting partial context from one opened perspec-
tive. Every perspective instance also serves as a bridge for their views to
spawn additional new perspectives. Perspective uses the Context and Se-
mantics to store context and semantic information and handles the creation
and removal of views on the perspective level. As it creates the views, the
Perspective forwards the context and/or semantics as data objects to the
views, so they can use that information to visualize them. It also assigns
the views visual context analysis view, visual semantic refinement view and
visual SD modeling view as described in section 5.1.
Perspective also handles the synchronization between the context and se-
mantic information. The changes in semantics are always forwarded directly
to the context and these changes are also immediately visible in the views.
The re-analysis of changed context information by using semantic analysis
techniques, e.g. FCA can be re-executed manually. The manual execution
ensures that the time consuming semantic analysis algorithms are used only,
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when it is needed. The manual execution of semantic analysis algorithms is
also handled by Perspectives.
6.2.2 Views
The internal views of the views visual context analysis view, visual semantic
refinement view and visual SD modeling view as decribed in section 5.1 are
part of the package Views. These views allow to accomplish the task of sub
processes visual semantic context, visual semantic refinement and visual SD
modeling view as discussed in Chapter 5.
Context View
Context View implements the View interface. Each view has to implement
the View interface to make sure that the related perspective can interact
properly with it. It organizes the associated context data and visualizes the
entries in the matrix by utilizing the Prefuse visualization toolkit. Context
View is registered as an observer to the Context instance that holds the
context information. The synchronization between the context data and
the Prefuse data tables is also managed here.
Figure 6.1 (upper left view) shows the matrix view of Sophie. The rows
and columns in the matrix represent services and attributes correspondingly.
The relation between services and attributes is represented by matrix entries.
The panning and zoom functionalities facilitate users to navigate through
the matrix visualization. The axis adjustment and highlighting of rows and
columns support the navigation during the usage of these functionalities.
The dialog windows are offered in the Context View to specify parameters
of semantic analysis algorithms such as clustering and semantic neighbors.
User can use these clustering algorithms to cluster similar services or at-
tributes. After the application of these algorithms, the clustering results are
visualized in the matrix view. In the same way, users can apply semantic
neighbors algorithm to find services related to a specific context. After the
application of semantic neighbor algorithms, the results are also visualized
in the matrix view. Users can also select the results of clustering or semantic
neighbors search to create new perspective in order to continue with the se-
mantic analysis. They can also manually select parts of the matrix to create
new perspectives.
Dictionary Parsing View
Dictionary Parsing View is another view that utilizes the context informa-
tion and uses the WordNet database to enrich or reduce the context infor-
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mation. By using the WordNet functionality, the synonyms, hypernyms and
hyponyms of attributes contained in the context information can be iden-
tified and visualized in the Dictionary Parsing View. Each group in this
view represents a word-group according to lexical relations. The words are
connected to their hypernyms and hyponyms.
Users can have an overview of lexical relationship between attributes con-
tained in the context information as depicted in Figure 6.1 (bottom left
view). They can reduce context information by clustering attributes that
are synonyms. They can also replace the attributes with their hypernyms
to have just more general attributes in the context information. By using
synonyms and hypernyms functionality of the WordNet, users can reduce
the dimensionality of the context matrix. Users can also enrich the context
information by adding subordinate of attributes to the context information
by using hyponyms functionality of the WordNet. These functionalities are
available in the context menu of the Dictionary Parsing View.
Semantics View
The semantics extracted from context information in the semantic analysis
process is visualized by the Semantics View. The basic layout functionality
is available in the Semantics View as shown in Figure 6.1 (upper right view)
. The Semantics View offers semantic information as lattice visualization,
where general concepts are placed higher than the specific one. It allows
users to start with a concept as starting point and visualize all concepts,
which are related to the selected concepts.
This view provides users the panning, zoom and filter functionality to ex-
plore semantics. The interactive navigation with dynamic lattice allows
users to have a better overview of semantics. The filter functionality sup-
ports users to highlight parts of the lattice to see the parts of lattice accord-
ing to their needs. For the validation, users can select parts of the lattice
and add them to a clipboard, which contains the validated semantic infor-
mation. Additionally, user can prune the extracted semantics by deleting or
merging concepts of lattice.
Experts Knowledge View
The Experts Knowledge View as shown in Figure 6.1 (bottom right view)
allows knowledge experts to model their own knowledge manually. They
can model their own knowledge by adding or removing concepts, attributes,
relations and instances. It facilitates knowledge experts to model the missing
semantic information in the extracted semantics. For example, knowledge
experts can model special service features during the price plan analysis, if
these features are missing in the results of price plan analysis.
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Knowledge experts can also import external semantics, e.g. available se-
mantics from the web, and modify it within the Experts Knowledge View.
They can merge both the manually generated and the extracted semantic
by using the merging techniques such as Formal Concept Analysis (FCA).
For this purpose, the manually generated semantics have to be synchronized
with the context matrix. The synchronization between both views Experts
Knowledge View and Context View is managed by the corresponding Per-
spective.
6.2.3 Semantic Analysis Algorithms
The VSA offers a combination of semantic analysis and visualization tech-
niques to support semi-automatic modeling of SDs as described in Chapter
4. The package semantic analysis algorithms contain all semantic analysis
techniques offered for the VSA system.
6.2.4 Formal Concept Analysis
The semantic analysis algorithm Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) allows
users to extract semantics from the context information. It can also be
used to merge different semantic information. For example, FCA allows
merging of manual and automatic generated semantic information. The
FCA-algorithm Colibri [Lin10] is offered in Sophie for the semantic analysis.
It is a Java software package and offers the fast Formal Concept Analysis
[Lin10].
The Colibri tool supports the import of the XML and CON file formats
[Lin10]. For the integration of the Colibri software package in the Sophie, it
is modified to import the context information directly from the MartixView.
Knowledge experts can analyze the context information by using the Context
View and extract semantics from the context information by using Colibri.
For the semantic merging of manual and automatic generated semantic,
the synchronization of the Experts Knowledge View and Context View is
necessary. After the synchronization, the semantics can be merged by using
the Colibri.
6.2.5 Semantic Neighbors
The algorithm semantic neighbors supports users to find documents that
have similar attributes as the selected service. The two parameters of the
algorithm down-tolerance and up-tolerance allow users to decide how sim-
ilar the documents should be. The down-tolerance lets users decide how
many attributes of the selected document can be missing in the neighboring
documents. Users can specify with the up-tolerance how many additional
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attributes of the targeted neighboring documents should be fulfilled, which
are not fulfilled by the selected document.
The semantic analysis of a huge context matrix can lead to vast semantic
information and lattice visualization. By using semantic neighbors function-
ality, users can perform an iterative analysis of the context information. For
example, knowledge experts don’t have to analyze all the services related to
car repair shops at once, when they just want to analyze car rental services.
They can first find semantic neighbors of the car rental services and then
perform the semantic analysis.
6.2.6 Lexical Analysis
The pattern matching heuristic allows extraction of lexical entries from mor-
phological processing of text to identify semantic relations. For example, a
simple heuristic relates first noun phrase “Deutsche Bank” in the sentence
“The Deutsche Bank is the biggest bank in Germany”. The lexical analysis
allows users to define such type of heuristic to extract semantic relation.
The n-gram model can be used as discussed in Chapter 2 for the pattern
matching heuristic.
The network of semantic relations between English words WordNet allows
the identification of synonyms, hyponyms and hypernyms. These semantic
relations play an important role for the lexical analysis. It helps users also
to reduce the context information by mapping specific terms to more general
terms. For example, the terms car and truck can be mapped to the term
vehicle to reduce the context information.
6.2.7 Clustering
Clustering algorithm is used to group similar attributes or documents to-
gether in order to reduce the dimensionality of the matrix. The clustering
algorithm K-Means++ is provided in the Sophie prototype to cluster at-
tributes or documents. It is the modification of the K-Means algorithm,
which has been already described in Chapter 2. The K-Means algorithm
can only find local minimum to assign centroids. The K-Means++ initial-
izes the centroids so that (a) each centroid is placed directly on a coordinate
of a document and (b) every additional centroid is placed with a linearly
higher probability further away from the already placed centroids. The cen-
troid serves as the center of a cluster. Obviously this algorithm increases
the initialization time, but it lets the main algorithm terminate faster.
After the initialization, each service or attribute is assigned to a nearest
cluster, then centroid is recalculated by building the central point of all the
coordinates of the contained documents or attributes. Then the services or
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attributes are assigned again to the nearest cluster. These steps are iterated,
until no more services or attributes are being moved between clusters.
6.2.8 Data Model
The package data model contains context and semantic processed and gener-
ated in the VSA process. They are assigned to each perspective to visualize
context and semantics in views of the perspective.
Context
The class Context incorporates the context data. The context data is repre-
sented as table, where the rows and columns represent services and attributes
correspondingly. The entries represent which service owns the attributes
from the columns. This class stores the service- and attribute-name of the
entry and associates it with the value. In most cases it is the tfidf value (see
section 2.2), but it can also be the exact price of a price plan. For efficiency
reasons, the entries themselves can be accessed through both service-names
and attribute-names, as different algorithms need to access all entries with
same service-name or all entries with same attribute-name very often.
Additionally every Context class handles clustering data for the rows and
columns of matrix and stores it. It allows efficient access to the row or
column clusters which can be queried with service- or attribute-name. This
clustering information allows user to reduce the dimension of matrix or
enrich it by adding new rows and columns. The class Context handles all
input/output operations in regard to the context data such as load, merge
and save context information for the perspectives.
Semantics
The management of semantic information in the VSA system Sophie is
done by the class Semantics. The semantic information is available as a
graph, which contains concepts, instances, attributes and relations between
instances. It supports the functionality like manipulation, search and com-
parison of semantic information, which help users to perform semantic anal-
ysis. Users can add or delete concepts, instances, properties and relations in
the semantics during the validation of automatically extracted semantics.
The changes in the extracted semantics require the synchronization between
extracted semantic and context information. The class Semantics trans-
forms the semantic information into context data in order to make the syn-
chronization possible. It allows also users to load or store automatically
extracted or manually generated semantics.
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Figure 6.4: SemaSpace view of Service Browser
6.3 Service Browser
The results of the semantic analysis process and the semantic information
of modeled services are visualized with the Service Browser. Users can navi-
gate through the semantic information to have an overview of the extracted
semantics and the data model of the modeled service, e.g. USDL-schema or
Service Ontology. They can also edit the modeled services with the Service
Browser under the consideration of extracted semantics and the data model
of the modeled services.
The Service Browser is developed on the base of the SemaVis framework
[NBB+10]. The functionality such as semantic visualization, editing and
annotation are offered by the SemaVis framework. The modular design of
the SemaVis framework allows developing interactive semantic visualization
applications by using existing functionality or visualization techniques of the
SemaVis framework. The layer based concept allows software developers to
use different layout techniques for the semantic visualization and adapt the
look & feel of the visualization on the presentation layer [NBB+10].
The graphical user interface of the Service Browser is depicted in Figure
6.2. It allows users to compose a display by using different views. The
changes occurring in one view by user interaction are always synchronized
with other views. This approach allows users to combine different visualiza-
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tions to understand the semantic information better. For example, users can
see hierarchical information with a TreeMap and semantic relations with a
graph.
The role based visualization provides users semantic information according
to their roles, which are specified by the Service Platform. For example,
the price plan experts can see semantic information related to pricing and
functionality of a service. The semantic information related to legal aspects
is not visualized to the price plan experts. This approach helps users to
focus on their task and reduce cognitive load for them. Users can visualize
their role specific semantic information and edit the modeled services.
A view SemaSpace [Bha08, BW09] is developed for the Service Browser ac-
cording to standard interface of the SemaVis framework. It is a multilevel
and multi branch tree-based semantic browsing view that offers hierarchi-
cal information and semantic relations between the individual concepts and
instances at the same time as depicted in Figure 6.4.
6.4 Application of the VSA in the Service Lifecycle
The VSA approach can be applied to different tasks in the service lifecycle
phases, which are already presented in Section 2.1.4. Table 6.1 gives an
overview of tasks in the service lifecycle phases (see Figure 6.5), where the
VSA approach can be applied. The roles of the service lifecycle such as
service providers and service brokers, who can profit from the application of
VSA approach, are also depicted in Table 6.1.
Services
Lifecycle
Demand
Demand
Offering
Usage
Feed-
back
Innovation
Match-
making
Entry point (l)
Entry point (Il)
Entry point (IlI)
Figure 6.5: Service Life Cycle
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Service lifecy-
cle phases
Tasks Roles of the service
lifecycle
Innovation Service ideas Analysis Service provider, ser-
vice broker, service
mediator and service
consumer
Offering (i) Service matchmak-
ing and annotation, (ii)
Legal aspects analysis,
(iii) price plans analysis
and (iv) SLAs analysis
Service provider
and Service bro-
ker
Matchmaking Service matchmaking Service consumer
Usage Service integration Service provider, ser-
vice broker and ser-
vice consumer
Feedback Feedback analysis Service provider, ser-
vice broker and ser-
vice consumer
Table 6.1: The application of VSA approach in the service lifecycle. In this
thesis we focus on offering phase
Service providers, brokers, mediators and consumers can analyze data avail-
able on the Web, e.g. news, blogs or tweets, to generate new service ideas
in the innovation phase[OBB+09]. They can also analyze existing ideas to
compare the new ideas with existing one. Service providers and brokers can
analyze textual service description of services to facilitate service match-
making and annotation of the new services in the offering phase. Service
providers and brokers can also analyze legal aspects, price plans and SLAs
of existing services to model these aspects of new services or adapt these
aspects of existing services. Service consumers can use VAS approach in the
matchmaking phase to find services according to their own needs.
In the usage phase, service providers, brokers and consumers can analyze
the technical specifications (functional attributes) of services and customers’
applications to support semi-automatic integration of services in the cus-
tomers’ applications. The technical specification should be available to sup-
port semi-automatic service integration. Service providers and brokers can
analyze implicit and explicit feedback of service consumers to improve the
quality of service of their offered services in the feedback phase. Service con-
sumers can analyze implicit and explicit feedback of other service consumers
to get information about the quality of services offered by different service
providers.
In this thesis we focus on offering phase. The four tasks “service matchmak-
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ing and annotation”, “legal aspects analysis”, “price plans analysis” and
“SLAs analysis”, which take place in the offering phase, are presented in the
following sections briefly.
6.5 Application Scenarios
The usage of VSA system for four application scenarios “service match-
making and annotation”, “price plan analysis”, “legal aspects analysis” and
“Service Level Agreements (SLAs) analysis” is presented in the following
sections as a proof of concept. The basic concepts, like price plans, for these
analysis are already discussed in Chapter 4. The project partners SAP AG,
Technical University of Darmstadt, Technical University of Karlsruhe and
Techasnical University of Dresden have provided the assistance for these
application scenarios.
6.5.1 Service Matchmaking and Annotation
In this application scenario, a service provider wants to develop a new ser-
vice “city information service” and add semantic annotations to the new
service. For this purpose, he wants to search for existing services related
to city information and uses the existing services to compose a new “city
information service”. Furthermore, he wants to add semantic annotations
to the new service according to the extracted semantics from the existing
services.
Figure 6.6: The extracted context for service matchmaking and annotation
For this application scenario, the OWL-S MX v2 [OWL10] collection of web
services was selected as the data source. It consists of 551 web services
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Figure 6.7: The extracted semantics information for the servcie matchmak-
ing and annotation
from 7 domains. The VSA system Sophie allows service provider to extract
context information from the textual descriptions of services. The visual
context analysis view supports the service provider to refine extracted con-
text by using semantic analysis techniques. The visualization of the seman-
tic analysis results in the visual context analysis view allow to identifying
services related to “city information service”. The perspective based VSA
allows service provider to create different perspectives by using the parts of
context in order to analyze and compare the extracted context in different
perspectives. It supports him to deal with the complexity of the extracted
context.
The application of the FCA allows the service provider to extract semantic
information from the context. The visualization of extracted semantic in the
visual semantic analysis view facilitate him to have an overview of semantic
relations between services. It facilitates him also to identify services, which
suite for the composition of “city information service”. Additionally, the
VSA system Sophie facilitate him to find best fit keywords to annotate his
new service. The extracted context information and semantics for service
matchmaking and annotation are depicted in Figures 6.6 and 6.7
6.5.2 Price Plan Analysis
In this application scenario, a service provider is the owner of a car repair
shop. He wants to offer his car repair service on the service marketplace,
which is specially designed for car insurance companies. He wants to model
a price plan for his car repair service and compare it with competitors before
he publishes his car repair service on the service marketplace.
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Figure 6.8: The visualization of extracted context for the price plan analysis
(II)
The VSA system Sophie allows the service provider to import car repair
services published on the service marketplace. The visual context analysis
view visualizes automatically extracted context from the imported car re-
pair services and provides an overview of the extracted context to him as
depicted in Figure 6.8 . The semantic analysis technique FCA allows him
to extract semantics from the extracted context automatically. The visual
semantic refinement view presents the extracted semantics by using lattice
visualization as shown in Figure 6.9. The lattice visualization facilitates him
to compare the price plans of the imported car repair services.
After the analysis of the price plans of already existing services, service
provider models his service semi-automatically by reusing and adapting the
extracted semantics. Sophie allows him to reanalyze his new modeled service
automatically together with the imported services. The visualization of
reanalysis results in the visual semantic refinement view facilitate service
provider to compare his new modeled service with the imported services.
The reanalysis allows him to check the market competiveness of his new
modeled service. He can iterate analysis, modeling and reanalysis until he
is satisfied with the new modeled service. Afterwards, he can publish new
modeled service on the service marketplace.
6.5.3 Legal Aspects Analysis
The service provider from the previous application scenario wants to per-
form initial legal assessment of his new modeled service according to privacy
law issues. He imports the legal aspects specific non-functional parameters
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Figure 6.9: The visualization of extracted semantics for the price plan anal-
ysis
of the available car repair services from the service marketplace. Sophie ex-
tracts the context from the legal aspects specific non-functional parameters
and presents them to the service provider. The extracted context contains
questions about the functionality of services (e.g. “is the service consumer
a natural person¿‘). The VSA system performs also automatic semantic
analysis by applying FCA to extract semantics from the extracted context.
The visualization of semantics provides him an overview of semantic relation
between question related to the functionality of services and legal norms. In
Figure 6.10: The extracted context for the legal aspects analysis
order to perform initial legal assessment of his service, he has to answer the
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questions related to the functionality of his service. The VSA system Sophie
performs the legal aspects analysis and recommend him if “data ascertain-
ment necessary” required or not. The visualization of legal aspects analysis
results allow to gain insight about the functionality of his service and legal
issues.
Figure 6.11: The extracted semantics for the legal aspects analysis
6.5.4 SLAs Analysis
Now the car provider wants to offer a “bill verification” service for the car
repair shops. This service should check the aspects such as customer’s ad-
dress, customer number, price for spare parts etc. before the bill is finalized
and handed over to customers. For this purpose, he wants to analyze the
Service Level Agreements (SLAs) of services that are already offered on the
service marketplace and then model the SLA of his planed service.
For this purpose, he imports the Quality of Service (QoS) parameters (e.g.
response time and availability) and non-QoS parameters (e.g. basic price
and price per transaction) of the bill verification service available on the
service marketplace. The VSA system Sophie allows him to apply semantic
analysis techniques to extract context and semantics from the SLAs. The
visualization of the extracted context and semantics allows service provider
to compare the prices and QoS-parameters of available services and identify
competitors of his new planed service.
After the analysis of imported SLAs, the Sophie allows service provide to
reuse and adapt the extracted semantics to model the SLA of his new service.
The reanalysis of new modeld SLAs with the imported SLAs facilitates the
comparison of new modeled SLAs with the imported SLAs. The service
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Figure 6.12: The extracted semantics for the SLAs analysis
Figure 6.13: The extracted semantics for the SLAs analysis
provider can iterate this process until he is finished with the new modeled
SLA of his service. Finally, he can publish the new modeled service on the
service marketplace.
6.6 Summary
The VSA prototype is presented in presented in this chapter. The VSA sys-
tem Sophie and Service Browser present the aspects like analysis, modeling
and reanalysis of available services, and semantic exploration techniques for
the services and their semantic descriptions. The support for semi-automatic
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modeling of service descriptions by applying the VSA approach in the ser-
vice lifecycle and four application scenarios “service matchmaking and an-
notation”, “price plan analysis”, “legal aspects analysis” and “Service Level
Agreements (SLAs) analysis” is also presented briefly in this chapter.
The main advantage of the VSA approach is to improve support for analysis,
modeling and reanalysis of services by combining the semantic analysis and
visualization techniques. A user study to evaluate the VSA approach will
be presented in the next chapter. In this user study, the test subjects model
services by using two tools USDL-Editor with a manual approach and the
VSA system Sophie and provide quantitative and qualitative feedback, e.g.
duration for the service modeling and explicit feedback.
Chapter 7
User Study for the Visual
Semantic Analysis Approach
A prototype for the Visual Semantic Analysis (VSA) was presented in the
previous chapter. This prototype was developed on the base of the VSA
process model and the VSA conceptual framework that are presented in the
Chapters 4 and 5. The VSA approach combines the semantic analysis and
visualization techniques to support the semi-automatic modeling of the Ser-
vice Descriptions. The expected application benefits as described in Chapter
1. A user study was conducted to verify these expected application benefits.
For this purpose, The main theses of the work are that the VSA approach:
1. Improves time efficiency regarding time duration required to analyze,
model and reanalyze services.
2. facilitates service analysis and semantic extraction
3. supports semi-automatic modeling of new service descriptions by reusing
and adapting the extracted semantics
4. enables reanalysis of new modeled services to check their market com-
petitiveness
5. facilitates users to deal with the complexity of SD modeling
The evaluation method and study design for the user study are described in
the sections 7.1 and 7.2. The results of the user study are discussed briefly
in the section 7.3. Finally, the conclusion is presented in the section 7.4.
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7.1 Evaluation Method
A user study for the evaluation of the Visual Semantic Analysis approach
was conducted with 21 participants. The test subjects are researchers and
students who are involved in the research projects of the research institute
“Fraunhofer Institute for Computer Graphics” (Fraunhofer IGD). All test
subjects are involved in the computer science related research fields. The
group of test subjects was composed of 3 females and 18 males with an
average age of 27.75 years.
The cross evaluation method is applied for the evaluation of the Visual Se-
mantic Analysis approach. According to this method, the participants were
divided into two groups α (10 test subjects) and β (11 test subjects). The
group α starts with the Variant A and then uses Variant B to perform the
tasks. The second group uses the variants in a reversed order to perform the
tasks as depicted in Figure 7.1. This approach helps to exclude factors such
as learning process, which can affect the evaluation results. This approach
represents a combination of within-groups design and between groups design
[God09, Hof10].
According to the cross evaluation method, the two variants Variant A with
USDL-Editor and Variant B with the VSA system Sophie as shown in Figure
7.1 are prepared for the evaluation. The USDL-Editor [TEX10] is a service
modeling tool for the manual modeling of services without VSA approach.
The VSA system Sophie [TEX10] offers Visual Semantic Analysis approach
to support semi-automatic modeling of services. It offers a combination of
machine learning and visualization techniques to support semi-automatic
modeling of services. According to the cross evaluation group α performs
the tasks first with the USDL-Editor and then with Sophie. Group β uses
the prototypes in reverse order to perform the tasks.
Group α
Variant A
with USDL-Editor
Group β Variant B
With Sophie
Variant B
With Sophie
Variant A
with USDL-Editor
Figure 7.1: The cross evaluation
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7.2 Study Design
The scenario and task for the evaluation of the Visual Semantic Analysis
approach are discussed here. Furthermore, the quantitative and qualitative
parameters for the user study and experiment procedure are also described
in this section.
7.2.1 Scenario and Task
The evaluation study is performed within the following scenario [TEX10]: a
service market place is developed for the car insurance companies to trade
car insurance related services, e.g. car repair, and car insurance. Service
providers such as car repair shops can offer their car repair services to the
car insurance companies. An owner of a car repair shop has been observing
the new trend “service market places for car repair services” in the web. He
realized that it could be a new channel for the acquisition of new customers
to sell car repair services like car repairing and car rental. The new potential
customers can be insurance companies, who are looking for authorized car
repair shops. He decides to offer his car repair service on the service market
place, which is specially designed for the car insurance companies. For this
purpose, he has to model his service according to the guidelines of the service
market place. Specifically, he has to model the price plan of his car repair
shop according to the following subtasks:
• Subtask 1 - Analyze available services on the service market place:
In this subtask, service provider can analyze the price plans of the
available car repair services on the service market place to have an
overview of existing price plans. He can check the offered services, e.g.
car glass repair or paint jobs and their prices. He can also identify the
different pricing strategies of the competitors.
• Subtask 2 - Model new car repair service: After the analysis of the
available service, service provider can decide for his pricing strategy
and model the price plans of his new “car repair service” under the
consideration of the results of service analysis. For the modeling of
new car repair service, the modeling guidelines of the service market
place have to be followed.
• Subtask 3 - Reanalyze new-modeled service together with available
services on the service market place: After the modeling of new ser-
vice, the reanalysis of the new-modeled services together with avail-
able services for the comparison. It helps users to check the market
competiveness of new-modeled service and have an overview of com-
petitors.
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• Additional subtask - Support for iterartive service modeling: The iter-
ative modeling of services allows first the selection of different aspects
of SDs, e.g. price plans or SLAs, for the analysis and then performs
analysis, modeling, and reanalysis. It facilitates users to deal with
the comlexity of SDs. These steps can be iterated until the service
provider is satisfied with the new-modeled service and its market com-
petitiveness.
7.2.2 Quantitative and qualitative parameters
The time duration to perform a subtask and sum of the time duration of the
entire task are considered as quantitative parameters for the evaluation of
the VSA approach. The order of two variants can affect these quantitative
parameters. The time duration to perform each subtask of both variants
was measured by using a stopwatch. The sum of duration for each subtask
was also calculated as time duration for the entire task.
Three questionnaires for each subtask were prepared to collect qualitative
data during the evaluation of the VSA approach. The focus of these ques-
tionnaires was the functionality of both variants rather that usability issues.
For example, whether the analysis and reanalysis techniques support the ser-
vice provider during the modeling of new services. The questionnaires were
composed of multiple choice questions with five alternative answers. The
questions were formulated as statements. The alternative answers could
range from 1 to 5 (1 = supported not at all; 5 = Supported very much).
The test subjects should fill out a questionnaire after the accomplishment
of each subtask for both variants.
An additional questionnaire was designed to evaluate the iterative analysis
and modeling functionality of the Sophie, because this functionality is not
directly offered by USDL-Editor. To collect qualitative data for this func-
tionality of the VSA approach, this functionality of Sophie was presented
to test subjects and they should fill out the questionnaires to provide their
feedback.
A final questionnaire was prepared to compare both tools directly. The
test subjects should fill out this questionnaire at the end of the user study.
They should choose a tool from both USDL-Editor and Sophie as their
proffered tool for the each subtask and entire task. They could also provide
their comments for the evaluation as free-text. They could provide their
comments if they like a lot the functionality of the Sophie tool or they
could provide their suggestions for the improvement of the Sophie. The
questionnaires are presented in the appendix A.
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Figure 7.2: The experiment procedure for the user study
7.2.3 Experiment Procedure
The experiment procedure is depicted in Figure 7.2. It consists of three
main phases general introduction, experiment and wrap up. The general
introduction and wrap up phases are same for both variants. The order
of Variants A (with USDL-Editor) and Variants B (with Sophie) changes
for the test subjects depending on their assignment to group α or β in the
experiment phase.
The application scenario and task were introduced to test subjects as a gen-
eral introduction. Additionally, the experiment procedure and basic concept
of services and price plans were also introduced. After the initial introduc-
tion, test subjects started either with USDL-Editor or Sophie depending on
their assignment to the group α or β as proposed by the cross evaluation
method. The group α starts always with the USDL-Editor and then perform
the subtasks with Sophi in the exp riment phase as shown in Figure 7.2.
The group β used USDL-Editor and Sophie in reverse order to perform the
subtasks.
At the beginning of each subtask, the domain knowledge, e.g. pricing model
and the functionality of the used tool, were introduced briefly to test sub-
jects. They could try the functionality of the used tool before they start
performing the subtasks. The introduction sessions to each tool were the
same for both groups α or β. This approach should avoid the learn effects,
when they were performing subtasks by using both tool in a specific order.
In the wrap up phase, the test persons should fill out the final questionnaire
and choose their preferred tool for the individual subtasks and the entire
task. Finally, they could also add their comments about the VSA prototype
Sophie.
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7.3 Evaluation Results
An ANalysis Of VAriance (ANOVA) [Fie09] provides a statistical test
whether three or more means are the same, so it tests the hypothesis that
all group means are equal. In our user study, we have four means according
to the cross evaluation, therefore, the ANOVA is suitable for our study. An
ANOVA produces an F-statistic or F-ratio. It compares the amount of sys-
tematic variance in the data to the amount of unsystematic variance. The
F-statistic was conducted to evaluate the results of the user study. It indi-
cates F-value and p-value. One example of F-value and p-value is F(1; 19) =
48.05, p < .001. Two values in the parentheses of this example the “degrees
of freedom of the treatment variance (number of compared groups - 1)”
and “the degrees of freedom of the error variance (number of test subjects -
number of groups)” are significant parameters for the F-value [Hof10, Fie09].
The significance of the F-Value can be checked by comparing the F-value
with a given table of F-distribution. The difference between F-Value and
a given F-distribution results in the p-value. The p-value < .05 indicates
for significant variance and p-value < .001 indicates for highly significant
variance[Hof10, Fie09].
The results of F-statistics show that only highly significant effects with p-
value < .001 for the VSA prototypeSophie were identified. The order of
tools execution did not have any significant effect for the user study. For
this reason, the results of F-statistics for all test subjects are presented
together without distinguishing between groups.
7.3.1 Time efficiency
The time efficiency was measured for each subtask individually and for the
entire task. The results of F-statistic processed by the SPSS tool [SPS10]
are listed in Table 7.1 and shown in Figures 7.3 - 7.6.
The usage of the semantic analysis technique FCA and interactive lattice
visualization for the VSA approach facilitate users to analyze price plans of
services automatically. The reuse and adaption of semantics extracted from
the automatic analysis of services support users to accelerate the modeling of
new services. After the modeling of new services, automatic reanalysis of the
new-modeled service with available services supports users to compare the
price plans of new-modeled service with the available services. Therefore, it
was assumed that the VSA system Sophie leads to the improvement of the
time efficiency. The results of the user study show that the time efficiency
was improved by using the VSA system Sophie for each subtask and the
entire task as depicted in the Figures 7.3 - 7.6.
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Subtask F-value and p-value Mean time
in minutes
for Sophie
Mean time
in minutes
for USDL-
Editor
Subtask 1 Significant main effect
for the support of So-
phie, F(1; 19) = 23.74,
p < .001.
M = 1:47
SD = 0:58
M = 2:52
SD = 1:14
Subtask 2 Significant main effect
for the support of So-
phie, F(1; 19) = 28.71,
p < .001.
M = 3:45
SD = 1:22
M = 5:53
SD = 2:00
Subtask 3 Significant main effect
for the support of So-
phie, F(1; 19) = 16.27,
p < .005.
M = 2:28
SD = 1:14
M = 3:33
SD = 1:43
All subtasks Significant main effect
for the support of So-
phie, F(1; 19) = 48.05,
p < .001.
M = 8:02
SD = 2:25
M = 12:19
SD = 3:17
Table 7.1: The results of F-statistic for the time efficiency
Subtask 1 with Sophie Subtask 1 with USDL-Editor
Error bars: +/- 2 SD
Figure 7.3: The comparison of time required for the subtask 1
7.3.2 Service Analysis
The VSA system Sophie offers the semantic analysis technique FCA to an-
alyze services automatically. The interactive lattice visualization of service
analysis results facilitates users to compare the price plans of services and
find cheap or expensive services easily. Therefore, it was expected that the
automatic analysis of services and interactive lattice visualization of analysis
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Subtask 2 with Sophie Subtask 2 with USDL-Editor
Error bars: +/- 2 SD
Figure 7.4: The comparison of time required for the subtask 2
Subtask 3 with Sophie Subtask 3 with USDL-Editor
Error bars: +/- 2 SD
Figure 7.5: The comparison of time required for the subtask 3
results can improve the support for the service analysis.
According to the F-statistics, there was a highly significant main effect for
the VSA system Sophie to support the service analysis, F(1; 19) = 25.68, p
< .001. The users indicated that the Sophie facilitated the service analysis
better (M = 3.79, SD = 0.57) than the USDL-Editor (M = 2.78, SD =
0.81) as shown in Figure 7.7. It verifies that the VSA approach improves
the support for the service analysis.
7.3.3 Semi-Automatic Modeling of New service descriptions
The interactive visualization of service analysis results also allows users to
identify services similar or competitor to the new planed services. The
reuse or adaption of semantics extracted from the service analysis facilitate
them to model new services semi-automatically. Additionally, the interactive
lattice visualization supports users to model new services easily. Therefore,
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Entire task with Sophie Entire task with USDL-Editor
Error bars: +/- 2 SD
Figure 7.6: The comparison of time required for the entire task
Subtask 1 with Sophie Subtask 1 with USDL-Editor
Error bars: +/- 2 SD
Figure 7.7: The comparison of support for the service analysis
it was assumed that the VSA approach could improve the support for the
service modeling.
The variance analysis shows that the VSA system Sophie facilitates users
during the modeling of services significantly, F(1; 19) = 212.89, p < .001.
The modeling of services is better supported by Sophie (M = 4.23, SD =
0.49) than the USDL-Editor (M = 2.63, SD = 0.66) as shown in Figure 7.8.
7.3.4 Reanalysis of New Modeled Services
After the analysis of available services and modeling of new services, the au-
tomatic reanalysis of new modeled services with the Formal Concept Analy-
sis (FCA) and visualization of reanalysis result with the lattice visualization
support users to compare new modeled services with the available services
easily. It allows them to check the market competitiveness of their new mod-
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Subtask 2 with Sophie Subtask 2 with USDL-Editor
Error bars: +/- 2 SD
Figure 7.8: The comparison of support for the service modeling
eled services. Therefore, It is expected that the VSA approach improves the
support for the reanalysis of new modeled services.
According to the F-statistics, the VSA system Sophie offers also a significant
better support for users to reanalyze new-modeled services with available
services, F(1; 19) = 75.20, p < .001. The support for the reanalysis of
modeled services with available services was better with Sophie (M = 3.92,
SD = 0.61) than the USDL-Editor (M = 2.63, SD = 0.84) as shown in
Figure 7.9. It supports the hypothesis that the VSA prototype improves the
support for the reanalysis of new modeled services.
Subtask 3 with Sophie Subtask 3 with USDL-Editor
Error bars: +/- 2 SD
Figure 7.9: The comparison of support for the reanalysis of services
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7.3.5 Complexity of SD Modeling
The analysis, modeling, and reanalysis of different aspects, e.g. price plans,
SLA analysis and functionality, of services at the same time can be very
challenging issue for users. The perspectives in the VSA offers multiple
perspectives to deal with the complexity of the SDs. It allows users to
consider different aspects of the SDs separately or combination of these
aspects together. Users can analyze, model, and reanalyze these aspects in
different perspectives individually or together.
The results of the variance analysis are presented in Table 7.2. These results
support the hypothesis that the perspectives in the VSA facilitates users to
deal with the complexity of SD modeling.
Question nr. Questions Mean Value
1 The iterative analysis and modeling
of services with Sophie was intuitive
4.19
(SD=0,93)
2 The iterative analysis and modeling
approach of Sophie helped well to
get better analysis overview.
4.51 (SD =
0.51)
3 The iterative analysis and modeling
approach of Sophie helped to im-
prove the modeling of services.
4.33
(SD=0.57)
Table 7.2: The results of the variance analysis for the iterative modeling of
services
Task Preferred Tool
Sophie
Preferred Tool
USDL-Editor
Subtask 1 90.5% 9.5%
Subtask 2 81% 19%
Subtask 3 100% 0%
Entire task 100% 0%
Table 7.3: The results of F-statistic for the general user satisfaction
7.3.6 General user satisfaction
After the user study, the test subjects should fill out a final questionnaire to
choose their prefer tool for individual subtasks and for the entire task. The
results of their feedback are shown in Table 7.3. These results show that a
significant majority of test subjects preferred Sophie to analyze, model and
reanalyze services. For subtask 2, 19% of test subjects prefers the USDL-
Editor because they prefer to model services with forms based editor. The
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test subjects have also provided their positive or negative feedback about
the VSA system Sophie as free text. In this way, they could provide their
explicit feedback that was covered by the questionnaires. These comments
are listed in Appendix A.
7.4 Conclusion
The Visual Semantic Analysis approach combines semantic analysis and in-
teractive visualization techniques to support semi-automatic modeling of
SD. The prototype of the VSA system Sophie is developed on the VSA
conceptual framework. Different application benefits referring to aspects
efficiency, service analysis, service modeling, reanalysis of modeled services,
iterative modeling and general user satisfaction were expected from this pro-
totype. A user study was conducted to verify its application benefits. Two
tools USDL-Editor (without support of the VSA approach) and Sophie (with
the support of the VSA approach) were compared to verify the application
benefits of the VSA system Sophie.
The user study supports the hypotheses that the VSA system Sophie im-
proves the time efficiency for the individual subtasks and entire task of the
service modeling process. It improves also the support for the analysis, mod-
eling, and reanalysis of services. Additionally, it leads to high degree of user
satisfaction for the individual subtasks and entire task. The VSA approach
supports the semi-automatic modeling of services and accelerates the service
modeling process.
The perspectives based VSA allows users to consider different aspects of SDs,
e.g. price plans, SLAs and functionality of services, in different perspectives.
The users can analyze, model, and reanalyze these aspects of sevices in
different perspectives individually or together with the perspectives in. The
results of the user study emphasize the hypothesis that the VSA approach
improves support for iterative modeling of services by offering perspectives
in VSA.
The user study should not lead to false impression that the VSA approach
can replace the USDL-Editor. The basic assumption for the VSA approach
is that the services are available, which could be similar or related to new
planned services. The VSA approach can analyze these available services
to support the semi-automatic modeling of new planned services. If the
similar or related services to new planned services are not available and the
new planned services have to be modeled from the scratch, then the USDL-
Editor is more efficient than the VSA system Sophie. It means that the
VSA approach of Sophie and manual modeling approach of USDL-Editor
complement each other and a combination of both could lead to better
support of the semi-automatic modeling of services.
Chapter 8
Conclusion and Future Work
A new trend Web service ecosystems for Service-Oriented Architectures
(SOAs) and Web services is emerging [BD06, BDB05]. Service providers
and service brokers can trade their own services and combine services to
create value added services in these ecosystems. Service brokers offer ser-
vices of different service providers to service consumers. The flexible service
discovery to find and combine services is one of the main challenges for
Web service ecosystems (e.g. IoS) [BD06, CBMK10, CWV09, OBB+09].
The non-functional parameters of services, e.g. price plans, legal aspects,
Service Level Agreements (SLAs), penalties, and delivery modes, have to
be described as Service Descriptions (SDs) to offer the flexible service dis-
covery. Service descriptions can be very complex, e.g. the price plans of
SDs may contain information like pay per use, monthly fees, flat rates,
discounts, and special offers. Therefore, the explicit and formalized de-
scription of services’ non-functional parameters is the bottleneck for Web
service ecosystems [CBMK10, OBB+09, CWV09]. The automation of SD
modeling task is desirable to as it is mentioned in different research work
[WWWC08, SP07, Sab06, SWGS05, WGG+04].
This thesis introduces an innovative approach Visual Semantic Analysis
(VSA) to support semi-automatic modeling of services in Web service ecosys-
tems. This approach combines semantic analysis and interactive visualiza-
tion techniques to support analysis, modeling, and reanalysis of services in
an iterative loop. Additionally, it offers perspectives to consider different
aspects of SDs individually or simultaneously and thus facilitates users to
deal with the complexity of Service Descriptions.
This chapter summarizes the main contributions of this thesis in Section 8.1.
Section 8.2 illustrates the application benefits of the VSA approach. Finally,
prospects for the directions of future research are provided in Section 8.3.
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8.1 Conclusion and Contributions
The contributions of this thesis are as follows:
8.1.1 Study on the Visual Semantic Analysis
The knowledge experts from different domain like service engineers and SSD
modeling experts were interviewed in a study to drive the requirements for
the VSA as presented in Chapter 4. The requirements were considered form
three perspectives. First, users perspective deals with the interplay between
the semantic analysis and the SD modeling,and usage of visualization to sup-
port semi-automatic modeling of services. According to users perspective
the requirements were (I) a process model to support the analysis, mod-
eling, and reanalysis of services, (ii) support for the service analysis, (iii)
support for the modeling of services on the base of the results of service
analysis, (iv) support for the reanalysis of new modeled services with avail-
able services, (v) the iterative analysis, modeling and reanalysis to support
the semi-automatic modeling (vi) visual support for the analysis, modeling
and reanalysis of services, and (vii) multiple perspective to deal with the
complexity of SSDS and a large number of services.
Second, the semantic analysis perspective covers the aspects related to anal-
ysis of the available service and usage of visualization techniques for it. The
requirements form the semantic analysis perspective are summarized as (i)
abstract process model for the analysis of services, (ii) support for different
input formats, (iii) visual support for the context and semantic analysis (iv)
support for the multiple semantic extraction techniques (v) support for the
import and export of context and extracted semantics. Third, the modeling
of new services and usage of visualization for the service modeling are ad-
dressed by the SD modeling perspective. The requirements (i) an abstract
process model for the SSD modeling, (ii) support for the comparison of new
modeled services with available services, (iii) Support for the Modulariza-
tion approach of SSD modeling, (iv) Support to assure the consistency of
SSDs, (v) support for different SD modeling languages, and (vi) visual sup-
port for the SD modeling are covered in the SD modeling perspective. These
requirements serve as basis for the VSA approach.
8.1.2 A Generic Process Model for the VSA
A generic process model for the VSA describes (i) sub processes and tasks,
(ii) transitions between sub processes, (iii) technologies used in sub pro-
cesses, and (iv) data processed and generated in sub processes. The six sub
processes “Visual Context Acquisition”, “Visual Context Analysis”, “Se-
mantic Extraction, “Visual Semantic Refinement”, “Visual SD modeling”
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and ´´Governance” are presented in Chapter 4. The iterative loop illus-
trates the analysis, modeling, and reanalysis of services in an iterative man-
ner. The Visual Context Acquisition allows users to extract context from
unstructured and structured information of service descriptions, e.g. textual
description of services and non-functional parameters. The Visual Context
Analysis facilities users to prune or refine context information by using se-
mantic analysis techniques from the sub process Semantic Extraction that
provides all semantic analysis techniques in the VSA. The Visual Semantic
Analysis supports users to validate and refine the extracted semantics by
offering visualization techniques. The extracted semantics is used in the
sub process Visual SD Modeling to model new services. The sub process
Governance validates the new modeled SDs. After a successful validation,
the new modeled services can be published on service platforms.
The Natural Langue Processing (NLP) techniques allow users to extract
context from the service description in the sub process Visual Context Ac-
quisition. The visualization techniques supports users in the sub processes
Visual Context Analysis, Visual Semantic Refinement, and Visual SD Mod-
eling to gain insight into context, semantics, and service descriptions. The
semantic analysis techniques are offered in the sub process Semantic Extrac-
tion to analyze context and extract semantics form it. The service validation
techniques allow users to check the consistency of new modeled services in
the sub process Governance.
8.1.3 A Conceptual Framework of the VSA
A conceptual framework describes system components and system behavior
of the Visual Semantic Analysis system according the VSA process model.
Multiple perspectives for the VSA play an important role for the design
decisions of the conceptual framework of the VSA. Multiple perspectives
with views are defined in the conceptual Framework of the VSA that allow
consideration of different aspects of service descriptions, e.g. price plans and
SLAs, individually or simultaneously. The perspective controller serves as a
bridge between all system components and manages the transitions between
the sub processes and their execution order. The views Visual Context
Analysis View, Visual Semantic Refinement View, and Visual SD Modeling
View represent the sub processes Visual Context Analysis, Visual Semantic
Refinement, and Visual SD Modeling of the VSA process model. They use
available visualization techniques from the Visual Layout Algorithms Library
to visualize processed and generated context, semantics and new modeled
services. The semantic extraction techniques are provided by the Semantic
Analysis Algorithms Library. The component Context Acquisition allows
the context extraction from service descriptions.
The communication components serve as an external interface of the con-
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ceptual framework of the VSA. They manage communication between the
VSA system and service platforms (Web Service Ecosystem), e.g. import
of the available services from service platforms and the publishing of the
new modeled services on service platforms. Furthermore, the management
of the extracted context and semantics is also described in the VSA concep-
tual framework.
8.1.4 Application of the VSA in the Service Lifecycle
A prototype of the Visual Semantic Analysis System is developed on the
base of VSA conceptual framework. It consists of a service platform, a VSA
system Sophie and a Web client Service Browser as discussed in Chapter
6. The service platform provides all services needed by the VSA prototype,
e.g. service discovery and service registry. The VSA system Sophie presents
the aspects such as analysis, modeling and reanalysis of services. The Web
client Service Browser allows users to navigate through the semantic relation
of services and edit the service descriptions.
The application of the VSA in the service lifecycle is presented in Chater
6. It gives an overview of tasks in the service lifecycle phases, where the
VSA approach can be applied. The roles of the service lifecycle, e.g. service
providers and service brokers, who can profit from the application of VSA
approach, are also presented in Chapter 6.The usage of VSA system for four
application scenarios service matchmaking and annotation, price plan anal-
ysis, legal aspects analysis and Service Level Agreements (SLAs) analysis is
presented as a proof of concept.
8.2 Application Benefits
A user study was conducted to verify the expected application benefits re-
ferring to efficiency, service analysis, service modeling, reanalysis of modeled
services, and complexity of SDs and user satisfaction as presented in Chap-
ter 7. The cross evaluation method was applied as evaluation method in
the user study. The VSA prototype Sophie was compared with a service
modeling tool USDL-Editor in this user study. According to the evaluation
of the results of user study, the application benefits of the VSA approach
are as follows:
The VSA approach improves time efficiency regarding time du-
ration required to analyze, model, and reanalyze services.
The automatic analysis of service descriptions and visualization of the anal-
ysis results facilitate users to compare the already existing services easily.
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The reuse and adaption of analysis results to model new services allow them
to model new services semi-automatically. The reanalysis of new modeled
services with the already existing services supports users to compare new
modeled services with existing ones. In this way, the VSA approach allow
users to analyze, model and reanalyze services in an iterative loop and accel-
erate modeling of new services. The results of the user study show that the
time efficiency was improved significantly by using the VSA system Sophie
for each subtask and the entire task.
We show that the VSA approach facilitates the service analysis
and semantic extraction.
The VSA approach allows users to apply a combination of semantic analysis
techniques to analyze services and extract semantic information from the al-
ready existing services. The visualization of the service analysis results and
extracted semantics allows users to detect patterns, e.g. similar services,
in the analysis results and compare different aspects of service descriptions
such as price plans. A combination of semantic analysis techniques and visu-
alization techniques improves the support for the service analysis as shown
by the results of the user study.
The reuse and adaption of extracted semantics supports semi-
automatic modeling of new service descriptions significantly with
the VSA approach.
The interactive visualization of the service analysis results and extracted
semantics facilitates users not only to gain an overview of analysis results,
but also reuse and adapt the extracted semantics to accelerate the modeling
of new services. In this way, the VSA provides an integrated approach for
analysis and modeling of services to support the semi-automatic modeling of
service descriptions. The integrated approach allows users to consider mar-
ket competitiveness aspects, e.g. price plans of competitor services, during
the modeling of new services and improve support for the semi-automatic
modeling significantly.
The VSA approach enables reanalysis of new modeled services
to check their market competitiveness.
The reanalysis of new modeled services with the already existing services
allow users to compare their new modeled services with existing ones. The
VSA approach offers them an iterative loop, where they can combine seman-
tic analysis and visualization techniques to analyze, model and reanalyze
services. The results of the user study shows that the iterative loop im-
proves the reanalysis of services and overall support for the semi-automatic
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modeling of service descriptions.
The perspectives in the VSA approach facilitate users to deal with
the complexity of SD modeling.
The simultaneously modeling of different aspects of service description, e.g.
price plan, SLA and legal aspects, is a complex task. According to the user
requirements, users want to model different aspects of SDs either individ-
ually or a combination of them. The VSA approach offers them different
perspectives to consider different aspects of SDs individually or simultane-
ously. The results of the user study prove that perspectives in the VSA
facilitate users to deal with the complexity of service descriptions.
8.3 Future Work
Several open issues, which were not discussed in depth or emerged in the
course of this thesis, lead to the following research directions.
8.3.1 Collaborative Visual Semantic Analysis
According to Oberle et al. [OBB+09], the modeling of service descriptions
is a multi disciplinary task. The support for collaborative modeling of ser-
vice descriptions is one of the most import issues to allow usesr to model
different aspects of SDs collaboratively in the different phases of a service
lifecycle. Different users provide the same kind of information independently
and differently during the modeling of different aspects of service descrip-
tion. A sensible information management (change tracking) is needed to
avoid inconsistency. The information has to be modularized to allow dif-
ferent user roles to maintain and contribute information corresponding to
different aspects in different phases of a service lifecycle [OBB+09].
The collaborative VSA approach has to be investigated to support experts
from different domains during the modeling of service descriptions. The is-
sues such as task assignment to experts or group of experts, change tracking
and versioning have to be investigated particularly. The change tracking
to avoid inconsistency and service governance for the validation of services
according are the main challenges for the collaborative visual semantic anal-
ysis.
8.3.2 Service Monitoring
The monitoring of services based on Service Level Agreements (SLAs) is one
of important challenges for the Internet of Services (IoS). The traditional
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service monitoring approach based on Quality of Service (QoS) parameters is
not sufficient for the IoS. The monitoring needs to account not only technical
aspects, but also the business aspects of services. These aspects should be
comprised of business related aspects such as pricing and legal aspects as well
as technical aspects like QoS parameters. The monitoring helps to ensure
that the obligation of consumers and providers are met and promised service
quality is fulfilled [WCS08].
A clear understanding of monitoring parameters at technical and business
level and a mapping between them would be the base for automation the
monitoring process by driving business parameters from technical monitor-
ing results. The application of VSA approach in the automatic monitoring
process to gain a clear understanding of monitoring related technical and
business level parameters and mapping between them can help to automate
the monitoring process.
8.3.3 Semantic Annotation of Multimedia Data
A process-based design of multimedia annotation system [Hof10] presents a
generic process model of multimedia annotation for the fundamental knowl-
edge about the activities and procedures associated with multimedia annota-
tion. Hofmann [Hof10] has also presented the application of VSA approach
as an external service to perform semi-automatic semantic annotation of
multimedia data. The specified tags of the multimedia data from the multi-
media annotation system serve as context in the VSA to generate semantics.
The multimedia annotation system uses the extracted semantics further for
the modification of it.
An interesting research area is the extension of generic process model of mul-
timedia annotation with the generic VSA process model to develop a generic
process based design for the semantic annotation of multimedia data. For
this purpose, sub processes and tasks, execution order of the sub process,
technologies used in the sub processes, and data processed in the sub pro-
cesses have to be defined for the semantic annotation of multimedia data.
8.3.4 Context Based Visualization
The context based automatic choice of visualization techniques [God09] for
the VSA approach is very interesting research question. For this purpose, the
objectives of users referring to analysis of different aspects e.g. price plan,
legal aspects and SLAs, have to be taken into account. Additionally, it has to
be investigated which metaphors are appropriate in the VSA process model
to visualize context, semantics and service descriptions. The empirical study
can be performed to find appropriate metaphors for the VSA approach.
Particularly, the influence of the multi disciplinary teams in the service
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modeling process has to be investigated for the context based automatic
choice of visualization techniques in the VSA.
Appendix A
User Study: Questionnaires
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Evaluation of the Service Modeling Tools 
(Variant B: Service Modeling with SOPHIE) 
 
 
In this evaluation, I want to evaluate two service modeling tools “USDL-Editor” and “SOPHIE”. For 
this purpose, I will introduce you first the application scenario for the evaluation. Then you will be 
asked to perform a set of tasks. I will introduce you to the required functionality of each tool for each 
task before you start to perform the task. Afterwards, you will be asked to perform each task with 
both tools in order to compare both tools. After the completion of each task, you will be asked to fill 
out one questionnaire. At the end of the evaluation, you will be asked to fill out a final questionnaire. 
 
Participant’s Info 
 
Participant number: 
Age: 
Gender: 
 
Question 1.1: how good is your knowledge about PC? 
No any knowledge □ □ □ □ □ Very good knowledge 
       
Question 2.2: How good is your knowledge about services and service modeling? 
No any knowledge □ □ □ □ □ Very good knowledge 
       
 
Application Scenario 
 
You are the owner of a car repair shop. You are observing a new trend “service market places for car 
repair services” in the web. It can be a new channel for the acquisition of new customers to sell car 
repair services like car repairing and car rental. The new potential customer can be insurance 
companies, who are looking for authorized car repair shops. You decide to offer you car repair 
service “MyCarRepair-Service” on the service market place, which is specially designed for car 
insurance companies. 
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Task 
 
Your task is to model a price plan for your car repair service “MyCarRepair-Service”. You use 
Unified Service Description Language Editor (USDL-Editor) as shown in the following figure to 
model a price plan for your car repair service. For this purpose, you have to perform the following 
sub-tasks.  
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Sub-task 1: Analyze car repair services available on the service market 
place 
 
(Short introduction to SOPHIE’s functionality “analysis of existing services”) 
 
Find a service with the highest price for the “Supported repair: paint jobs” and 
“Certification:DEKRA” from the available car repair services on the service market place. To 
perform this sub-task, you have to follow the following steps: 
 
1. Select “Supported repair: paint jobs” and “Certification:DEKRA” in the right upper panel of 
graph visualization. 
2. Select the nodes in the graph to find the most expensive service. 
3. Write down the name of most expensive service and its prices (See right bottom panel of the 
graph visualization) 
 
 
 
Questionnaire 1 
 
Question 1.1: It was intuitive to analyze available service on the service 
market place. 
Not at all □ □ □ □ □ Very much 
       
Question 2.2: The support for the analysis of available service on the service 
market place was good. 
Not at all □ □ □ □ □ Very much 
       
Question 1.3: The navigation between services and their price plans was good. 
Not at all □ □ □ □ □ Very much 
       
Question 1.4: It was easy to get an overview about prices of services.  
Not at all □ □ □ □ □ Very much 
       
Question 1.5: It was easy to compare the prices of services. 
Not at all □ □ □ □ □ Very much 
       
Question 1.6: The support to find most expensive services was good. 
Not at all □ □ □ □ □ Very much 
       
Question 1.6: The overall support to perform this sub-task was good. 
Not at all □ □ □ □ □ Very much 
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Sub-task 2: Model your own car repair service 
 
(Short introduction to SOPHIE’s functionality “model a service”) 
 
Model your service “MyCarRepair-Service” with the highest price and “Certification:DEKRA” for 
the “Supported repair: paint jobs” and add new feature to your service “Supported repair: express 
paint job”. To perform this sub-task, you have to follow the following steps: 
 
1. Add new service (Right click -> add document) in the matrix visualization 
2. Add new attribute (Right click -> Supported repair: express paint job) 
3. Add price plan features (Right click -> add Entries)  
a. Select your new service 
b. Select all related attributes 
i. Car repair Service 
ii. All Labor value classes 1 to 5 (according to the service Schwarz-car-repair-
service) 
iii. Special work (according to the service Schwarz-car-repair-service) 
iv. “Supported repair: paint jobs” 
v. Supported repair: express paint jobs 
vi. Certification:DEKRA 
 
 
Questionnaire 2 
 
Question 2.1: It was intuitive to model your service. 
Not at all □ □ □ □ □ Very much 
       
Question 2.2: The support to model your service was good. 
Not at all □ □ □ □ □ Very much 
 
Question 2.3: The support to find the different parameters for the modeling of 
your service was good. 
Not at all □ □ □ □ □ Very much 
       
Question 2.4: The support to see the competitor most expensive service during 
the modeling of your service was good.  
Not at all □ □ □ □ □ Very much 
 
Question 2.5: The overall support to perform this sub-task was good. 
Not at all □ □ □ □ □ Very much 
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Sub-task 3:Re-analyze (Compare your car repair service with available car 
repair services on the service platform) 
 
(Short introduction to SOPHIE’s functionality “re-analyze services”) 
 
Re-analyze your modeled service “MyCarRepair-Service” with competitor car repair services 
available on the service platform and find all car repair services, which are direct and indirect 
competitors of your service. To perform this sub-task, you have to follow the following steps: 
 
 
1. Click the button “show all data” in the right upper panel  
2. Search for “Supported repair: paint jobs” and “Certification:DEKRA” in the right upper panel 
of graph visualization.  
3. Find all competitors 
a. Services with attributes “Supported repair: paint jobs” and “Certification:DEKRA”,  
which have same or more price 
i. Write down the name of services 
b.  Services with attributes “Supported repair: paint jobs” and “Certification:DEKRA”,  
which are cheaper 
i. Write down the name of services 
Questionnaire 3 
 
Question 3.1: It was intuitive to find all competitors of your service? 
Not at all □ □ □ □ □ Very much 
       
Question 3.2: The support to compare your own service with other available 
services on the service market place was good.  
Not at all □ □ □ □ □ Very much 
 
Question 3.3: It helped well to compare the unique selling points of your 
service with competitors. 
Not at all □ □ □ □ □ Very much 
       
Question 3.4: It helped well to improve the market competitiveness of your 
service? 
Not at all □ □ □ □ □ Very much 
       
Question 3.5: The overall support to perform this sub-task was good 
Not at all □ □ □ □ □ Very much 
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Sub-Task 4: Iterative analysis and modeling of services 
 
Demonstration of the iterative analysis and modeling of services with SOPHIE. 
 
 
 
Questionnaire 4 
 
Question 4.1: The iterative analysis and modeling of services with SOPHIE 
was intuitive? 
Not at all □ □ □ □ □ Very much 
       
Question 4.2: The iterative analysis and modeling approach of SOPHIE 
helped well to get a better analysis overview? 
Not at all □ □ □ □ □ Very much 
 
Question 4.3: The iterative analysis and modeling approach of SOPHIE 
helped to improve the modeling of services? 
Not at all □ □ □ □ □ Very much 
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Final Questionnaire: 
 
Question 5.1: Which Software-Tool do you prefer to analyze available 
services on the service market place? 
USDL-Editor □ □ Sophie 
    
Question 5.2: Which Software-Tool do you prefer to model your service? 
USDL-Editor □ □ Sophie 
    
Question 5.3: Which Software-Tool do you prefer to compare your service 
with competitor services available on the service market place? 
USDL-Editor □ □ Sophie 
    
Question 5.3: Which Software-Tool do you prefer overall to perform all the 
tasks? 
USDL-Editor □ □ Sophie 
 
I like the features of SOPHIE good: 
Your comments: 
I don’t like specific features of SOPHIE, which can be improved. 
Your comments: 
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Evaluation of the Service Modeling Tools 
(Variant A: Service Modeling with USDL-Editor) 
 
In this evaluation, I want to evaluate the two service modeling tools “USDL-Editor” and 
“SOPHIE”. For this purpose, I will introduce you to the application scenario for the 
evaluation first. Then you will be asked to perform a set of tasks. I will introduce you to the 
required functionality of each tool for each task before you start to perform the task. 
Afterwards, you will be asked to perform each task with both tools in order to compare both 
tools. After the completion of each task, you will be asked to fill out one questionnaire. At the 
end of the evaluation, you will be asked to fill out a final questionnaire. 
 
Participant’s Info 
 
Participant number: 
Age: 
Gender: 
 
Question 1.1: how good is your knowledge about PC? 
No any knowledge □ □ □ □ □ Very good knowledge 
       
Question 2.2: How good is your knowledge about services and service modeling? 
No any knowledge □ □ □ □ □ Very good knowledge 
       
 
Application Scenario 
 
You are the owner of a car repair shop. You are observing a new trend “service market places 
for car repair services” in the web. It can be a new channel for the acquisition of new 
customers to sell car repair services like car repairing and car rental. The new potential 
customer can be insurance companies, who are looking for authorized car repair shops. You 
decide to offer your car repair service “MyCarRepair-Service” on the service market place, 
which is specially designed for car insurance companies. 
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Task 
 
Your task is to model a price plan for your car repair service “MyCarRepair-Service”. You 
use Unified Service Description Language Editor (USDL-Editor) as shown in the following 
figure to model a price plan for your car repair service. For this purpose, you have to perform 
the following sub-tasks.  
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Sub-task 1: Analyze car repair services available on the service market 
place 
 
(Short introduction to USDL-Editor’s functionality “analysis of existing services”) 
 
Find a service with the lowest price for the “Supported repair: car glass repair” and 
“Certification: TÜV” from the available car repair services on the service market place. To 
perform this sub-task, you have to follow the following steps: 
 
1. Find services, which have the capability (Tab: Functional)  “Supported repair: car 
glass repair” and “Certification: TÜV” 
2. Compare the price for the found services to find the cheapest one (Tab: Pricing). 
3. Write down the name of cheapest service and its prices 
 
 
 
Questionnaire 1 
 
Question 1.1: It was intuitive to analyze available service on the service 
market place. 
Not at all □ □ □ □ □ Very much 
       
Question 2.2: The support for the analysis of available service on the service 
market place was good. 
Not at all □ □ □ □ □ Very much 
       
Question 1.3: The navigation between services and their price plans was good. 
Not at all □ □ □ □ □ Very much 
       
Question 1.4: It was easy to get an overview about prices of services.  
Not at all □ □ □ □ □ Very much 
       
Question 1.5: It was easy to compare the prices of services. 
Not at all □ □ □ □ □ Very much 
       
Question 1.6: The support to find cheapest services was good. 
Not at all □ □ □ □ □ Very much 
       
Question 1.6: The overall support to perform this sub-task was good. 
Not at all □ □ □ □ □ Very much 
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Sub-task 2: Model your own car repair service 
 
(Short introduction to USDL-Editor’s functionality “model a service”) 
 
Model your service “MyCarRepair-Service” with the lowest price and TÜV-certification for 
the car glass repair and add a new feature to your service “mobile car glass repair”. To 
perform this sub-task, you should perform following steps. 
 
1. Add new Service (right click on the “CarRepairService” -> New -> Others -> USDL3 
-> USDL3 Description) 
2. Add new price plan and fill out all required fields, which are marked with “*”. 
3. Define the price components (Prices according to service Kneissler as you found in the 
last sub-task) 
a. Labor value class 1 – 5 
b. Special work 
4. Add price components to price plan 
5. Add capability in the tab “Functional” 
c. Supported repair: Car glass repair 
d. Supported repair: Mobile car glass repair 
e. Certification: TÜV 
 
Questionnaire 2 
 
Question 2.1: It was intuitive to model your service. 
Not at all □ □ □ □ □ Very much 
       
Question 2.2: The support to model your service was good. 
Not at all □ □ □ □ □ Very much 
 
Question 2.3: The support to find the different parameters for the modeling of 
your service was good. 
Not at all □ □ □ □ □ Very much 
       
Question 2.4: The support to see the competitor cheapest service during the 
modeling of your service was good.  
Not at all □ □ □ □ □ Very much 
 
Question 2.5: The overall support to perform this sub-task was good. 
Not at all □ □ □ □ □ Very much 
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Sub-task 3:Re-analyze (Compare your car repair service with available 
car repair services on the service platform) 
 
(Short introduction to USDL-Editor’s functionality “re-analyze services”) 
 
Re-analyze your modeled service “MyCarRepair-Service” with competitor car repair services 
available on the service platform and find all car repair services, which are direct and indirect 
competitors of your service. To perform this sub-task, you should perform following steps. 
 
1. Find services, which have the capability (Tab: Functional)  “Supported repair: car 
glass repair” 
2. Find all competitors 
a. Services with functionality “Supported repair: car glass repair” which have 
same or less price 
i. Write down the name of services 
b.  Services with Functionality “Supported repair: car glass repair”,  which are 
more expensive 
i. Write down the name of services 
 
 
Questionnaire 3 
 
Question 3.1: It was intuitive to find all competitors of your service? 
Not at all □ □ □ □ □ Very much 
       
Question 3.2: The support to compare your own service with other available 
services on the service market place was good.  
Not at all □ □ □ □ □ Very much 
 
Question 3.3: It helped well to compare the unique selling points of your 
service with competitors. 
Not at all □ □ □ □ □ Very much 
       
Question 3.4: It helped well to improve the market competitiveness of your 
service. 
Not at all □ □ □ □ □ Very much 
       
Question 3.5: The overall support to perform this sub-task was good 
Not at all □ □ □ □ □ Very much 
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Final Questionnaire: 
 
Question 5.1: Which Software-Tool do you prefer to analyze available 
services on the service market place? 
USDL-Editor □ □ Sophie 
    
Question 5.2: Which Software-Tool do you prefer to model your service? 
USDL-Editor □ □ Sophie 
    
Question 5.3: Which Software-Tool do you prefer to compare your service 
with competitor services available on the service market place? 
USDL-Editor □ □ Sophie 
    
Question 5.3: Which Software-Tool do you prefer overall to perform all the 
tasks? 
USDL-Editor □ □ Sophie 
 
I like the features of SOPHIE good: 
Your comments: 
I don’t like specific features of Sophie, which can be improved. 
Your comments: 
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